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voRwollT

Dieses Heft enthält alle verfi.igbaren Beiträge zu? Jahreskonferenz dcr

Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE) vom 5. bis 8. September

r989 in Münster. Dabei handelte es sich um die erste Jahreskonferenz, welche

in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland stattIand.

Das Thcnra dcr Konferenz lautete: Scientific Thinking in Mcdical Educatiorr.

Der letzte Tag war einer gemeinsamen Veranstaltung der AMEE und der lV.

Jahrestagung der Deutsch-Chinesischen und Chinesisch-Deutschen

Cesellschaften für Medizin (Präsidenten: Pro[. Dr. F. H. Kemper und Pro[. Dr.

Dr. h.c. QIU Fazu) gewidmet. Die Themen der einzelnen Beiträge ergeben

sich aus dem Inhaltsverzeichnis.

Unser Dank gilt zunächst allen Autoren und Teilnehmern an dieser

Jahreskonferenz, darüber hinaus aber auch allen denen, die bei der Anfertigung

dieses Heftes tatkräftig mitgewirkt haben. Von ihnen sollen hier die Damen

Erika Foitzik, Sabine Herbst, Maria Hoeltzenbein und Heidi Walsh sowie Herr

Dr. Tassos Ladas besonders genannt werden.

PREFACL,

This booklet contains all the available contributions from the annual

conference of the Association for Medical Education in Europe (AMEE)' held in

Münster September 5 - 8, I989. lt was the first AMEE annual conlerence to

be held in the Federal Republic of Germany.

The topic of the Conference was "Scientific Thinking in Medical Education".

The final day of the Conference was dedicated to tlre AMEE and the lV annual

meeting of the German-Chinese/Chinese-German Medical Societies (Presidents:

Prof. Dr. F. H. Kemper and Prof. Dr. Dr. h.c. QIU Fazu). The topics of the

individual contributions can be found in the table of contents.

We would like to thank all the authors and conference participants, and all

those who intensively worked on this booklet. Special mention goes to Erika

Foitzik, Sabine Herbst, Maria Hoeltzenbein, Heidi Walsh and Dr. Tassos Ladas.

lm Namen der Redaktion

On behalf of the editors Dietrich Habeck



The Association for Medical Education in Europe
has assembled in Münster, Federal Republic of
Germany o hold its annual confercnce of 1989
and to try to achieve its purpose, which is to
promote the surdy of medical education and to
fostcr communication among medical educatore
in the countries of Europe. Any success of our
cndeavours will be due to the work of thc
individual participants of this Conference and to
the mcmbers of AMEE.

Medical education is closely related to the
practice of medicine in health care. At tbc
European level, this is borne out by the close
relationship and mutual support berwcn AMEE
and WHO in the form of its European Office.
WHO has inspired through great ideas and
achieved unique practical improvements for
heslth all over the world. A symbol for much
of its prescnt work is the struggle for Health iri,:
All by the ycar 2000, and the consequent priority
for primary care. For Europe, it was an
imporant step forward when the new European
health-for-all policy was adopted in 19E4 by the
European WHO Regional Commitnee, and a
number of tergets were formulated to make
development more realistic. This policy was
later accepted by national goyernments, md
therefore is a model to which rnedical education
in all these countries has to be adapted. The
adaptation will depend mainly on rnedical
schools, universities and educators, their interest,
creativity and strength of action, and of course,
their loyalty to the policy of their own country.
But medical schools and educators must exercisc
critical analysis and evaluation as well, and we
have to realise that there exist several alternative
ways in which to reach the goals of the policy.
Therefore theory (medical schools) and practice
(health authorities) above all must cooperate for
the common good, and all engaged shall have to
adapt their opinions and plans to erncrging new
knowledge and experience. AMEE conferences
are one of the places where such cooperation
takes place.
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The initiative of the World Federation for
Medical Education, so brilliantly led by our
former president of AMEE, Professor Henry J.
Walton, Edinburg, resulted in the Edinburg
Dcclaration of 1988, and the Lisbon Initiative
aod other regional meetings betwecn
govcraments, WHO and educators. The stage is
now sct for practical implcmentrtion of reforms.
The reforms aim at improving thc quality and
relevance of health care. It mry then often be
suitable to start by experiments on a smaller
scale, closely assuring quality and refining
methods, and later continue with large scale
changes. This will take time. So much more
important, therefore, that wc all start now.
AMEE will contribute inter alia through its
working group on health policy and medical
education, cbaired by Professor Alberto Oriol
Bosch, Barcelona. This group will present its
work regularly
conferences.

at forthcoming AMEE

We probably all intuitively agree on the
importance of the quality of medical education
for the quality of medical care and health care.
But we also understand that the quality of health
care depends on more factors than education. It
may be useful to look for a moment at the
wholeness of care and its determining factors.
They may be ordered as follows, in a simplified
way, into six main are&s.

l) Nature, new diseases, population demography,
climate, etc.
2) Population, culture, and the needs, demands
and expectations of people.
3) External factors, resources, organisation,
rules, salaries and incentives, buildings,
equipmcnt, €tc.
4) Professiondisn rnd inncr factors, the self-
developed strndards of quality of crre personnel,
leadcrship, rclevence of mearurcs, traditions,
per review and qulity control, spccialisation,
use of technolory, instruction of newcomers,
empathy, ethics. and moral behaviour,
communication, etc.

Ar,rEE A}{NUAL CONFERENCE MLTNSTER (FRG) 1989

OPtsNING CEREMOüIY

AIfdEE in Münsbr l9t9: Ittedicrl Ednc*ion Today ud Tmorrw

Prof. Gunnar Ström, MD, DMS, FRCP
Edin, Chairman of AMEE



5) Recruitment and education of care personnel.
6) Research and development.

It is the areas of professionalism, education and
research that today are at the center of interest
to medical shcools, professional
associations/societies and educational groups
(such as AMEE), since these areas can be more
influenced by our own decisions and actions than
other areas. There are a number of critical
issues, such as methods of sclection of snrdents
and teachers, development of leadership, degrec
and type of specialisation, technology
assessment, quality assurance, continuing
education, affective atuosphere and empathy,
etc., and the whole combination of reforms of
the Edinburg Declaration.

In many of our countries today, there are pro.
blems of health care which rnay even in some
cases amount to a crisis (defined as a state of
serious alarm whose causes and cures are not
well-known). Reforms of education are usually
therapeutic in such states but seldom enough:
Efforts to improve professionalism and broaden
research may also be needed. This emphasizes
the fundamental need for cooperation benveen
medical schools, educational groups and
professional associations, and also the need for
the interest of authorities in "inner factors",
education and research.

It is generally agreed that one basic goal of
medical education is to produce physicians/health
personnel with adequate competence to give good
health care. Professional competence includes
knowledge, the use of knowledge, skills,
attitudes and behaviour, experience. But it is a
classical fact that medical education, like any
other university education, has two more basic
goals in scientific thinking and personal
development. The three goals combine in
reality, at least in medical education of good
quality. This year's AMEE Annual Conference
has chosen 'Scientific Thinking' as its main
topic because of its importance and because of
criticism sometimes heard (as at the AMEE
conference in Nijmegen) that not even basic
subjects as anatomy or physiology always give
due consideration to training in the principles and
methods of science.

Personal development as part of medical
education was discussed at the AMEE conference
in Jerusalem. The definition of this concept :s
an important first step, to be followed by a
discussion of objectives, methods and results.

a

This was included in the AMDE conference
preceding the prescnt AMEE conference.
Perhaps personal development is worthy of a

more thorough discussion at some forthcoming
conference.

The personal development of a student during
his/her basic education period, and after, could
include considerations of the student's personal
heslth, awareness, life habits, etc. - certainly not
to force any opinion or habit on the student but
to give him/her the opporrunity to reflect on the
concept of health and the function of one's own
body, physical, mental and social. A now classic
definition of health was given by WHO early,
as a state of complete physical, mental and social
well-being, and not only the absence of disease
and infirmity. This definition has been criticized
as overwhelming and utopian, mainly because the
word 'complete- has been interpreted as 'maxi-
mal". If 'complete" is instead interpreted as
'combined', i.€., not only physical but also
mental and social, and well-being is meant to
repres€nt a long-rcrm steady state, the WHO de-
finition could be useful. As pointed out earlier
by others, well-being may be meant to represent
not only the subjective feeling 'to feel well', but
also a functional state 'to function well" (take
care of oneself and of one's daily job), and
perhaps also a good environment. If a student
gets the oppornrnity and motivation to reflect on
his/her own personal health in this way, and try
the effect of different life habits, he/she will
probably bener understand the measures for
protection and promotion of health and
prevention of ill-health, which are included in
health care.

In our societies, research has now taken an
accepted place as the strongest mechanism for
development of technology and (if properly used)
culture. In my own country, Sweden, research
is said to spend about 3% of our gross national
product at present, while health care takes about
9%. Our general policy is that every branch of
socieq, needs knowledge based on scientific
grounds. In addition, it is accepted that
professionals need continuing education to keep
up with development. And every medical
discipline, be it physiology or surgery, has lively
international contacts with visits and conferences
which can be paid through existing grants or
foundations. lVe may wonder why this state has
not yet come to characterize medical education.
There are but few grants for educational research
in medicine, at least in most countries. There is
only little formal study/education in educational



principles/mcthods for medical teachers, and
even less continuing education in the ficld. And
international the exchangc of educators or young

teachers under training is made diffictlt by a lack
of channels for grants.

The role of educator usually takes about one-
third of a medical professor's time, clinical ser-
vices and administration taking the rest. It is
perhaps time to consider the role of educator as

equally important as the other roles, and plan
research, continuing education and international
contasts accordingly.

AMEE has an important purpose but a sparse

budget. AMEE would like to expand certain of
its ambitions, such as to Promote international
contacts befween educators and young teachers,
to function as a clearing house for rnat€riel on
objectives, exaninations, curriula, and pro-
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grüilrres, to organize special annual conferences,
to support thc develo,pment of Europcan oenters
of excellence within medical education, to offer
externsl examiners or evaluators to nations who
ask for them, to document and review methods
of medical education, to keep registers of
educational research and researchers in Europe
and elsewhere, etc. It seems that AMEE ougbt
to consider new ways to make it possible to
expand activities in this way. All AMEE
members are invited to contribute to this
discussion.

To end, an AMEE conference must not only be
scientific and useful, but also pleasurable,
stimulating and joyful. Our hosts have done their
best, which is much indeed, to prepare this
conference for its double role. La us thank them
warmly and reciprocate by demonstrating clearly
our educational well-being.



It is a great pleasure for me to welcome you here
to the AMEE Annual Conference in Münster.
It is the first AMEE Conference in the Federal
Republic of Germany. I am therefore delighted
to welcome so maoy illustrious participants, and
among them the foreign guests, especially the
great number of Polish and Czech colleagues.

Last but not least, I am very happy to welcome
so nrany students. Some of them, if not all, will
be the future teachers in medical education, and
I hope that by the time they are professionals,
medical education will be better appreciated than
it is at present in several countries, including my
own.

Medical education is often oriented to the ideas
and meditation of individual professors and the
reputation of various disciplines and specialties.
Teaching is also widely regarded as an inborn
gift, and systematic investigations and research
in medical education are mostly not understood
as a challenge for its development and as a
scientific matter.

Scientific thinking in medical education is the
main theme of this conference. The President
of our Association, Prof. Gunnar Ström, has
given us his reflections on this subject. They
have been published in our journal "Medizinische
Ausbildung". I believe that his explanations will
be a' good basis for our work, so that this
conference will be a fruifrrl one.

We have reduccd the participant's fee by about
half, in comparison with previous AMEE
conferences, and have allowed students to arend
the conference free of charge. You may
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thcreforc miss some comforts, such as bus
shuttles from the hotels, and cultural events.

[.et me now come to the progranrme. A video
will be added to the topic 'learning biographical
history-taking in peer groups" on Thursday at I
o'clock. The video was produced by German
students. In addition you can visit our Mediothek
upstairs and the thorax trainer, two components
of our Münster Model. These and other ele-
ments, such as the use of simulated patients, are
describ€d in the yellow 1989 AMEE brochure,
including the integration on non-universrty ho-
spitals, based on experiences in Bern, Lille,
Krakdw and Southampton. You will have the
oppor$nity to visit one of these non-university
hospitals on Friday under the optional excursion
programme.

I would now like to thank all chairmen, speakers,
and those colleagues who presented posters of
their contributions to this conference. I would
like to ask you for your manuscripts so that they
can be published in the final report of this
conference, just as Professor Taner was able to
do with the proceedings from the last conference
in Istanbul. You will find a list of them in the
abstract booklet.

pinally, my thqnks to our President, Professor
Gunnar Ström, and Professor Fritz Kemper, and
to all those in the Instinrt für Pharmakologie and
Toxikologie and the Institut für Ausbildung and
Snrdienangelegenheiten for tbe excellent coope-
ration in planning, preparing and accomplishing
this conference.

Thsnk you very much.

Wclming Spoech frsn the Pnmidcot of üe Gesellschaft
ftr Ittodiziniscb Ausbilümg (German Sectio of the AMEE)

Professor Dr. D. Habeck, Münster, RFG
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OPM{ING SPEECII

Profcsssor Dr. F.H. Kcmper,
Dirclior, Institut ftr Phannakologic und Toxikologie, Münstcr,

President, Medizinischer Fakultlircnng FRG.

It is an honour and privilege to welcome yo{r to
Münster on behalf of the Medizinischer Fakul-
tätentag (MFT), the Association of all Medical
Faculties of tbe Federal Republic of Germany.
lVe are much obliged to be your hosts in Mäaster
during the Annual Confercnces of
AMDE/AMEE.

Last year the 75th Anniversary of the MFT -
founded in 1913 in Halle, now in the German
Dcmocratic Republic - was celebrated in this
town. In a historical review ovcr these three
quarters of a centurl, it became obvious thrt
problems have remained the same over time, but
have appeared in a different outlook accordi.g
to the momentary fashion.

One of the special problems today in the FRG is
the enormous number of young people applying
to study medicine, which some years ago led to
the introduction of a "numerus clausus'. But in
spite of these means of intended regulation, there
are more than 10,000 unemployed doctors today,
mostly of young 8go, and in addition the
universities are overcrowded.

Our demand is to improve the quality standards
of medical education, especially in the practical
exercises which should be performed in small
groups of two to four students. This is
impossible today with, for example, 550 students
per yeax as in Münster on the one hand, and a
limited number of suitable patients on the other.

Making rnore use of teaching hospitals may be
one way to solve the problems. We tried to do
so in the "Mänster-Modell" which was originated
by Professor Habeck, but it is unrcalistic to
expect that suitable hospials are at the disposal
of all medical faculties, even in the FRG. Thus
the quality of medical education can only be
increased whe,n the number of incoming surdent$
is reduced.

Another important demand is to gain more per-
sonal and financial support for rescarch, which
normally should only be supplied by the
university, to an extent of basic necessities which
enables the researching scientist to apply for
other $ources and grants from outside the
university. But it should be made very clear that
the 'university part' is guaranteed, tnd not a
sacrifice of or better for teaching purposes.

Problems within the modical faculties in the 34
stat€s under supervision of the lVHGEuropean
Office ane very differcnt, bcginning with the
different systems of organisation. Reasonable
numbers of medical faculties do not bclong to
universities but are organized as Medical Schools
or Medical Academies. The budgets are also
handled in different ways by the medical faculties
the.mselves or by the university administration.

Many viewpoints are worth analysing as to the
developments of medical science as well as

medical education and its impact on medical
faculties and medical schools. lVhere to begin,
or indeed to see whether a start has bcen made,
will be a matter of discussion for AMEE, leading
to recommendations.

Let me mention one final point in these opening
remarks, which was also a topic in one of the
workshops this morning:'Ethical Considerations
in Research". From my point of view it seems
to be a very imFortant ircm which should be
harmonized betwoen the members of
AMDE/AMEB.

I hope you will enjoy this highly appreciable
town of Mänster with its more than 1000 years
of history, and that you will profit from the
AMDE/AMEE Annual Conference.

My co'workers, to whom I am dceply indebted
and grarcful for their cooperation, and I will do
our best to make your stay in Mänster an
agreeable one.



It is an honour and pleasure for me to extend the
warmest greetings to you from the government
of NRW and particularly from the Minister of
Health, [s1g1ann Heinemann.

We are deligbted that it has been possible to
organize this important conference here in
Münster. It is well timed, because the issue and
the problems of medical education in the Federal
Republic and elsewhere are presently focussed in
the area of healtb and general education policies,
leaving behind increasingly more academic
discussion. Also, medical education has been
linked to social policies, insofar as not only the
quality of medical education is of importance, but
also its relevance to the needs of a modern
society.

The extremely rapid development of scientific
progress in medicine has to be coped with
increasingly by adequate learning and controlling
strategies. The capacity and ability of the medical
faculties have to cope with this and with the still
too high numbers of medical shrdents.

All these issues reflect a situation which we all
have to face: The doctor - his/her actions and
attitudes - in our societies has entered into a
crisis. The amount of any biomedical knowledge
has grown to be no longer contained in one
medical education.

The demographic situation in our industrial world
requires new priorities, both in the educational
system, and also in the new definition of the role
of a generalist doctor ia our social security sy-
stem.

A changing panorama of diseases requires a
change in the role of a doctor and in preparation
of this different education, now required. Active
learning has to be introduced into the doctor's
profession. Postgraduate raining cannot any
longer be regarded as merely voluntary activities
in a doctor's professional life. We in the Federal
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Republic still have a system in medical education
which concentrates too much on aggregation of
specific topics.

Integrated approaches which include social and
economic as well as medical aspects of health
and illness have been neglected in the past. The
learning base should remain scientific, but
coordination and integration are necessary. We
have to achieve a 5-year medical education
without loss of quality. Only a shortened medical
education period justifies a compulsory
postgraduate training period as a legal entry point
in the social assurance system.

All these questions have been activated by the
need to introduce the EC-guidelines into national
legal regulations. The EC-guidelines stipulate a
minimum of a 2 years training phase in general
medicine, before entry in the social system is
permitted.

lVe regarded it as necessary that this period
should be extended to a 3-year period. But again,
this can only be justified if basic medical training
is limited to 5 years. So we have started
preliminary work to bring about this change,
though I am sceptical whether students will pass

their examinations in such a changed
s'lengement before the year 2000.

I have to add that such changes can only be
achieved if we succeed in a reduction of the
numbers of students admitted. I should not forget
at this point to thank the medical faculties for
having coped so far with the overcrowding of
students in our universities.

Ladies and Gentlemen, the results of your
working programme are regarded as very
important for decision-makprs. On behalf of the
Governnent of NRW I wish you successful per-
sonal work and relaxing conditions in order to
achieve these results. Good luck.

Message of Greeting by the Minister of Iabor, Heülü and Social
Alfairs of Northrhine-Wescphalia, Hermann Heinemann, Düsseldorf,

presentod by Ih. Erdmann, I-eit€nder Ministerialrd



It is a pleasure for me to welcome you on the
occasion of your annual conference here in
Münster to this University. lVe are proud that the
Association for Medical Education in Europe, as

well as thc Association of Medical Deans,
decided to hold their conference this year in this
University town. Referring to what has been said

already,let me mention a significant pattern in
my point of view as far as medical education is
concerned. That is that medical studens intend
to change or to integrata a study abroad with
their acadenic education. One of your workshops
will be dealing with this subject which has now
become very important to all faculties. The year
1992 was fixed by the Buropean Community as

a sort of deadline to accomplish the requirement
of an integrated Common Market. Such integra-
tion means as far as the academic sector is
concerned, introducing measures in order to
allow everybody to live in a member country in
the European Community and to obtain academic
education wherever he or she wants to.

The international impact on medical education at
this University has a long tradition. This
University has entered into medical related
partnerships and similar agreements with the
Universities of Lille II, Twente Enschede, Santo

Tomös in Bogota, Colombia, Rio Grande do Sul,
Porto Alegre, Brazil, Oviedo in Spain, with the
Osaka Medical College, with Monastir in
Tunesia, with Krakow in Poland and other
Medical Faculties and Medical Schools.

The experiences of an Medical Department or
Faculty will serve as a model for younger
disciplines facing the challenge of the European
Community.

In some disciplines, I do not know whether in
Medicine, the model of an integrated study is
now being discussed. This means that some stu-

dents of one universrty go to a foreign parher
university, where they study one year with full
recognition of credis. Some disciplines are even
contemplating the mutual conferring of academic
degrees. Thus those students would obtain nro
equivalent degrees after having finished their
studies by passing their final examination.
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Unfortrrnately it has bccome very difficult for our
snrdents in the Federal Republic of Germany to
plan their studies since different reform drafts in
respect to the act regulating the admitance to the
medical profession are now being discussed. It
is very difficult if not impossiblc to recognize a

grrarding line in this dicussion although 
^regulation in the European Community requires

implementation of certain standards by 1990.
Therefore we hope that the present Conference
on medical education will have thc effect of
bringing forward the discussion of rnpdical
educaton in the Foderal Republic.

The Medical Faculty of this University and I
would like to stress that the Medical Faculty is
an integrated part of the University. It now has

an enrolhment of over 5000 students, making it
one of our largest departrrenrc. Affiliated to the
Faculty is one of the biggest university hospitals
in th.e Federal Republic of Germany. The
"Bed-Towers", which were completed in 1982,
have already become a landmark of this town.
This "Klinikum', which we are in now, provides
top medical servicc to more than 400,000
inhabitants of the Northwest German region. The
central building has a capacity of over 1000 beds

and in addition, more than 700 beds are available
in the other, much older (approx. 60 years old)
buildings of the "Klinikum".

I hope that your schedule, which seems to me to
be already rather full with sessions, discussions,
and other features will leave you the chance to
at least take a look at some parts of our
Klinikum. Perhaps you will also hrve the chance
in the next few days to visit the centre of
Mtinster with the Cathedral and its old buildings
in the Prinzipalnarkt.

I wish you all the best for your stay here in
Münster. I hope that you will profit from this
conference and tbat your discussions will
contribute to the cfforts to improvc international
cooperation in Medical Education, which will
help us all to face the challenges of the future.

Thank you.

Welomiqg Speech frm the Reüor of tbe University of Müser
Rector Magnifi6us Prof. Dr. H. U. Erichsen
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Welmiag Speoch frm tb Deao of fu Feüty of lrilodicire, Müosbr
Prof. Dr. E.-J. Spcckmann,

Vice Dean, Faculty of Mcdicine, Mänstcr

The Dean of the Medical Faculty, Profcssor Dr.
Ute Wining, has asked mc to take her place in
this opening ceremony, and I do Bo with
pleasure.

Since I myself have often suffered from thc lo4g
welcoming remarks of colleagues of mine, I will
restrict myself to the expression of only one idea
I personally feel strongly about. The greatest
need in medical science is, in my opinion, the
strong collaboration between experimenal and
clinical scientists. Only when the colleaguas who
are working in the experimental labs and the
colleaguea who are engsged io wcryday modical

practie pay attcntion to each other, will it be
possible to really transfer the results from the
labs into the clinios and to stimulate the scientists
in thc lsbs with ovcryday clinical experience. I
belicvc üis is the basis aod thc only way for an
improvenent in medical ecicace. To bring this
into consciousness is in my opinion one of the
important aims of medical education. After
having had a short look at your program, I am
sure that this meeting will conributc to that.

In keeping with this, I wish you a very fruiürl
conferencc and a plearant stay in Mlinst€r.
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SESSION I:

SCIEITITIFIC THINKING IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
. GENERAL ASPECTS -

Chairmcn: Prof. D. Taoer (Turkey): Prof. W. Tysarowski (Poland)

Conccpt and Rclevanoe for üc Physicians's Practie

Prof. Dr. med. Richard Toellner
Institut für Theorie und Geschichrc der Medizin

der Universitiit Münster, FRG

Summary

The physician's practice is the marrow, the quintessence of medicine. Medical practice is to act in
particular cases, is the interaction between the physician and an individual person, who asks the
physician for advice or help. Finally all systems of medical resoarch, science and technic, all social
efforts of medical education, health-organization and health-insurance are aimed at the physician's
capability to act in an individual case. On that account the physician needs medical thinking, medical
knowledge, medical activity, medical behaviour, medical aciurde. The capability to use all these in the
individual case is the medical art.

For two thousand years medicine was taught and learned as an art. But for more than a hundred years
medicine has been taught and learned as a science. The old medical art has been superseded, omined
and forgotten. The result: scientific thinking is wasting medical thinking. E.g.: for the scientist the pa-
tient is an object, inevitably an object of examination, of inquiry, of investigation, an object of treatment,
a participant in experiments. For the physician the patient is a subject, an individual, a person with his
history in his social context, he has personality with human rights.

Medical education has to contain scientific thinking within the area of science, has to train the
psychomotoric abilities, has to educate a medical attitude, has to bring up a moral sense for the relation
to the patient. A new concept of Medical Education has to consider that scientific knowledge is only one
of the three pillars which bear the medical art. The others are: exercise in medical action (diagnostic-
therapeutic process) and medical ethics.

My subject is "Concept and relevance for the according to its conception and its reality than I
physician's practice'. I am afraid that I shall would be able to comment upon in many hours.

frustrate your expectations, because I brush my
theme the wrong way. I want to speak about No doubt. Modern medicine is science. But there

"The art of Medicine' or medical art and is no criterion that allows us to define medicine

therefore of medical thinking as opposed to as. a unity. Medicine is an omniumgatherum of

scientific thinking. sciences: from mathematic and physics to biology
and psvchology to social sciences and humanities

A certain joke among students of medicine, quite like philosophy' No systematical' no historical'

advanced in years and therefore circuutlg io no methodical criterion is able to unify medicine

many variations, says in its simprert tor*,"er, ::,^o^* 
science' only the purpose of medicine' its

internal specialist knows everything *d; ;;; :*:^ establishes the unity of medicine: what

capable of doing anything, , ,urgeon'-dä ::T:- 
nt purpose belongs to the medical

everything and knows nothing, u p,"oiÄoJ,"i illäiff; Iä'"jJ;"T"*ä#l TJ:ffi;:j
not capable of doing anything and does not knlw of scientific thinking in medicine. Medical
anything: therefore he is a good doctor, just that education has to consider that fundamental fact,
is the trick, the art. The youthful sarcasm of this but medical education is far away to do so. Let
joke tells more about our topic "medical art' me explain that systematically and historically.



The action, the behaviour, the conduct of the
physician in his/her relations with the patient, is
the centre of medicine: medical practicc is its
task and duty. Tho physician's practice is the
marrow, the quintessence of medicine. Medical
practice is to act in pratictlar cas€s, is the
interaction betrveen the physician and an
individual person who asks the physician for
advice or help. Finally all systems of medical
research, science and technic, all social efforts
of medical educatiou, health-organization and
health-insurance are aimcd at the physician's
capability to act in an individual case. On that
account the physician needs medical thinking,
medical knowledge, modical activity, mcdical
behaviour, medical attiurde. The capabillty to
use all these in the individual case is the medical
art.

'De singularibus non est scientia' Arisüotlc srid
and it holds true today. The physician is not
concerned with generality but with singularity.
Medical practice does not consist in applying
science but in pursuing the medical art. The
physician has to include the particular case in the
universal rules. During the long diagnostic-
therapeutic proc€ss he/she has to make the right
decisions, find correct information on the
condition of the patient and take thc right
consequences in the individual case.

In principle, he/she must do it with incomplete
information, mostly within a short time, always
under compulsion to decide. The function of the
medical art is to enable him/her to do so. The
methodology of medical proceeding is neglected
by medical sciences, it is a domain of the
medical art. That teachable and learnable art is
grounded in knowledge and experience, in skill
in medical proceeding and handling and in the
moral law of the medical profession. It needs
instruction, training and education to become a
master of the medical art.

The present doctors in medicine show us the
strange two-sided face of a modern Janus. Even
through they have a purely scientific education,
they live during practice from the medical art,
although it has bcen pushed into the background
and has been neglected. As a result, physicians
find themselves in a remarkable crisis of identity.
Now and in the near future the doctors' workday
routine is based on medical art as much as the
application of science may influence their
medical actions.
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Among the older hrropean generation of doctors
the art of medicine, however, is still existent.
Friedrich Curtius begins his book 'About
medical thoughrc and opinions', which appeared
in 1968, with the chapter: 'is medicine art or
science?' His answer, howeyer, is significantly
contradictory. On thc one hand he says that the
alternative is wrong, medicine is both art and
science because the doctor needs "knowledge of
nanre, knowledge of the hurnan being and skill".
On the other hand he claims: "Medicine is an
cxperimental sciencc' which 'must submit itself
to the same rules sf thinking" as every other
"ecieoce solely scrving cognition".

By that point I enter the field of history. In
whatcver way one tries to define medical art, the
difficulty remains to relate medical art and
science to each other. This difficulty apparently
emerges only when this relation is searched for
as being possible, meaningful and necessary. The
historian asks by rights when and where this re-
lation arose and when it became a problem and
- as far as it is possible to ask - for what reasons.
Is it a change in the conception of medical art
or a change in the conception of science which
make.s ir definition of the relation possible or
nccessary? The estsblishment of a professional
practicc of medicine is one of the most
ouabnding achievements of classical antiquity.

In Corpus Hippocraticnm medicine is esablished
primarily and paradigmatically for all arts as

techne iatrike, as ars medica. Art is the well-
planned creating of a thing or an effect, a
practice which differs from the corlmon way of
liyingr whose most important characteristics are
mentioned in the u/riting 'de arte". Within a
certain field of activity limited by natural
possibilities, compet€nce, experience (transmitted
or own experience), regularity, the capability of
learning and teaching, practice, purposiveness
and effectiveness (meaning the success which
excludes Tyche, chnnce and fate) are the
characteristics of art. Art cannot be known, it
can oaly be practised and therefore only be
learned by practice in the imiatio magistri, by
initatiqg the master.

Thc authoriative relationship betrvecn teacher
and student, the personal structrre is constitutive
for art. This conception of art covered in
Antiquity and in the Middle Ages not only that
completely, which one knew, thought and did in
medicine but at the same time integrated medical
thinking, knowledge, practice to an inseparable
unit. The definition against antique-medieval



conception of science therefore presented no
serious diffianlties, not only to Aristotelian tra-
dition. Medicine was not a syst€m of comnon,
abstract truths, not science but as an art it was
an action directed towards the single, special and
crucial case.

It is the goal-oriented practie aimed at healing
in a higNy complicated, conditionally determined
situation. Forced by the necessity of acting and

the pressure of time, doctors must always make
decisions even if they possess only fundamentally
inadequate information. The situation in which
they act cannot be theoretically deduced. It is
never completely clear nor can it be complercly
reproduced at e later time. Thercfore the doclors'
actions can only be legitimized and defended by
empirical success. The medical knowledge and
rules of medical practice which govern the art
of medicine developed from the sum of medical
experience, individual as well as collective,
diachronic as well as synchronic. Because

medical knowlcdge is a balance sheet of positive
and negative experience, individual negative
experiences must be expected.

In exceptional cases of medical practice for
which neither clear-cut anaiyses of the sinntion
nor definitive prescriptions firr treaffnent exist,
failure is rnore readily attributed to the
practitioner than to the perceptual syste:il
applied, i. e., the art of medicine. The practicing
doctor is blamed for having made a mistake or
for having acted irresponsibly, even accused of
being a deceiver or criminal. The uncertainty of
the art of medicine is evident in failure. Every
medical act shows itself as an 'experiment' in
the true sense of the word, a trial insofar as its
result is uncertain and only predictable within the
boundaries of certain probability. In a malpratice
suit, the disappointed and offended patient
necessarily meets a doctor who is supported by
a phalanx of colleagues who are prepared to
describe and explain the principal uncertainty of
the art and to demonstrate to what extent the
boundaries of scientifically and ethically
defensible medical practice are open-ended. The
doctor's act catr only be judged according to
whether he/she has proceeded "lege artis'or not.
This uncertainty inherent in the practice of the
medical art led doctors to develop a theory of
duties and behaviour whose goal is to win and

maintain tüe confidence of the patient. Only if
the patient has good reasons and a basis for his
faith that a doctor would never willingly act
against his interests does failure lose its
consequenoes for the doctor. The confidence of
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the patient was founded on the ethical
dependability of the medical art, not on the
dependabilig of the practicioner's knowledge.
Innumerable victims of medical healing attempts
which wero completed lege artis et bona fide
hrve, however, nover principally shaken the trust
in doctors and their art.

Considering these victims of the medical art, it
is not surprising that in the middle of the lgth
century, the demand to systematizc medicine
became greater and the rejection of medical ex-
periments in therapy became more determined.
Joscf Dietl (1804-1870) formulated the beliefs of
socalled "therapeutic nihilism" most consistently:
"Medicine regarded as scien@, cannot attempt
to concoct life elixirs, to establish magic cures,
or to ban death; rather it must investigate the
conditions under which man becomes ill,
recuperates or dies; in other words, science must
develop a natural theory based on chemistry and
physics and therefore scientifically founded.
Becausc the old school concerned itself with
healing rather than research, the new school must
do research in order to heal... Our strength lies
in knowledge not in practice.' Dietl wanted to
replace the empirical$ tested and legitimized
curative practice by scientific knowledge. The
clinican of Munich von Ziemssen said: 'The old
medical art is fallen, modern times are coming.
Medicine has to be a science, not art." The use
of scientific thought and the employment of
scientific experiments in order to gain certain
knowledge which had long been common in the
basic medical disciplines like anatomy and
physiology now first appears in clinical medicine.
The doctor-patient relationship necessarily
changes. Now, in order to acquire secure
scientific knowledge, effective therapy for the
individual patient was relegated to second place,
in the deceptive hope that accurate, dependable
knowledge would empower the physician
eventually to aCain I mor€ dependable therapy.
Given this goal, the advocates of scientific
medicine necessarily viewed the patient as an
object of obscrvation, investigation and
experimentation. Patients, special and unique
individuals, became 'shrdy material' which was
categorized and organized according to type of
illness and which could be us€d to test the
validity of hypothercs and theories.

This research resulted in a great deal of new
knowledge, while the practical aspects of curing
were still bound to the old healing arts.
Experimentation helped develop a method
creating intersubjective, demonstrable and



generally applicablc knowledge. Even today,
however, the general knowledge attained
scientifically is not strictly applicable to each
individual case. Then as now one has to tnrst the
rules of the art which are based on experience.
In this way the cocxistence of practical
experience and scieoce is established. To heal is
an uncertain art, a unique and individual act
whose risk is justified only by the ethics of the
doctor. Experiments on the other hand belong to
medical science, and the individual patient is then
seen only collectively, and thereby becomes an
"object' or "thing-, not insured by anyone
against the risk of suffering damage to the body
and soul.

For two thousend years medicine was taught and
learned as an art. But for more than a hundred
years medicine has been taught and learned as a
science. The old medical art has been
superseded, omiaed and forgotten. The study of
medicine has become a scientific one, scientific
knowledge and scientific thinking have been
brought into prominence, the training of the
methodology of medical practice has disappeared
and little care is bestowed on medical ethics. The
desire for more practice in medical education
which has meanwhile been expressed for over a
hundred years is nothing else than the desire for
the lost mcdical art, although it is seldom
pronounced expressis verbis against science. The
result: scientific thinking is wasting medical
thinking. I repeat, for the scientist the patient is
an object, inevitably an object of examination,
of inquiry, of investigation, an object of
treatment, a participant in experiments. For the
physician the patient is a subject, an individual,
a person with a history in a social context, who
has personality with human rights.

Medical education has to contain scientific
ttrinking within the area of science, has to train
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the psychomotoric abilities, has to educate a
medical aüihrde, bas to bring up a moral sense

for the relation to thc patient. Science produces
scie,ntific knowledge, no less, no more: true
knowledge by the standtrds of the current state
of science. Thc most reliable, the most certain
knowlcdge thc physician has. But by the
probabilistic character of all assertions in biology
and medicine and by tbe practice in an individual
case the doctor is obliged to follow the medical
art. Scientific thinking is one of the conditions,
is a qualification of medical thinking, but never
a sufficient qualification of practice. A new
concept of Medical Education has to consider
that scientific knowledge is only one of the three
pillars which bear the medical art. The otbers
are: exercise in medical action (methodology of
the diagnostic-therapeutic process) and medical
ethics.

The loss of the medical ideal of the ars medica
is a subject which has not received sufficient
thematic attention. I feel thoroughly convinced
that this topic is the most relevant for the future
of medical education.

Since science stands as a guarantee for
correctness and certainty there is the dislike of
practicians to be reminded of the fact that they
arenot practising a science but an art. What we
lack still today is the cver renewed reflection
upon what the art of curing, the art of medicine,
is, what it avails and is able to do, where its li-
mits are, and how it is practised properly. It is
unimportant whether I practise it as the
incarnation of medical action or only as an

unavoidable makeshift. It deserves attention as a
practice, it deserves to become an object of a

science which it is part of, object of clinical
medicine.



Imo&aion

Teachers like to bclicve that thcy tcach their
$tudents js think. However it is nd clcar that
thinkiqg-rrbility is often measurcd. Therc are
various meanings for 'tbinking'. Some people
equate it with the application of logic, philosophy
or rnathematics. Formalisms or disciplines like
these take three or more years to learn, and are
concerned with ideal or absolute entities and
relationships which are rare in the everyday
world. Thinking, however, goes on continuously
in our minds, whethcr or not we have learned
forrralisms. This thinking ccems to b€
associative, a process of finding and relating two
appropriate elements in memory and assessing
the relationship for its truth, usefulne$s, or ability
to facilitate perception of further rel*ionships.
These operations are carried out on notions in
memory. It thus can be difficult to separate
thinking from knowing. The emphasis in tcaching
however may favour one or the other. One can
'teach' by requiring rote memorisation. One can
also address the other extreme, and emphasi;:
the process of thinking, without streesing thc
assimilation of the stimulus material.

The operations of thinking would seem to bc
much the same no matter what the rnaterial to
which they are applied. Scientific thinking may
bc that in which the elements, the relationship
and the testing are quantiated. In this regard, it
can be difficult for rnedical thinking to be
scientific. Few clinical presentations of disease
are objectively defined or quantitated (Burbank,
1969; Saniland et al, l9l2; O Beirn et al 1987).
Further, much of the output of technology
generates images or traces for sensory
perception, and which are not quantifiable. An
anüecedent for scientific medical thinking is
quantitation of medical data. In thc meantime,
ordinary associative thinking must go on. It is
this that guides the professional in the delivery
of his knowledge. Perhaps, thcn, it deserves
cultivation no less than does memorising data.
There is however a difficulty, in that no two
people share identical experience or its
associations. There are thus certain conditions to
be met if associative thinking is to bc cultivated.
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noryircocctl

1. To cvoke thinking procesges, the stimulus
must be something the student has not already
fornally studied, otherwigc one g€ts recall.
2. To make thc thi'\kiag discernible, the stirnulus
must be simple and sclf-conAinod: that is, it must
not roquire extensive external associations or
subclasses to be evoked in order to deal with it.
3. To ensure that anention is paid to the process
of thinking, rathcr than to the content, the
content must be of little import to the sftdent.
4. To provide fecdback the cxercise must have
some quaotifiable ouput and reference standerd.
The above points are in contrast to those of
memorisable content, which is uzually
discernible, quantifiable, important for
examinations or real life, and constitutcs its own
reference standard. Howeyer, if thinking is an
exasrination of experien@ to control the present
or anticiparc thc future, then in this process there
are skills - to sclect the appropriate exploratory
behaviours, to carry them out with least effort
and to do so completely. It is clear that there
must bc a best way, or ways, of doing so. To
teach thinking, thesc ways are to be
demonstrated, sought, and rewarded.

The omd

Thcre is a need to foster cognition in medical
students.
t. They are asked to learn too much. The
undergraduate course encompasses some 140,000
facts and principles (Andercon and Graharn,
1980) or up to 24 new facts per hour of their
c(xlr8c.
2. The problem can become more acute on
graduation. The facts/principles of internal
medicine are estimated to exceed a million
(Paukcr et a\ ln6). Clinical experience helps
sort and integrate the knowledge. But clinical
experience can bc highly personal, and the
resulting judgement is guided by personal
thinking (Grant and Marsden, 1987).
3. Furthcrmore, und€r present training methods,
thc cognitive performance of doctors is
aüoptimal. It has lo4g been known that even
senior specialist clinicians agrec altogether on as

licle as a third of case findings (Fletcher, 1952r.

TEACHNre THINKING IN MEDICINE

Sean M. Lavellc, D€partnent of Experimental Mcdicine,
University College Medical School, Galway, Eire.



Observer error can exceed 20% in all aspects of
medicine (Koran, ln6). Much of it may arise
from lapses in cognition or motivation, rather
than in knowledge (McDonald, ln6).
On the whole, it seems advisable that medical
students should receive guidance and training in
thinking as well as in the factual matter, concepts
and interpretation mechanisms specific to medical
data. There is a growing literature on teaching
thinking (deBono, l97l; Maxwell, l9E3;
Nickerson et al., 1985). As memory and
calculation can be delegated more and more to
computers, cognition, rather than information,
becomes the limiting resource in human
endeavour.

Örrricular timc

A suitable placing for such guidance may be
during the first clinical year, integrated with the
developing clinical knowledge. There the
thinking that is generic can be taught uniformly
in a scientific atmosphere in the same way that
the disease processes that are common to all
specialties are taught in the course on pathology.
We have been exploring this approach in a
course on objective methods that occupies 160
hours in the first clinical year (Lavelle, 1989).
It shares the same university examination as
Pathology. The teaching method is to give the
students a task that exercises the particular skill,
and to feed their performance back to them
together with that of their peers. The class
composite is used as a standard. The results are
discussed. The procedure is repeated six or so
times and the progress of the class is mapped.
Students become aware of their own
performance, of that of the best in the class, and
of the class mean.

The module of thinking occupies some 8 hours,
or some 0.15% of the undergraduate course time.
It evolved from one on problem-solving. This
was not problem-solving of the case-elucidation
type, which is really no more than the process
of diagnosis. It was problem-solving in the sense
of finding a way out of a difficulty into which
one had fallen. A development of that thinking
can be regarded as the creation and exploitation
of oppornrnities prospectively. The elements
addressed are observation, interpretation of daüa,
the inter-relating, generation and assessment of
ideas, and relationships of cause, consequence
and purpose. The patient is too complex a
stimulus for these exercises, even it it were
possible to get the whole class around one bed.

q 
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The stimulus used must be simple if it is to
promote concentration on the process.

Rationalc

lVhy should we believe that we can improve
students' skill in thinking, an unquantitated,
multifactorial, stimulus-oriented, unobservable
process? Firstly, any training that provides
awareness, a vocabulary, experience and pursuit
of performance allows people to improve skill.
Secondly, observation is a process similar to
thinking (which is, after all, internal observation)
and observation s€€ms to be improved by training
(Fig. 1). Thirdly, there is some evidence that
thinking improves if persisted with (Crowell,
1982; Edwards and Baldauf, 1982).

Fig. l. Illustrative responses to the task 'draw a
cross between an alligator and an osüich'.
Although some 14-20 items (teeth, tail, toes etc.)
are involved, no two drawings are alike,
illustrating the variability in the selection of
associations from experiential memory.

Nonetheless it seems wiser to follow an
experiential approach than a theoretical one. So
we look to see what the mind does when faced
with a task, then we classify and quantitate the
responses, and finally attempt to focus on
'specific' operations. This is, of course, a bit
artificial, since the processes are integrated and
interdependent, but we could find no better way.
With 65 students in a class, the performance of
the group should be fairly representative. The
exercises are tentative: better ones will emerge
with time. The students are asked not to try to



re,place their own cognitive methods, but to look
at and think about what happens and uke up

anything that improves their performance.
However they are expected to be able to carry
out the exercises.

Method

Observation and overload: Observation is dealt
with in a s€parate module. Studenb observc

simple objects. Sensory overload is demonstnted
by dictating numerals (&9), or letters, or
monosyllables, at one second intcrvals in
sequenccs of increasing length and getting the

students to write them down immediately
afterwards. They remember on average 7 fi-
gures, 6 letters and 5 monosyllables, with some

variation. This limit of 6-7 appears repeatedly in
the cognitive performance of untrained subjects.

Idea structure: Next the structure of ideas is
addressed. A simple object is shown and they
write down what comes into their heads. We use

non-compound objects of everyday experience

that have not been formally studied, such as a toy
balloon. Aside from the observable
characteristics and functions of the object, its
'idea' contains associations of space (where it is
found; what things are found with it); likeness
(things like it; subclasses); time (origins and

causes; fate and conseguences), relationship io
observer (feelings aroused) and value (rules for
use of). For a given object, some of these may
be trite. But incorporation of these elements into
an experiential memory tree may help to make
it more systematic and thus searchable. It is
interesting that in such a goal-less search of
memory, the average number of the areas

accessed by untrained subjects is always less than
half. The students are given exercises in
drawing products frorn each area of association.
Some find it difficult, but it does provide a ge-

neral map for a comprehensive sw€cp over the

coflrmon sectors of memory.

Relations: All thinking, not least creativity,
appears to be reducible to relating nvo ideas.

Relationships between ideas may be explored by
writing down what comes to mind wben shown
nvo objects together. The products exhibit much
the same categories as do single objects. The
names of objects appear to serye just as wcll as

their physical presence. The proccss wottld scem

to be fundamental in looking for a novel
connection between two ideas. It may descrve
expansion. Some sudents find if difficult.
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Perhaps the advantage to them is to have gone
through it and set a behaviotrral precedent.

Interpretation: Thc srcps in interpretation are
shown by asking the class to make the best sense

they can out of a scrarnbled sentence. The way
the elements are put into segments that are
familiar, and the way the segments are
rearranged into a whole that corresponds to
experience or to possible experience, are made
manifest. Most sürdents decipher the scntence
correcfly. Some make an incomplete synthesis
and an element is left unaccommodated. Others
produce a constnrction which requires them to
add an extra word in order to make sense. Both
mechanisms occur in the development of
explanation in science. In the same way, when
they are asked to observe a novel event (a fluid
'spontaneously' changing colour), many produce
'cxplanations' which demonstrate the stages in
tho emergencc of 'hypothesis' or provisional in-
terpretation of the component events (deBono,
rnD.

Idea generation: The dependance of creativity
on knowledge is illustrated by asking the students
to draw a novelty, such as a cross betwecn an

alligator and an ostrich. Although no two
drawings are the same (Fig. 2), they are
assemblies of the sano dozen-odd features taken
from either animrl: toeth, head, forelimbs and
so on. They can be assessed by counting the
number of elements included in the drawing.
They represent the easiest case, as there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the stimuli.
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Fig 2. A responsc !o the task 'draw a better
dust-bin'.



The next task has less structure: it is to 'draw a
better...' design of any commonplace functional
object, labelling the elements. The drawing has
the advantage that it 'permanentises' the thinking
onto paper, allows update, and focusses attention
on elements which have not been thought through
(deBono, 1969). The exercise can be marked by
counting the elements, with extra marks for
implementable novelty. It is however in part
dependent on the individual's experience of the
stimulus, and successive exercises are not highly
comparable. Some students prove highly creative
and set track records to be emulated (Fig. 3). A
few have difficulty in accessing any new element
to include in their design. If the ability is a
necessary one in medicine, (and general practice
often calls for creative use of resources) then
they badly need practice in it.

Fig. 3. A response (lower frame) to the task
'complete the cartoon', the stimulus being a
needle drawn in the second panel (upper frame).

A dynamic aspect is provided by sequence-
completion. A four-panel cartoon is given with
a stimulus (flower, ladder) in one panel. The
task is to complete the cartoon as a logical story.
A stimulus in the first panel requires
consequential thinking, one in the second or third
panel event-reaction thinking (Fig. 4), one in the
last panel causal thinking and one in the first and
last, means-end thinking (Spivack et a\ ln6).
These can be marked from I for a prosaic
completion to 4 for a highly imaginative one.
When a sample of the cartoons are displayed for
the students to assess, the mean mark they award
correlates well with that awarded by the
instructor.
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Fig. 4. Mean class scores in exercises observing
successively a rubberised mat, aluminium bar,
perforated metal sheet, bathroom sponge, pane
of glass and toy balloon.

Assessment: One must, when memory or sen-
sation fail, have recourse to thought. It is
vicarious experience. If one had perfect infor-
mation there would be little need to think. In
many ways thought is a reaction to novelty,
external or internal. A novel idea, or any idea
for that matter, will benefit from assessment
under eight headings:

A. What are its immediate advantages?
B. Can they be bettered by adding something

to the novelty?
C. If it is not of advantage now, are there

'catchy' or memorable points that may be
of use in the funre?

D. What drawbacks has it?
E. Are there other objects or situations

whith would benefit from extension of
this novel element to them?

F. Are there further or alternative ways of
achieving the same end with less drawbacks?

G. What other novelties in general come to
mind as this one is explored?

Q. lVhat questions does the novelty provoke?

The process of assessment leads inevitably into
idea generation. B, E and F (above) invoke
creativity directly, while C stores away raw ma-
terial for future originality. A, D and Q are
stimuli to innovative acts. Assessment is a
springboard to creativity. The process can be
exercised on simple novelties that do not distract
attention from it, such as a shoe with the heel in

/
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front (useful for walking downhill) or with a side

zipper insrad of Soe-laces (Tablc l).

Table 1. Somc class responscs to thc tack 'asscss thc novelty' of a zip fastenor in th€ side of t shoe,
to replacc the lacing in front.

ADVANTAGFS
NO IÄCES TO BREAK * NO LACE TO TRIP ON ' SAVES TIME IN IÄCING '
NO TRAILING WET I.,ACE * DONT NEED TO BE,{8LE TO TIE KNOT * GOOD
FOR, CHILD AND OLD * SAVES BENDING T MORE WATENPROOF ' EAIIIER, TO
FOUSH * COVERS ODD SOCKS

BTJILDONS
NP ALL THE WAY R.OUND AND REMOVE HEEL T PUT zIP AT BACK T ZIP
AISO AT OTHEN, SIDE I CLIPS AISO IN CASE ZIP BI.JRIITS I SERIES OF
APS TO ALLOW WIDE OPEMNG I RING PULL ON zIP * PAD I.'NDER zxP +

FIJIJ' OVER ZIP ' DOUBLE AP TO AERATE SHOE

CATCHY
NO FRONT OPENING '| zxP INSIDE OR OUTSIDE ANKLE ' SHOE T.ACES

NBDUNDANT * MAN'S RATIIER THAN WOMAN'S * zIP NEPI..ACFS I.ACES * äP
I.JP AND KEEP DR,Y '| zIP IN A SHOE'I SHOE WITH NO T.ACE

DISADVANTACES
MAY NOT FIT ALL FEET I NO RELIEF FOR SWOT I IlN FEET T AP MAY CATCH
IN SOCK'T ZTP MAY BI.'R,ST UNDER STRAIN * ZIP DIFFICT.'LT TCI REPI.ACE T

zIP MAY GET STI.'CK T ZIPS RUST * LFSS VEI.MI.ATION . WATER. LEAKS
THROUGH zIP * MUST REACH TO GROI.JND TO Do UP

EXTENSION
zIP SAIL TO MAST * zIP CURTAINS TOGETTIEN, I äP TJNDERPAI\TNI I äP
SURGICAL GOWNS'} ZIP HAT * DOORTI OF PRESSFS ZIP SHUT ' ZIP DOORS
FOR CARS * ABDOMINAL S1JRGERY - LAIERAL INCISION AS NORM * BUS
DOOR, AT BACK * APS INSTEAD OF BTJTI1ONS FOR. ARTHRITICS ' BI,'ILT ON
GLOVFS OR RAINCOATS

ALIERNATIVE MEANS
Go BAREFOOT. - NO FASTEMNGS I ZIP IJP TI{E FRONT I VEI.CRO. ruT A
DRAWSTRING AN.OUND THE TOP T USE PRESS-STI.JDS INSTEAD.

OUESTIONS
W}IAT KIND OF zIP WOULD STAND THE STRAIM
A WATERPROOF ZIN HOW WOULD THE SHOE STAY ON?

These are of course trivial stimuli. Usually they
are inferior alrcrnatives to the conveilional. They
are used because they are virtually knowledge-
independent (everyone has prolonged experience
of shoes) and they call attention to the thinking
process applied and make it manifest. The basic
operations ef thinking (same as, greater than) are
themselves trivial, like those of the comput€r.
What gives them their power is doing them
rigorously and completely in optimum
succession. A doctor has the same cognitive
ability to apply to trivial as to complcx stinuli.
It should surely cope bctt'er with simple thsn with
cornplex tasks. The stimuli spem to bc adoquate,

sincc the surdents canrtot all pcrform to top level
in the exercises. In any case there hac to be a
beginning, and beginnings are generally weak.
Better objectives, better exercises and better
asscssment procedures will cmerge with time.
Sone shrdenrc at the outset tend to be critical,
even disnissive or scornful. But eyen after
sevcral cxerciscs many have difficulty with items
C, E and F. It is hard to say whether it arises
from the nanr€ of the objects, or from the snr-

dents' training to date. Perhaps a memorisation
training may lead to a critical outlook instead of
an appreciatiye one. At any rale, they do not find
tbc oporationr triviel to perform.



Examination

The module is assessed by seming examples of
the exercises in the examinatin papcr and
marking as b€fore. It lends itself well to the
OSCE format (Lavelle and Harden, l9S7).
Performance falls a little at the examination. The
improvement on thinking exercises is less than
that seen in other exercises such as observation
or diagnosis. Habits of thinking may be more
strongly ingrained, or the exercises less
efficacious. This aspcct deserves research.

Discüssion

It is very important in such trainiqg to use a
persuasive, non-coerciyc approach, and a light-
heart€d style to avoid the exercises becoming a
drudgery. The students enjoy and appreciate the
module. They consistently rate it the best-liked
in their end-of-year assessment of the course.
Many find it a heartening change, and claim ft4
they have a$ained a valuable aid to thoir
thinking. However, a number of obvious
questioN arise.

l. Can one really develop thinking by teaching?
Some evidence suggests that one can (Crowell
1982; Edwards and Baldauf, 1982). Other
aspects of clinical skills improve with study (Gill
et al, lnr. Students produce what is
demonstrated, sought and rewarded. A teacher
may not seek or reward thinking but he cannot
avoid demonstrating it - good or bad. Similarly,
texts provide a reasoning model even when
presenting knowledge. Formal tuition only
serves to broaden and strengthen these.
Evaluation of the validity of the thinking output
may need to be added (McPeck, 1982), but this
seems to be automatic in our srudents.

2. How much do teachers te, to develolr
thinking?

Demonstration, seeking and reward of thinking
should perhaps appear frequently in a teacher's
interaction with the class. Other things can be
addressed instead, such as recall, exercise-of
technique, discipline, or even dysfunctional
behaviour, as sarcasm or condemnation. Their
relative frequencies indicate the degree to which
the teacher promotes each. I was able to obtain
a few tape-recordings of secondary school
teachers conducting classes. Formal demonstra-
tion, seeking and rewarding of thinking were rare
behaviours. The same may be true of much
medical school teaching. The effect of teachers'
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body-language and expectation were not
assessed.

3. How effcctive are thesc exerciscs i!
promoting thinking?

Thinking about performance can improve it
(Jansson, 1982). The exercises are an adjunct to,
not a sub$itute for, traditional medical thought.
They are probably no more effective than are the
exercises in othcr courses. How much
pharmacology, patholog5r, haematology is
retained six months after the cour$e is
completed? But we do not question the efficacy
of subjecting the students to them. Some material
is retained. Some will crop up continuously in
clinical experience. The rcmainder is familiar to
thc shrdents and thcy know where and how to
find what they want. The need to think arises
fairly often. The students probably continue to
employ any technique they find to be of use.
Snrdents reurning to a'memorisation-oriented'
environment may reain little.

4. Does a general course in thinking improve
medical thinking?

This is the significant question. At present we
do not know. Nor is it easy to design and
organise a proving ground. What is meant by
medical thinking? Professionals will reduce as
much as possible their stock-in-trade of
knowledge to 'rules of thumb' (formulae), which
they apply in routine cases. Such 'medical
thinking' the student gets in the wards and texts.
Doctors feel confident about tlpical cases (O
Beirn et al, 1987). However, roughly one third
of cases are atypical (Sternc et d., lnr. Rules
of thumb may not suffice for these. The doctors
then bave to find and put together disparate data
from their stored knowledge, to 'think'. They
m8y be more effective in doing so if they have
studied the process experientially and are aware
of their personal tendencies to deficiency, as in
the case of golfers seeking to improve their
swing.

5. 9irould a course in thinking be introduced to
the curriculum?

The traditional orientation is to get on with
presenting the facts and their immediate import,
test them at the examination, and leave the use
of them to the cognition of the individual.
Should thar continue? In the information age,
with an observer error rate in medicine
exceeding 20%, the public may be less than
satisfied Moreover, when there is a problem,
and the cons€quences are deleterious to patients
(Adans et al, 1986), there is perhaps a



Hippocratic obligation upon us to instiatte
remedial action. Surdelrts Eeern to apprcciate it.
It may be that they are entitled to e formal
development of thcir ability to think. Perhaps

funding should be released to explore how that

may be best done.

ltongb-wortty clinicrl datr

Orrcnt texüook descriptions of diserses,

tre,ainents, and outcomcs arc often imprecise and

unquantitive, using dcecripors such as 'common,
ususal, rarely', whose intcrpreution by thc
individud shows a profound variation (Bryant

and Norman, 1980; Toogood, 1980). Scientists

use the same associstive thinking as other peoplc:

but on precise and quantitative dats and

procedures. For the development of scientific
thinkiqg in medicine, it is nece$sary to provide
defined, numcriciscd data to work with. In this

regard, there is an interesting initiative of the

Europcan Comnrunity to realise a test-lct of zuch

data.

nuroeean initbtive on scicotific clinicrl date

The beginning of good thinking lies in accurate

and relevant observations. Clinical data is
biologically determined. It is likely to be the

same from one country to another. It does not
change with changing technology. It thus is likeiy
to be a standsrd to which all subsequat health

data can be referred. The EC has set up an in-
itiativc to gather accurate and significant
biological observations for the diagnosis of trro
disease presenations (Lavelle, Benckcn and

Dawids, 1990). One is on jaundice, a mixcd
medical-surgicd, acutc-chronic and

technologyöconsuming-illness. The othcr is on

acute aHominal pain, an acute surgical condition
with low use of technology. An internationally-
agreed diagnostic data set is bcing gathered on a
large number of cases of both conditions in some

100 hospitals throughout the EC during the 2
years up to early 1991. The resultiqg databasc

will be analysed with a variety of statistical and

reasoning techniques. It should provide an

accuratt, quantitated, clinical description of each

disease involved.

In thc second phase of the [ial, in 1991, a

diagnostic-aid computer program founded on tbe

database will be tested in many other hospials.
Information can be obtained from tbe project
leaders'. The database will be made available to
the centres which participate. If the effort is
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successful, similar docunentation of other
prcsentiug syrnptoms may well follow rapidly.
There will be adequarc quantitatcd end significant
material for tnre scientific mcdical thinking. It
m8y bc our task to co$rc wc havc thinking-
trsinod young doctom comiqg through to utilise
it.

I Projcct-leaders: jaundice: Dr. P. Keeling,
Eurictorus, University Collcge, Galway, Eire;
acute aMominal pain: Dr. FT de Dombal,
Clinical information Science Unit, University of
f.eeds, United Kingdom.
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Scfomific thinkiqg: fts ndevanrc b fu AuEry d Cse

Johannes VanB, M.D., Ph.D., WHO Office, Copenhagen

The quality of care dcpends heavily on the

knowledge, skills and attitudes of thos€ who
make health-care dccisions and those who carry
them out. This applies whether these decisions

are made on behalf of an individual patient or at
the aggregate level.

Medical education thereforc, plays a critical role
in developing the quality of care.

Both medical education and, increasingly, the
cducatlon of nurses take place in an university
or a university-like setting. During the

educational years, the snrdent will be taugbt
factual knowledge, practical skills and the moral
dimension of attiildes.

In universities the ambition also is to introduce
students to 'scientific thinking", which is both
'know-how' and an rttitude. It deals with
methods, used to puriry knowledge through the
testing of hypothescs, and with moral attitudcs to
that body of knowledge which is called science.

Science and scientific thinking are concerned
with the development of new knowledge which
has general validity and is generally accepted.
Scientists test their hypotheses by asking the
question: true or false.

As health professionals in their daily work do not
focus on ttre development of new general
knowledge, they do not ask the question: true or
false. Their work is mainly concerned with
action and policies geared to good health care,
so they ask the question: "What ought to be

done?' This "ought' is not a scientific question.
They also ask: 'What ought to be done for this
patient or this community?" This question is not
general a one, but an individualized one.
Nevertheless the answer to this 'ought'-question
may be based on scientific knowledge, and

therefore the 'ought" may be a technical "ought"
and not a moral onc.

Mostly, however, science does not offer clear-cut
answers to the question of what ougbt to be
done; the professional is faced with choices,
uncertainty and value judgcments and the
"ought" becomes a moral one. It is this switch
from the technical "ought" to the judgemental

"ought' which forms the borderline benveen

scientific medicine and the art of medicine, and

it is herc that the problems arise in both medical
education and the practice of medicine.

At this point, it may be useful to define what I
mean by the word science. To many physicians

science is defined by the 'scientific" method.
Scienco is a body of knowledge arrived at by
means of a specific method which guarantees a

high degree of reliability (truth). And scientific
method is defined by the production of science.
This definition comes dangerously close to a

circular reasoning. Scientific method has been

discusscd over the years from Bacon, Hobbes
and Hume to Popper, who proposed the
falsification approach, and Feyerabend, who
stated that any method may be used in science.

I should like to use Kuhn's approach, where the
emphasis is on social qualities. Science is a body
of knowledge which is a product of collective
human enterprise, to which scientists make
individual contributions that are purified and

extended by muoral criticism and intellectual
collaboration. In other words, science is a body
of knowledge, generated within a particular
framework of thinking and generally agreed
upon. Mathematics, physics, chemistry and

biological sciences such as physiology,
biochemistry and anatomy fulfil the demands of
an unambiguous language and a great deal of
consensus. This is, however, not true for the
behavioural and social sciences and humanities,
which have such an enorurcus influence on health
care. Clearly, ethics and medico-legal matters
fall outside this definition of science. But also
psycholory and sociolory become difficult to
characterize as science becausc their concepts are
sometimes imprecise and ambiguous. At times
there is a lack of experimenal reproductability,
and there is doubt about some of their constructs.
And particularly, cons€nsus is not always
prescil.

Fufihermore, sociologSl and behavioural
psychology are concerned with models. Doctors
and nurses are mostly concerned with
individuals. Administrators and politicians
working with aggregates may be rnore interested

in these models, but very few of them realize
that the activities of formulating models and

studying their implications are much more of a

conceptual exploration. Very often people tend

to regard these activities as falling within the



framework of biological science. The models are
regarded as empirical hypotheses and tried in the
traditional scientific frame of reference of true
or false, verification or falsification.

If this line of lfuinking is accepted, then we must
consider health care and the practice of medicine
as not a scientific endeavour but a humanistic
one, which sometimes makes use of scientific
tools to establish the necessary body of
knowledge for decision-making. Then, of course,
the term 'health science' as st present used loses
its sense as a descripion of the activities and
instead simply becomes a name of some
transsectoral activities related to the
establishment of good health care practices.

Still, science is obviously one prerequisirc for
good care, but even if science is an essential
ingredient in medicine, it does not automatically
follow that scientific method is an essential
ingredient in the daily work of medicine nor that
scientific thinking is that specific state of mind
which gives quality to daily clinical work.

To discuss this matter I shall ürn to tbe
consumer's perspective on health care.

Two issues related to the quality of care have
been in the limelight of public debate during
recent years. These are the dehumanization of
medicine and the large variation in practice styles
berween physicians and hospitals.

The dehumanization discussion has occupied both
the public, the media and the philosophers, while
the variation in practice has caused worries to
planners, economists and politicians.

In both cases bhme has been put on the
education of physicians and on the present
philosophy of medicine. Those concerned with
the dehumanization problem accuse modern
medicine of being too biologically oriented, too
scientific, and using s m€rhenistis, inductive
approach rather tban a holistic and humane one
to patient problems.

Those concerned witb 'small area variation'
underline the lack of objectiv$ and scientific
approach to patient care and charge medical
education and medical practice with. ambiguity,
lack of knowledge, lack of consensus, and lack
of a common language.

What is the truth of these two apparently
contradictory accusations against modern
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medicine? Do they reflect nothing other than
modera academic medicine's inability to meet the
needs of society?

In the book Pathologic basis of disease. S.L.
Robins tells us: 'In the final analysis we are all
a bundle of cells cast in the form of a biped."
This is just a modern version of what Descartes
said: 'The body is a machine, so built up and
composed of nerves, muscles, veins, blood and
skin, that ought there were no mind in it all, it
would not cease to have the same functions.'

The opponents to this view clairn that man is
more than just a sum of his parts, and for this
reason man's illnesses cannot be dealt with in a
scientific manner alone, and that scientific
nnalysis and mettrod alone is not the appropriate
approach to health care.

While the sociological and behavioural approach
to patients may be more holistic, it approaches
illnesses in tcrms of models, that is tbrough a set
of regulative or critical standards. However,
these standards are often subjective and in
essence thcy may often be notbing but a different
mechanistic approach to man and illnesses.

For the care of the sick person, therefore,
something else seerns to be necessary. This could
be an effective ability to communicate with a
fellow human being. Such ability is based on
self-knowledge and self-understanding, on the
capacity to imagine scenarios similar to the
patienfs experiences and feelings.
Communicative skills of this kind do not rely on
scientific thinking but depend on personalrty and
experience. They are taught througb literahrre,
through models and mentors.

The dehumanization of modern medicine is
usually exemplified by the horrors of the inten-
sive care unit, the futility of heroic surgery and
oncological treaments - what in American
medical literature is sometimes referred to as
"aggressive treafment' .

Also mentioned quite often is the expanded use
of diagnostic procedures with the objective of
classifying the patienfs illness into a
premnceived mechanistic .liagnosis classification
that is of liüle or no consequence for the patienfs
treament or welFbeing.

Those concerned with the 6sfoumanization of
medicine postulate that narrow scientific thinking
pursued beyond the borders of science is the



culprit bohind the problem. They proPos€ a rc'
vision of medical education so that it tcaches thc
limiations to 'scientific methods' and scientific
thinking. They want to introdue into the

curriculum a body of knowledge which $pports
communication and empathy.

Let us look at the otber major point of criticisn,
the issue of small-area variation or practice-style
variation. While those concerned with
dehumanization cherish the holistic and individual
approach to diagnesis and therapy which
necessarily will create variation, those concerned
with small6area variation are looking for
uniformity.

For planners and economists who work in
models, and politicians wbo work in ideologies,
it is higbly disturbing that people live and act as

individuals, that they have different needs and

wishes. Even when it comes to the way they
experience themselves and their bodies, peoplc
vary. For planners and policy-makers variation
creates a problem. The mechanistic view and
reductionist science is the ideal, and aberrations
from the nonn can be dealt with only by laws,
regulations, guidelines, model carc prograrnmes,
protocols etc.. The study of small-area variations
has revealed such heterogeneity in medical
practice that it is out of question to discuss health
care as a scientific undertaking, and it strongly
raises the issues of education, values, and modes
of decision.

In both these cases of criticism thrt I havc
mentioned, the common denominator is the use

of technology. In both cases the accusation is that
modern medical technology is used inadequately.
And rcchnology is applied science, the very
essence of the success of modern academic
scientific medicine.

Now here are two columns:

scIENcE - 
iffotffiil"T ""*

APPLIED SCIENCE . SOLUTION OF A
PRACTICAL PROBLEM

TECHNOLOGY - GENERAL SOLUTION
TO COMMON PROBLEM

APPLIED - ROUTINE APPLICATION
TECHNOIOGY ON IN HEALTH CARE
CROUPS OF PATIENTS
TECHNOLOGY USED - CUMCAL DECII}ION-
ON THE INDTYIDUAL MAKING
PATIENT
ASSESSMENT OF USE . OUTCOIIE EVALUATION
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If we look at thes€ two columns, which start at
science, then we shall sce that scientific mcthods
take a diminishing role as we move down the
column.

It is cqually clear that psychology, sociology,
oconomy aod ethicg play an increasing role
further down the column. The underlying value
in the practice of science is tnrth, but the
underlying value in the use of technolory and in
clinical decision-making is utility.

If we return to Descartes and Galileo, they found
that science was concerned only with prinary
qualities, that is things which could be weighed
and measured. Secondary qualities like beauty,
love, meaning, value were not included in
science. They distinguished between res extcnsa
which could be meagured and divided, and res

cogitans which is unmeasurable and indivisible.
This distinction betwoen mind and mascr, the
objective and thc subjective, has followed us ever
since. Health care is however distributed across

both areas.

The present problem is whcther it is possible to
evolve a science of the secondary qualities and

consciousness. Then reductionist thinking would
not have to explain phenomena outside its frame
of reference. Brian Goodwyn at the OPen

University has coined the term 'science of
qualities- as a complement to the quantitative
science, which is the current approach, with the
objective of explaining the relationship berween
different subjective phenomena in the same way
as reductionist science does for the objective
world.

If such a dualistic approacb could bc achieved,
then science and scientific thinking would
become the core issue of medical education, and

the road to high quality of care.

Although the accomplishments of academic
medicine and the success of biomedical science

are well recognized by almost everybody, there
is an increasing feeling that society's needs

demand a redirection both of health care and of
medical education.

The health problem today are the aging society,
chronic illnesses, ego and ego-conflict problems,
muttiple social and bchavioural risk factors,
gconomy, demands for autonomy ' not to
mention hunger, unernployment and war. Some
of these may not be helpcd by scientific thinking
or a uaditional scientific approach.



Moreover, while the power and emphasis today
are located in institutions and hospitals, this may
not be true in the future, when they may moye
to the homes and to primary health care. The
type of social control over the quality of care
might differ substantially in years to come, and
the educational basis for dealing with this would
need a curriculum geared to public needs and
trust, with more emphasis on such subjects as the
philosophy of science and medicine, the history
of medicine, medical ethics, decision ü*ry,
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technology assessment and quality assurance in
medicine, biosadstics, health economics and
epidemiology, if we want to improve the quality
of care.
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"scientific thinking in medical education', I
believe, refers to the question of what role
scientific thinking plays or ought to play as an

object of medical studies.
This questions presumes that medicine is indeed

a science. There being many sciences, one is
faced with the initial task of defining the way in
which medicine is a science.
In order to answer this question, I shall use the
method of categorisation which has been in use

since Aristotle, according to which a science
must be defined as to
- its purpose,
- its object and
- its method.

Aristotle (1) defined a science according to
whether it saw its goal or purpose in its object,
it itself, or whether it was free of puryose as an

effective, active or observational science.
Medicine was for him an active science.
We still agree with Aristotle that medicine is an

active, practical science. A physician does not
practise medicine for the sake of its scientific
nature, but rather in order to help the sick. The
help meant here could also be defined as acting
on a scientific basis. Eut taking action refers to
a concrete situation, an individual case, in
medical practice an individual person, who
cannot be completely subjugated to generai

trutls.

With that we come to the object of medical
practice, ie. the things rnedicine deals with.
The terms illness and health will serve to define
these objects, since we are interested in healing
people who are ill. In most cases of, somatic
illness, it will suffice to lirnit oncself to a

pragmatic course of action, fbr which pur?ose
precise definitions of our terms are not
necessa.ry. This does not, however, serve to
clarify the definition of medicine as a science.
I should like to limit myself to three examples
culled from the voluminous discussion on the
definitions of illness and health.

l) The definition of 'health' issued by the
WHO. According to this definition, health is a

condition of bodily, psychological and social
well-being. Illness is then a disturbance of this
condition.
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Any definition of illness will have to take into
account how the patient him/herself experiences
the matter. A definition such as this one can,
by the same token, never suffice, since it would
allow practically anyone to claim to be ill at any
given time. In addition to the subjective
experience of illness there are objective aspects
of health and illness that are simply not covered
by how one feels.

2) Grundmann (2), in an introduction to
pathology often read by students of medicine, has
consciously chosen a different path. He writes,
"We define illness differently: it is the result of
a change in biological processes that has a nega-
tive effect on the organism." In the next
sentence, however, Grundmann has to rein in
this statement. 'Such a change is not the illness
itself.' At a later point he writes, 'When a
person is ill, the entire person is ill."
Instinctively I would tend to agree with this de-
finition as well as with the qualification. Instinct
and feelings, however, can have no more than
an heuristic value in the eyes of "The Sciences".
We are forced to inquire what phrases such as
'the illness iself" and 'the entire person" are
supposed to mean.

3) Karl Jaspers (3) reveals the basic difficulty in
defining the terrn illness in the following
example. Writing on 'the idea of illness in
somatic medicine', Jaspers begins with the
assumption that illness is a "deviation". A
deviation from what? Obviously from "healtlt",
which cannot, however, be defined as some
statistically average condition. Jasper continues:
"If one considers this and imagines what medical
thinking involves, one must come to recognise
that a physician who thinks scientifically is
almost never referring to an average condition
when he refers to a 'deviation', but rather to an
ideal definition. He does not presuppose a stan-
dard definition of health, but he is guided by a
standard idea. (...)
The more one grasps of the precise
interrelationships benveen organs, structures and

functions, the more lucid this idea becomes. (...)
Health is initially a term with a rather indistinct
defintion and with a tone of finality similar to
life, ability, etc. The deeper one's grasp of the
goal oriented interrelationships in the life of the
body becornes, the more one is able to proceed

ScientiFrc Thinking in Medical Educatim: A Sürdeü's View

Andreas Zaknewicz, Free University, Berlin.



from a hazy teleology to a finer one, whereby
the notion of health as a standardized biological
term gains in clarity, although never reaching
absolute clarity.'

Jasper's brief text touches upon three different
approaches to a definition of health. He begins
with the presupposition that the idea of health
carries an ideal definition, then suggests that it
works in us as a standard idea and finally comes
to call it a standardized biological term that never
reaches absolute clarity.

Two sources, presumably Jasper's main ones,
will serve to elucidate these points.
l. Kant's treatment of the notion of an idea

in his "Critique of Pure Reason' and
2. Max Weber's application of these thoughts

of Kant in the field of sociology.

Kant (4) gndslgrqnds an idea to be a necessary
term defined by reason that does not allow us to
make any empirical assumptions about real
objects. This means that we can talk about ideas
and that under certain circumstances we must
even presuppose their existence; they cannot,
however, be grasped in the same way that one
may comprehend an empirical object.

An example of this is the world. This is nothing
but an idea. We certainly do go about underst-
anding things within the world (which
presupposes the world), but we do not understand
it as a whole. The same is true of humans as a
whole, and presumably of health as well; in both
cases Kant would say we are dealing with ideas,
not with terms and definitions.

Max Weber (5) applied Kant's perspicaciously
analysed method for expanding our understanding
beyond the realm of understanding one's own
terms to the sciences of sociology and history.
His notion of ideal types defines neither an
average reality nor a concrete individual case.
Any concrete historical case must deviate from
the corresponding ideal type, and in so doing
becomes understandable by virnre of its
contingency and individuality.

All of this has liule to do with the methods of
natural science. We return to Jaspers.

It is quite clear to him that health is an idea in
the Kantian sense and can therefore never be
clearly and completly defined. For this reason,
he chooses to apply the "ideal type' method
developed by Max Weber to try to understand the
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idea of health. He does in the end maintain that
medicine is a natural science, even though it
requires value judgernents unlike, say, physics.

The difficulty thus seems to inhere in the fact
that health cannot be completely understood by
applying the methods of natural science alone,
and that reason still has not found a
communicating link benveen the basic concepts
of natural science and the humanities, although
the two have been bridging the gap somewhat of
late.
This si$ation does not, in any case, allow for a
clear definition of the objects of medical science.
To summarize thus far, medicine is an active
science without a clearly defined object.
The third characteristic of a science remains to
be considered: its method.

Let us begin with a look at the catalogue of the
scientific disciplines upon which medicine is
based and look for differences in their method.
These include: physics, biology, psychology,
sociology and history.
Mathematics as a formal aid to interpretation and
the orientation offered by philosophy apply to the
whole field. For this reason I shall not consider
these two subjects (which are indeed basic to
medicine) any further in this investigation of
methodical differences since they evince not a
differentiating character, but rather an integrative
one.

If one ignores the "problem of the observer" in
physics, its scientific character, supported by the
principle of causality, proves to be well
established. Working from general theorems and
preconditions consistent with its system, physics
draws conclusions about individual instences
based on the pattern of cause and effect - the
chain of causality. This method allows one to
make 'preconditions' of events as well as to
-explain' them, that is, to establish prognoses
and carry out dialetical analyses xssslding to the
Hempel-Oppenheim method. The applicability
of this method is generally agreed to establish
proof of the truly scientific character of this
science.

Causal explanations are also to be met within the
field of biology. Beyond the cause-and-effect
chain, however, biologists are also'interested in
an "ends-and-means' chain. It is assumed that
the elemens in a biological system fulfill an
"end' that serves the entire system. In contrast
to physics, this gives meaning to the purposive
'why-what for?" in biology. Thus the causality



principle is replaced by tbe homology prlnciple,
the causality chain by the finality chain and the
causal explanation by the so-called functional
explanation. The Hempel-Oppenheim model
remains fully in force for this method; the
marriage of ends to means allows one to predict
and explain an occurence within the framework
of the model (6).

At this point I would like to emphasize once
again the contrast with physics.

Teleological statements can only be meaningful
within hierarohically structured systems such as

are commonly applied in biology (7). ( The fact
that biological systerns rnust also surely be

subject to heterarchicai organisation need not
enter into this discussion.) (8) The question
"why-what for?" makes no $ense in the context
of physics, just as it would be senseless to speak

of a hierarchy of forms of energy. At the very
most, one could speak of a descending hierarchy
of the vehicles of energy in the sense of
increasing levels of entropy. Such considerations
are, however, not the concern of physicists, but,
significantly, of econornists, sfudents of politics
and, increasingly, biologists.

Teleology itself and $taternont$ like 'the whole
is greater than the surn of its parts" were for a

long period distasteful to scientists. Clbemetics
then rehabilitated these notions. This gave rise
to the term 'ernergence' to define the
phenomenon of it not being possible to
comprehend a systern's perfbrrnance capability
by adding together the perftrrmance capabilities
of its component parts.

In psychology end sociology (fi'rim the field of
medicine we can add psycho$ornatics, which hns

already rnade several integrative contributions)
the idea of emergence is clearly in place. To
illustrate this I would like to refer lo the tlrst
chapter of the third edition of the 'Lehrbruch der
Psychosomatischen Medip.in' by Thure von
Uexkuell (9).

Von Uexkuell and Wesiack atternpt therein to
grasp the socalled vege8tive plane using the
feedback mechanism as a rnodel. ]'he animal
plane is seen as the emergent quality of t.he

vegetative.

This is the next higher level of integration, which
is said to be more complex than the lbedback
mechanism. Von Uexkueli and Wesiack then
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construct ttre functional feedback model to fulfill
the perceived need.

The human plane, an even higher and more
complex level of integration, requires the authors
to construct the situational feedback model. In
so doing, they ernphasize the increasing role of
historicity the higher the level of integration.
The theory of evolution offers an explanation of
the variety of methods within medical science of
which we |lave offered a brief description. This
concept is indeetl embedded in this sort of
variety, requiring as it does variations and
mutations in order for natural selection to lead
to further development. In and of itself, this way
of grasping science has, however, already left the
world of Hempel-Oppenheim behind. "Once the
nexus of cause and effect has been relaced by the
interplay of mutation and selection, predictions
about the future are only possible in the form of
descriptions of trencls and no longer as prognoses
as understood by the Hempel-Oppenheim
model'. (10)

A kind of intuitive integration of these
variegrated elements has already developed
within medical practice in the confrontation
befween doctor and patient. The physician sees
the illness and the person who is ill. This total
vierv of things is becoming something of a rarity
due to increased specialisation, which is also true
of our medical studies. Students are conf,ronted
hy a plethora of specialised subjects. Their days
are full. They are bornbarded by isolated bits
of knowledge. No time is left to them to reflect
on the basic situation of being a doctor.
f,his deficit can only partly be made up for by a

heavier ernphasis on practice during one's stu-
dies: learning by actually working with patients
and applying the case method.

A further requirer:rent would be to become
consciously aw&re of the limitations of the
rnethods applied in rnedical practice. All
conceptions about knowledge have their limits"
Not until c,ne reflects upon these can one develop
an awareness of their significance as integrated
elernents in a larger picture.

In closing, I lvould briefly like to touch upon a
basic difficulty standing in the way of a holistic
understanding of a person suffering from an
illness.



Let us return to Kant's treabnent of ideas again.
T'he ioea is a necessary concept of reason, which
states the unity of an object of pure reason which
cannot be perceived. This is always the case
when *re knowing subjcct is a part of the object
of knowledge. The basic situation of the
knowing subject is that it can never becorne the
objective object of its own knowledge, in spite
of the fact that the subject's own unity, in the
sense of being a necessary term of reason, is an
absolute prerequisite for each and every act of
knowing on its part. This prerequisite, which
Kantian terminology would label an idea, does
not in fact empower one to make any statements
about the empirical actuality of any person.
Referring to the case at hand: since illness is the
illness of a person, the sick person's statement
about his/her illness must be heard if it is to be
understood completely which statement lies
outside the field of scientific objectivity.

The same difficulty arises in conjunction with the
ascending series quoted above, from "feedback'
to 'functional feedback" to 'situational
feedback". As helpful to our understanding as
they may be, they are not as completely
operatonal as the notion of the feedback
mechanism. Whereas the "feedback mechanism'
can be subjected to a thorough logical analysis,
this is not true of the 'functional feedback
model' and the 'situational feedback model".
Seen in this way, they remain mere metaphors
for what were defined as the animal and the hu-
man planes.

The failure of our dual logic or probability
theory logic with its true/false scheme in
analysing so-called "autoreferential systems' (8;
11; 12; 13) is revealed by an example of the
logical implications.

The specific achievement of autoreferential sy-
stems is reflection, that is, the creation of an
image of their environrnent while retaining the
ability to differentiate between themselves, the
image-creating relationship and what they have
created an image of. This process is in part
circular and not transitive.

And there lies the rub. A deductive conclusion
is based on the structure of its logical
implication. The principle of transitivity holds
absolutely for such implications, at least in the
case of dual value calculations. Thus we cannor
use deductive conclusions to describe circular
processes.
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Put in a different way: the logic of substances,
with its classic axioms of id*ntity, forbidden
contradiction, excluded third propostiuns as well
as the law of sufficient grounds, upon which
transitivity of implications is based, can only
perceive circular process€s as meaningful if they
can be reduced to purposeful events, for
example, if they can be fitted together to a chain
that can be interpraed bleologically or causally.
What such an interpretation succeeds in grasping
is, however, only a calculable result which is
thus a special case of reflection and in no way
the process of reflection itself.

As long as comprehensive understanding of an
autoreferential sysrcm remains outside the limits
of our logic we will have to get used to a
scientific pluralism that does, however, have one
irnportant advantage for medicine, namely that it
prevents it from falling prey to reductionism.

The implications for medical studies are that the
patient will have to become the central theme of
our education to a much greater extent than
heretofore, and that philosophical reflection
covering the field as a whole - at present non-
existant - is necessary, especially in view of the
great tnass of material to be learned.

The splitting up of specialised knowledgc into
separate subjects should be ordered and
integrated with a view to the reality of the
individual patient. Such an integrated view of
the subject matter can only be achieved through
work on concrete cases. Responsible work
within the individual disciplines is only possible
if the limits of their methods are known.

The role of scientific thinking in medical
education should be to make us aware of these
limits.
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The discussion approached from different
viewpoints three main aspects of the theme:
starting a new subject, its aims or objectives and
structure of knowledge to be presented and
possibly acquired by the student"

The students' naivety at the beginning of various
courses is often so great that they are not able to
formulate appropriate questions in the context of
knowledge presumably acquired in previous
courses or at secondary schooi. Thus it seems
reasonable to give essentials at the beginning and
to review relevant information fiom previous
OC,UrSeS.

Teachers should be farniliar with the aims of the
course. These aims should be presented to the
students and then evaluated at the end of the course
with an €xam. Since students must in any case
learn what is required for the exams, why not
make it clear what the common goals of the
teacher are and those being taught? The informa-
tion content of the sub.jects should airn at future
health needs, whiie the type of eclucation should
be student-oriented.

Defining the goals is the responsibility of the
teachers, but the way in which the goals are to be
attained is left up to the students. The crucial point
is feedback from the students and graduates on the
relevance and applicabiliry of the skills and infor-
mation aimed at in the particular course. Both
topics and methods need to be changed in light of
national health priorities and problem solving.

The structure cf knowledge seems to be related
directly to its longevity in the minds of the stu-
dents. The superficial knowledge of vast amounts
of facts acquired directly prior to an exam are
easily and quickly forgotten, partly because they
have not been rrnderstood and only memorized.
A remedy fbr this could be the problem solving
approach, which is likely to be more time
consuming and require the seiection of important
topics, because things understood tend to be part
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of a person's own thoughts and ideas. Using
concepts acquired in early courses is rare in
clinical subjects and thus raises a stipulate of inte-
gration, the level of which is still not clear as the
organ level seems insufficiently low in terms of the
holistic approach to the patients. The transition
of the intellectual environment befween the basic
medical and clinical subjects seems to be artificial
and to result from not "iudging the relevance of
these two main groups of sciences to the final
outcome of medical education, i.e. in most
instances general practitioner.

Reform in medical education is necessary, in ge-

neral terms evident, centered on making students
able to solve clinical problems. However, there
is an inherent risk in drastic (revolutionary)
changes, and the quality at stake is the physician's
cornpetence in treating patients. Fortunately, two
types of medical schools now exist. There are the
traditional ones and the problem-based and self-
directed ones, which allow us to gather experience
and to compare and use it for making changes.
From a practical viewpoint it is advised that the
traditional, discipline-oriented faculties introduce
the problem oriented approach earlier and in
greater quantity. It is important to preserve
competence in clinically relevant areas of the basic

medical sciences, such as molecuiar biology and

biochemistry, which are indispensable for the
correct solving of problems.

Our proposal is to give students the opporrunity to
take a scientific leave of a term or a year during
their studies to pursue the desired probiem (quite
probably a scientific one). We know that students
on their own add an extra load of this klnd during
their years of study. We advocate a change in
attitude towards students who will use the proposed
opportunity, regarding them as scientists willing to
pay a price for posponing their graduation in order
to contribute to medical knowledge.

SRSSION tr:

SCIENTIF'IC IIIIhIKING IN MEDICAL EDUCATION
- EXAMPT-ES AI{D APPLICATIONS -

PARALLEL WORKSHOPS

WORKSI{OP lt: MOLECLI-AR AND CELLUI-AR LEVEL
Chainnan: Prof. E.J. Speckmann (FRG)

Author: Darek Gawronski (Poland)
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WORKSHOP B:

ORGAN LEVEL

Examplc: Function of the He8rt, Clrculltory Systcm and thc Blood

No Report

WORIGHOP C:

LEVEL OF THE INDTVIDUAL

Example: Prevention and Treatment of Arterial Hlperteirsion

No Report
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WORKSHOP D:

HO}V TO ORGAITIIZB AI{D DEVEI,OP TEACHING AI{D LEARNING IN FAIUILY
MEDICINE, USING TIIE EXAMPLE OF THE GERIATRIC PATIENT

l. Problem definition and objectives
2. Group work
3. Discussion
4. Summary

l. Pnoblcm dofinition and obirtivcs

The group discussion focussed on the iszue what
acturlly scientific thinking in fanily mpdicinc is
and how to define it in the bcst way. The group
came to the conclusion that mere scicntific ur
&rrtanding should bc supplenentcd by thc
knowledge and experience drawn from the social
and behavioural sciences.

Problern solving in family medicine strould then
give the soldent the opportunity to obtain insigbt
into the biophysical ed psycbosocial aspects of
the elderly patient and at the same time develop,
apply and evaluate different ayenues of problem
solving.

The shrdent's purely clinical knowledge shonld
be supplemented by emphasizing the significanc
cnvironmental facnors have on health and illness,
such as real life family riuntions offer. Under
professional guidance by an experienced doctor
the student would like to get actively involved in
out-patient care. This endeavour could bcst be
realized by having a s$dent care for an elderly
patient in his famity environment over a certain
period of time.

A clear and precisc definition of what
psychosocial learning was nocessary, and along
thesc lines a teaching strategy should be designed
which will take into account scientific thinking
and at the same time exemplify how to practice
family medicine in the best way, specifically here
when caring for a geriaric patient. Our
objectives tben were.

1. to gain insight into the naürre of illness and
disease together with their effects on organs
and organ systems.

2. !o collect experience in terms of any
psychological and psychosocial reactions the
patient or his doctor might have. Here, the
patient's psychosocial situation will be taken
inlo account and incorporated in the overall
Eeatnrent plan.

2. Group work

First the group prescnted and discussed what
psychosocial learning means. According to the
given SOEP-anarmestic scheme the patient's
subjective statements and the personal
impressions the observing student or doctor has

are collected, stating all contributing physical,
emotional and social aspects (S). Subsequently,
all objective data and findings pertaining to these
three areas should be listed (O). With tnking into
account all theee factors it will be nccessary to
reevaluatc (E) aU past decisions in tcrms of their
validity and then design and implement any
funrre measures and procedures (P). Scientific
thinking here extends beyond the purely natural
sciences by also applying enpiricd rhinking
(erperience) as well as the laws of probability.

Teaching experiencc also requires gving
instnrction in problem solving stcpe: After the
problem has becn defined and described, it
should be analysed. According to this pattern the
various possibilities of problem solving should
be examined. After the evaluation aa overall
treabent plan should be developed and applied.

When caring for the patient the primary goal of
family medicine is to help sustqin tbe patient's
ürtonccny, his social intcgration rDd to prevcnt
any sornatic firation. To achieve this, insight into
behavioural conoepts are significant. Also, too
rigid authority and control which the care giver
mEy exert over the patient and which will only
fostcr the patient's disability and dependence,
should be cietected and counteracted. The concept
of hoS ürough sdf-help may be effectively
supported by a physiotherapist, ergotherapist, or
occupational therapist living close by. The
hcalthy family in fact is not tüe one who does



Dd hsyc aoy problcns, hrt rrttcr tb ooc who
knows how to cope with tücrn. The treatment of
chronic states of disease or illness in the geriaric
patient requires an attiarde from patient and

doctor that will promote active coping strategios

rather than nurtrring a passive, subdued life stylc

which would only increase disability.

The medical student in his long-term contact with
families caring for chronically ill, bed'ridden
patients, will get acquainted with all aspects of
home care and how to apply problem solving

effectively. To support the care provider he

needs knowledge.

1. how to prevent decubiars,
exciccosis,
infections of the urinalry tract,
contractions.

2. He needs to re-assess the
effectiveness of the current therapy,

3. check the strain on the person(s)
who are taking care of the Patient.

The effectivcncss of the pcrson t'king care of thc
paticot will bc limitod by:

too little time for recuperation 77 %

too little social contacts,
such as to friends 5l %

deterioration of his/her own health 37 %.

The most frequent and significant strains on the
person providing care primarily are:

the state of health of the patient 60 %

the uncertainty about what the
future may bring 53 %

the emotional condition of the patient 5l %

the constant physical presence
of the patient 41 %.

The group did not compile a complete catalogue
listing esseotial elemeots on teaching and lcarning
scientific thinking in family medicine,
specifically in the long-term care of the geriatric
patient. Such a task would require a collection
of data describing past experience drawn from
various approaches used in the past. The patient

also would need to bc considered in his sonatic,
psychocomatic, enotional, psyc,hosocid ad
sociemedical conoena and orientation.

3. Discussion
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After having defined the essentials how to
develop scientific thinking in family medicine in
the best way, the group had to think about

effcctive tcaching rppruchcs and methods and

how to best convey them to the sardent.

For this task the approach 'long-term care and

follow-up obscrvuion of tüc ownle of tte
disease" as part of the Frankfurt model "practice
oriented medical education" was introduced and

discussed.

Over the course of one s€mester sftdents will
care for chronically sick people in the patient's
family environment. The goal of this practical
exercise is to acquire the skills of effective pro'
blem solving when treating complaints such as

"unwellness', general discomfort of mainly
psychosocial origins as well as conflict situations
in out-patient care.

After having been introdrood by the family
physician the student will visit a chronically ill
geriatric patient for I to 3 days every two weeks
in the patient's home. During his first visit the

student will discuss with his patient their
professional relationship, its time limitation, and

what they may expect from one another. In thc
interim week where treatment does not take
place, each student will meet with a group of up
to four students under the guidance of a

psychosocially trained physician. These grouPs

will discuss student-patient-contacts, describe and

analyse problem situations and aim for finding
suitable solutions to the given problem.

During the home visits a work sheet will serve

to write down the student's observations,
perceptions, and findings. Then, problem solving
suggestions on an interdisciplinary level are made

and evaluated, taking into account the patients

ability to cope with disease and illness.

Group members reported that in Sweden the

medical s$dent works with a family for onc

week. Problem situations such as the broken
family, the unemployment family or drug- and/or
alcohol-related conflicts are discussed with an

observing südent, aided by the use of video tape.

The group came to the conclusion that instead

of 'scientific thinking" the term 'problem
solving behaviour' would be more appropriate to

bc used during lechrres. As we are actually more

than 'researchers" our motivation is important to



us and bisides this tbc problem how to find.
Importarrt to us is our motivation and how to find
the right answers to the question: 'How is
behaviour in a psychosocial system measured in
the best way and documented?' The 'teacher"
here may not even bc thc best pcrson to impart
such capebilities, for surdying and leüning
bc,haviour tales tinc. The medical student of the
present is busy with snrdying and memorizing
facts. The unsolved issue remains, how to best
acquire problem solving behaviour.
In medical studies, our current academic courses
neglect problcm oricotcd lcarning.
Simultancously, there are not sufficiently reliable
research data on family medicine available. Ooly
insufficiently differentiated mctüods on how to
hendlc of the pychocociral systcm are
taught so far. Already a differentiation of the
qnliUtivc and the quantiuive could be helpful
here.

Parallel to studying the natural sciences the stu-
dent needs to practice problem solving behaviour
at the beginning, during and at the end of his
medical studies. 'Life cxpericnce is half the job'
was a fiUing statement.
The student feels that the cudy of medicine is
not comprehensive enough since it currently
lacks the following:

l. The epidemiological significance of many
diseases and problems of family medicine are
insufficiently taught.

2. Students do not get enough insight into tbc
@ntributing cnvircnmcntal factors upon
disease and illness development.

Another complaint was that, fostered by the
predominantly clinical thinking structure at the
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univcrsities, sildents generally tcnd to show a
stronger interest in the data of nailral sciences.
The question remains: How can one bc motivatod
to learn and think in relationships and
interactions? The integration of patient collectives
and thc long-tcrm crrc of the individual patient
as a significant component of the snrdies of
medicine were discussed. As one group member
oommented, -these issues will have to be faced
and solved by a new type of physician'. The
necessary basis for this would be an
interdisciplinary structure as well as a different
way of distributing the available resources.

a. $tnmary

To learn about scientific thinking in family
mcdicine, the medical sndent will not only have
to consider natural scientific, but also
psychosocial aspects and methods.

Scientific thinking primarily is concerned with
the problem solving of complex human
conditions, as they are obvious in the various
forms of human relationships. The acquisition
of knowledge about illness and disease should be
supplemented by obtaining insight and experience
in how psychological and psychosocial reactions
and conflicts may be contributing to ill health.
The family doctor should strive for mainaining
the patient's autonomy, independence and inte-
gration, and also prevent a somatic firation. An
effective approach to reduce the existing deficit
in modical education would be to offer problem
oriented learning and a more practice-oriented
way of teaching. This would include long-term
care and follow-up checks on the course of
disease within the patient's family environment.



Following the publication of the Alma-Ata
Declaration on Primary Health Care in SePtem-

ber 198 and the development of thc "Health for
all by the year 2000'-movement, most European

countries began to move towards increasing

community oriented primary care and health

promotion. Medical education should,

accordingly, reflect these changing concepts of
medicine and become more oriented to the needs

of the community, leaving behind its exclusively
hospital oriented, curative approach.

Being aware of the unique historical situation
having passed exactly 11 years since the Alma-
Ata Declaration and having to go another 1l
years until the year 20(X), our group, consisting
of 1? medical teachers and medical shtdents from
7 European countrie$, discussed the general pro-

blems of community medicine and, specifically,
the ways in which scientific thinking can be

incorporatcd into and encouragcd in the teaching
of community medicine. The particular example
specified in the workshop was the care of addicts

in the community.

We recognized the need to insert a course in
community medicine into each traditional
curriculum to start a step-by-step reorientation
towards community-based medical education
instead of designing a completely new track or
school for communityöoriented health sciences.

We attempted to define what the aims and

objectives of such a course in community
medicine should be for the student. Some of our
suggestions included the following:

- the need for the snrdents to appreciate and be

trained in the cooperative and multiprofessio-
nal approach !o community care by multipro-
fessional education,

- the realization that doctors must function in
association with many other professional and

participating lay groups in the community,
some of which may be regarded as being

more important than the doctors themselves,

- the recognition that it is preferable to practice
preventive medicine and active health promo'
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tion rather than overemphasising curative
medicine.

Regarding tb€ treatment of addicts in the

comrnunity, it was felt that the following were
some important components for the sfirdents to
be included in the model for community
medicine:

- communication skills,

- the development of an appropriate and realistic
acitude towards the addict and towards
themselves, in particular appreciating the li-
mits and extent of their own influence,

- the identification and exploring of the parts of
their own personality endangered by

addiction, by this learning to be non-
judgemental,

- a knowledge of the community network of
support systems (e.9. self-aid groups) and

mediating structures.

A number of ways of stimulating and training
scientific thinking in such a programme were
discussed:

l. We heard how in Norway and Poland students

are being encouraged to pursue a research topic
on a matter relatcd to the community (e.g.
addiction); in so doing, they can learn in practice
how to make use of scientific thinkiag in using

a scientific methodology such as epidemiology.
Such a research topic could easily offer
exemption from an examination as an incentive
to understand tbe importance of scientific
thinking.

2. We saw how, in a community practice in the
Federal Republic of Germany, use of self-aid
groups is made in the treatment of addicts. It was

agreed that, if the medical students themselves

were required to participate in self-discussion
groups in the first two years of their medical

education, and, later on, in junior Balint groups,

they could learn not only about communication
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skills but also about the theory of communication
and the scientific process ,o analyze interpersonal
relations.

3. A rotation of some kind in community
medicine like in Great Britain or Sweden, e.g.
with a G.P., at a health centre or as long term
care for families, is essential. Before this,
specific aims should be set and the attention of
students drawn to the most inportant theoretical
issues like the complex scientific concepts of
social support and social networks. Afterwards a
full de-briefing should occur which will allow the
opportunity for reinforcement and reflection of
scientific thinking.
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Since the beginning of the Beventies world-wide
a trend to return to or consider new a broader
primary health care developed. It found its roots
in the criticism of the exclusively biomedically
oriented, curative, uncontrolled cost exploding,
tertiary care preferring health care system. The
most important international manifestation of this
development is the conference of the World
Health Organization (WHO) on primary healttt
care in Alma-Ata, USSR, in September 1978; the
Declaration (7) has been signed by all European
nations. Primary health care is not meant only
as medical care but as a comprehensive health
care close to the community and as a treaüDent
of each member of the family in an acceptable
and also financially attainable way deliberately
stressing self responsibility.

Already since 1973 this fundamental change has
been outlined in the ideas of the WHO. The
World Health Assembly in May 19?5 adopted the
programme of "primary health care' growing
from international studies (2,4). By this adoption
the reorientation of the worldwide bealth policy
was officially performed. The aim of this
reorientation was summed up in the motto
'H€alth for all by the year 2000" and accepted
during the 30th World Health Asscmbly in May
rn7.

Berween 1975 and 19/8 the new concepts were
discussed in all of the six regions of WHO, and
the reports of the regional directors of WHO (5)
formed a basis for the 1978 Alma-Ata
conference.

The participants of this conference knew very
well that the Alma-Ata declaration was nor
applicable as a model for organization to all na-
tions worldwide. It was meant as a first strategy
to reach the aim 'Health for all by the year
2000'. Explicitly the formulation of adjusted re-
gional and national strategies was called for (8).

The WHO Regional Committee for Europe
passed the regional strategy for Europe in 1980
in Fes, Morocco (11), and since then it was
detailed out in several papers.
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ln 1984, 38 targets for 'Health for all' were
compiled, each to be used to monitor and
evaluate the progress being made to reach the
goal "Healtb for all" (13).

Four principles mark the European regional
strategy and can be condensed from the Alma-
Ata declaration suitable to lVestern developed
countries (3):

- Health care should bc related to the needs of
the population;

- consumers should participate, individually and
collectively, in the planning and
implementation of health carc;

- the fullest usc must be made of available
resources; primary health care is not an
isolated approach, but the most local part of
a comprehensive health system.

Already in ln1 the OECDReport 'New
Directions in Education for Changing Health
Care Systems' (l) h8d declared that a
reorientation in the scope of health care is closely
connected to a corresponding reorientation of the
educational system. By its 'Mobilizing
Universities for Health"-programme, WHO is
trying to utilize the rich and vast untapped
resources of universities for the 'Health for all
2000'-concept. Theme of the technical
discussions during the 37th World Health
Assernbly therefore was 'thc role of the
universities and the strategies for health for all".
In a resolution (9) member states werE urged to
$pport universities in orienting the education and
training of workers in health and related fields
towards the attainment of health for all.
Universities throughout the world were invited
- to provide the kind of education and training

for students and postgraduates in the health
and related disciplines that will prepare them
socially to meet the health needs of the
people they are to serve;

- to conduct biomedical, epidemiological,
technological, social, economic and
behavioural research required to prepare and
carry out strategies for health for all;

- to place themselves at the disposal of
communities to the maximum of their

The C@xt of fu lgtt Bdinburgh Doclarcim of fu Wdd
Foderdim for Medical Ertuc*irn in llcalth Fdicy - "Ilcalth fa

All by the Year ?iffi'

S. Wilm, Instiüte for General Practice and Family Medicine,
Frankfurt a.M. FRG



capacity for the promotion of health and
provision of health care.

By this, the three major components of the healttl
sector - services, manpower, universities - are to
be connected.

In the European region the field of primary
medical care is to be the root from which the
new elements of primary health care can grow
(12\.

Primary health care is the main instrument with
which to reach the 1977 WHO goal "Health for
all by the year 2000'. Essential components of
the new public health movement are
- community orientation,
- participation,
- cooperation and
- intersectoral action.

Growing concern has been given to the
importance of srengthening prevention and
health promotion in public health. This has led
to the 1986 Ottawa declaration on health promo
tion (10). Health promotion is the process of
enabling people to increase control over and to
improve their health. This perspective is derived
from a conception of "healtl' as the extent to
which an individual or group is able, on the one
hand, to realize aspirations and satisfy needs;
and, on the other hand, to change or cope with
the environment. Health is, therefore, seen as a
resource for everyday life, not the objective of
living; it is a positive concept emphasizing social
and personal resources, as well as physical
capacities.

The main principles of health promotion include
the following:
- Health promotion involves the population as a

whole in the context of their everyday life,
rather than focussing on people at risk for
specific diseases.

- Health promotion is directed towards action on
the determinants or causes of health.

- Health promotion combines diverse, but
complementary methods or approaches.

- Health promotion aims particularly at effective
and concrete public participation.

- Health professionals - particularly in primary
health care - have an important role in
nurturing and enabling health promotion.

These principles are to be applied to tte
following areas:
- access to health;
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- development of an environment conducive to
health;

- strengthening of social networks and social
supports;

- promoting positive health behaviour and
appropriate coping strategies;

- increasing knowledge and disseminating infor-
mation (14).

The World Federation for Medical Education in
1988 has pledged to work for reaching a
reorientation in medical education outlined in the
Edinburgh Declaration (6). It states that many
improvements can be achieved by actions within
the medical school itself. It is possible to
- enlarge the range of settings in which

educational prograrnmes are conducted, to
include all health resources of the
community, not hospitals alone;

- complement instruction about the man4gement
of patients with increased emphasis on pro-
motion of health and prevention of disease;

- persue integration of education in science and
education in practice, also us,ing problem-
solving in clinical and community settings as
a base for learning.

Other improvements require wider involvement
in order to:
- encourage and facilitate cooperation berween

the ministries of health, minisries of
education, community health services and
other relevant bodies in joint policy
development, programme planning,
implementation and review;

- increase the oppornrnity for joint learning,
research and service with other health and
health related professions, as part of the trai-
ning for team work.

These recommendations were discussed during
the World Health Assembly at its meeting in
Geneva in May 1989. Ir is expected that the
Edinburgh Declaration will have the influence in
medical education which the Alma-Ata
Declaration has had in the field of health care.
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Can tip Social Epidemiolqgical Concepa m Saial Suport and Scial Netnorks be

Used as an Example to Stimule and Trah Scbntific Thinking in Modical Edrmim?

S. Wilm, Institute for General Practice and Family Medicine,
Frankfurt a.M. FRG

In 1984 the "Panel on the general professional
education of the physician and college
preparation for medicine" (GPEP) reported to the
Association of the American Medical Colleges
(AAMC) on 'Physicians for the 2lst century'.

Among other things, it is recommended that
medical faculties should offer educational
experience that requires students to be active,
independent learners and problem solvers, rather
than passive recipients of information. Medical
students must be encouraged to develop skills to
learn independently because physicians must
solve clinical problems that do not always fit
classical patterns, as well as gather and apply
new knowledge and technology to diagnose and
treat classical clinical problems. Problem solving
involves a high order of intellecnral activity; it
requires knowledge of basic concepts and
principles and skills in obtaining and correlating
information (7).

Medical students should be enabled not only to
know how and to train to cooperate with other
health and health related professions as stated in
the Edinburgh Declaration of World Federation
for Medical Education (9), but to understand the
necessity and complex structure of cooperation.

Both problem solving and cooperation abilitiss
are prerequisites for training scientific thinking
in medical education. Analyzing, describing and
working with the social epidemiological concepts
of social support and social networks in a
community can foster this process in medical
students.

In the frame of the pres€nt change of paradigms
in health (6) the opinion is growing thar health
and illness can be seen in a bio-psycho.social
view (4) as multicausal and interactively
dependent, dynamic, only systematical
understandable phenomena. Social support has
an important independent influence on the
physical and emotional well-being of the
individual in this net of factors (2, 3, 5, 8). An
individual owning an adequate number of socisl
relations of adequate intensity and quality seems
to be better protected against illness, premature

death and negative consequences of life events
than an individual without the adequate number
of such social contacts. Social support is
delivered in the individual social network
including contacts to family members, relatives,
friends, neighbours and colleagues in the
communities. It covers trustfrrl talks, friendly
gatherings, appreciation in the family or practical
help to cope with sorrow, fears, and loneliness.
Together with personality factors and coping
skills social networks and social support systems
could be describcd as "psycho-social immune
systems' (l) protecting the individual from emo-
tional and physical harm or helping him to cope
with the consequences.

These complex social epidemiological concepts
are essential components in community oriented
primary care (COCP). They can be used to train
scientific thinking in community-based medical
education through participation in a research
project in cooperation with other health workers,
e.g. by independently designing a programme for
prevention and health promotion in a community
using the existing social networks.
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Administration expects from university science in
general a sort of 'watchers function' regarding
civilizational risks in a context: Living in a
'Healthy City', living in a risk society.
Healthy City Project does not influence
predominantly psychosocial conditions people are
living in, acting and reacting according to their
individual ability to cope with stress in working
conditions and in interpersonal relations with
behavioural problems all influencing people's
health status in general and in particular in a
crisis in tle course of life from infancy to old
age. The coping strategies used are partly
inherited with psychological skills of individual
personality and her development status at the
time of a crisis, partly taught by living in a social
class, in a social surrounding with a certain
amount of social support and by education.
Thus science has not to be seen anonymously but
has to get a broader definition meaning:

- wisdom with emotional and literal quality
- giving place to hope and solidarity in a becer

quality of life
- more emphasis on the influence of social

conditions on personality and behaviour
- the ability to answer untypical questions not

asked by a user-oriented science
- handle hypotheses of outsiders critically.

Instead of science in the cornmon sense
administration's expectations towards university
is deliberation in the processes of decision-
making. There is also a great need for decision-
makers to know about evaluation strategies and
economics e.g. benefit-cost analysis, cost-
effectiveness analysis and multiattribute utility
theory.

From a view of health politics comes the search
for priority of risks regarding the variety of
health risks. This is a dangerous question.
Acceptance in society regarding prevention and
standards of prevention have to meet two criteria:

- to be scientifically truly made
- to meet the will of people democratically.

The Role of Universities iD the WHO Strdegies
for 'Health for All by the Year 2(XX)'

Edith R. Konsek, Bielefeld, FRG
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The most important conunon point of both in this
discussion is:
- to avoid a senseless burden to people.
Therefore administration expects from university
in its discussion of health risks not to be
overwhelned by a risk priority searching but a
begin to discuss the complex question of users
priority.
Do we need tobacco?
Do we need a public relations strategy by the
tobacco industry of nearly 500 million Deutscg
Marks a year to sell 117 billion cigarettes?

Analyzing the toxicologic term "accepable daily
intake" in concern telling consumers not to be
endangered in their health capacity the question
arises: What is acceptable to whom?
'Acceptable' is a term not to define scientifically
but an expression meeting everybodys standards
individually.

What is acceptable to a producer of cigarettes
and alcoholics must not be acceptsble to the users
and normally is not acceptable to them but is
being made acceptable to them by the influence
of PR-strategies.

Living in a risk society requires community
participation. Community participation means to
accept a difference between scientific truth and
practical truth by university science by starting
to deal more with the practical problems in
community and influence the priority sotting in
health risks. The priorities naturally do not
depend only on scientific criteria but also on the
orgrnizational level of the community. Here the
WHO concept of 'Healthy City Project" and
"Healthy Public Policy' have their central
influences.

In this cont€xt health promotion on the
community level is of greatest public interest and
its complex questions will be answered by
stronger cooperation benveen the administration
and university.



Because of the complexity of the subject

"scientific thinking in medical education', the
members of the workshop decided to divide the
workshop into three major parts.

The main idea of the workshop was to leave

aside the purely theorelical discussion of the
given problem and to focus on the real existing
problems.

This goal was reached by interviewing shrdents

at their work in various deparfinents of Internal
Medicine at the University of Muenster,
searching for solutions to the problem of
implementation of the kind of scientific thinking
discussed in the initial, more theoretical part of
the workshop.

At the end of the workshop, the participants

came together again to discuss their findings and
to find a possible solution to the discrepancy

between theory and practice.

During the first part of the workshop, a possible

definition of 'scientific thinking' was decided

upon after much discussion. Scientific thinking
is the process of making adequate decisions with
inadequate information. It means finding a

solution to a problem by using scientific methods,

acquired knowledge and one's own experiences

including:

- the capacity for self-intiated, independent
learning effectiveness in establishing trust-
based, empathetic relationships

- the ability to identify and solve complex
clinical problems the formulation of tentative
hypotheses which serve to guide frrrther
inquiry

- the collection of information in an objective
way, without selecting only the findings which
support the currentlyeheld hypothesis

- avoidance of overinterpretation of the findings
- the use of information concerning

- the relation of findings to conditions
- the relative frequency of different

conditions (ie. population rates)
- the particular characteristics of those
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conditions which carry a severe risk,
even if their rate of occurence is low.

In the second part of the workshop, the
participants then uied to apply this definition to
the daily work of snrdents in their final clinical
year of studies. It is not surprising that the de-

finition was rarely used by the students in their
daily routine work. The participants agreed that
this fact is typical not only for Muenster, but for
most European medical faculties.

In the third part, the workshop came to the
following conclusions:

There are three levels of Medical Fducation
where changes are necessary, and according to
participants, are easily achievable:

- tbc lcvcl of intuctim
- tbe lcvcl of sürdcots
- thc level of fu instiü$im

Teacher instruction has to be improved by
creating Modical Education Ocerments in all
faculties to direct teac,hcr Eaining programs and

systcmrtic evaluation of the t€achilg quality
using student feedback. The workstrop
participants affirmed that the evaluation results

must have obvious consequences

(positive/negative) on those who are responsible
for mcdical education.

Regarding the level of students, the workshop
felt that students must increase spontaneous

inrcraction with teachers. They must define their
own learning goals, oepecially during the
internship, and stimulate teachers to help them
reach their goals.

In terms of the level of institutions, Medical
Education must become as imporant as research
programs in other fields. The maiority of the

participants agreed that in fuNre, no teacher

should be employed at a medical school without
having passed a teacher training program.

f,TORKSHOP F:

THE CLIMCAL WARX), CLERKSHIP OR INTERNSIilP
E)ßMPLE: CLIMCAL WORKSHOP

Chairman: Heiner Busch (FRG), Paulo Sa Rodrigues (Portugal)
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If.all these goints are realized, scientific thinking
will be implemented, perhaps automatically, anä
even in the internship.

Teachers Students

(- Dep. of Med. Education

e- Evaluation ---t

Instiotion
Med. Education

other research

Figure l.



Our group and workshop on students' participation
in research discussed very thoroughly these pro-
blems and we think that there are two indispensible
factors in medical education:

A) The teacher and B) the student and the
relationship or better said the interaction between

them, determines to a great extent the outcome,

that is, whether young physicians, young graduates

are well prepared for their future tasks, whether
they are prepared for self-development, for
postgraduate training and eventually for life-long
learning. There is no doubt that scientific thinking
is one of the very important aspects in medical

education and in a medical profession itself.
Physicians must in their daily practice use scientific
thinking and must analyse the problem. They must

formulate the problem and propose a solution.
They must act.

From the main aspect of our taek the fundamental
question was: whst makes a shrdent participate in
research? lVe have come to the conclusion that
there are two kinds of students. One, in the
minority, is really motivated in doing research and

spends hours in the labaratory. The other, in the

majority, is not interested in doing research and

after graduation, aims to go into the health service.

We dealt a little bit with the first group and came

to the conclusion that even the very motivated stu-
dents interested in doing research can be divided
into tlvo groups. one group contains students who
participate in research because they expect a higher
evaluation and because they feel that participating
in research gives them better standing. After all,
the German experience shows that there is a

difference between Arzt and Doctor of Medicine.

And then of course there is the second subgroup:

those students who are genuinely interested in
research. This group is an especially important
one, because besides other things it is a very

important valuable source of teaching in basic

sciences, in basic subjects. It is something which
could be called a self-renewal of a teaching staff
in basic sciences.
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Vfe discussed several models which might solve the
problem of giving possibilities to those students.

We feel that we have to offer the sftdents the
possiblity to participate in research and that we
have to exposc the snrdents to scientific thinking.
In the first group, the American Model walt

referred to, &s it was described in the recent jour-
nal of the National Cancer Institurc, and then the
European experience was described. It referred to
a combined German experience from both the
Federal Republic and the GDR, and to the
Czechoslovakian experience.

Besides other questions, the organizing of the so-

called scientific conferences of medial students was

discussod to some extent. There are some

countries such as Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the

GDR and Poland, where sflrdents themselves
organize scieatific conferences once a year on a
faculty basis. The b€et papcrs are delivered on a
national or state basis, and even participants from
other countries are present. In Czechoslovakia the

sildents go practically every year to Hungary.

Quite recently, as you might know, the European

Scientific Conference was held in Istanbul.

All students, that is, the "normal students", must

be exposed to scientific thinking. We appreciate
the Dutch conbibutioo with evaluating the scientific
projects, which every student in the fourth year has

to deliver.

There were some interesting conclusions in this
study group. We came to the conclusion that there
are great differences in Europe the
opporhrnity for snrdents to participate in research,

but there are similarities. We would like to
suggest to the Executive Committee of AMEE to
give room or more space for the continuation of
this worlshop, because we feel that it is a very
imporant aspect of AMEE activities, especially if
we consider the main lopic of the Budapest

meeting. Perbaps one of the themes should be the

shrdents participation in research.

SIORKSHOP G:

STUDENTS' PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCII

fxampbe of an epidemiological study, a clinical drug trial'
or I surdy of qualitY as$rrarce

Chairman: Prof. V. Janousck (Czechoslovakis)



Introduction

In this presentation I will share with you the
experience we have obtained with a short
scientific training period in which students are
involved in research. After the introduction, I
will briefly discuss the aims and organisation of
the training, and will give you some impressions
I got fiom the reports wrisen. I will then try to
draw conclusions.

Is research-training a mandatory part of medical
education?

The answer to this question depends mostly on
the view people have of the medical profession.
Often the medical profession is seen as applied
science at the uünost, in which the outcomes of
scientific research performed by others is used.
This medical scientific work is done partly by
people from other disciplines and partly by a
minority of the medical profession that by chance
got involved in science.

Others answer that anyone who claims to have
had academic training should have been involved
in scientific work and that this is the only way
to raise the medical scientific level. A
counterargument is that sodents who are not
interested in and possibly not equipped for
science, are only a nuisance to their teachers
although they can perform well in medical
practice.

Above this, all curriculum-committees have to
cope with the problem of a huge amount of
knowledge which should be taught during a
relatively short period of time. Should time be
allocated to scientific work or should this be left
to the student's initiative?

Out of all these questions compromises often
arise. In our faculty, the choice was made for
a short, six-week scientific training period at the
end of the theoretical part of the studies, which
comes at the end of the fourth year, prior to the
commencement of clinical training. One can see
this choice as giving the opportunity to find those
students who are interested and have the capacity

Scientific Training During thp Modical Currictlnm

J. Heijlman, Dept. of Medical Education,
Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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for scientific work, withouth bothering the staff
too much with uninrcrestcd shrdents.

Aims and Orpnindon

The aims of the training are:

- to bccome acquainted with, and to get
experience in scientific methods in medico.
biological and/or behavioural research in
medicine.

- to phrase the outcome of the research done.

The latter goal is achieved by making a report
of the research in which attention has to be given
to:

- formulation of the problem
- a survey of the literature
- gathering of data
- interpretation and critical judgement

of the results
- discussion and conclusions

All deparhents participarc in the program. One
can question this decision, because neither a
choice is made for departments with a high
scientific level nor for a certain kind of science
especially appropriate for medical students. All
deparments are involved in the program because
they are all concerned with some kind of science
relevant to medicine, and every deparnnent has
a task to fulfill in the faculty research-plan. The
deparments have to state a certain amount of
scientific problems in a fixed format. All these
forms are put together in a book which is in the
faculty office. Shrdents can make their choice
and make an appointment with the staff member
in charge. Students can also define their own
project and find a staff member who is willing
üo give them the help they need.

Sometimes snldents find places in other scientific
institutes in Holland or abroad. In that case, a
faculty member has to judge the report given.



All reports with the approval of the strff member
have to be preseotcd at the faculty office,
rcstfying the fulfilment of this part of thc sody.

All thesc re'ports are availrble for analysis.

An lyrir of Rcpora

I will give you some information from the
analysis made of 2E9 reports s€nt in in a two-
year pcriod by 440 snrdents.

By mentioning these numbers, it is obviotls that
stud€nts eometimes work togatrer on the same
projcct. Most projccts are done individually

{57%), but several are performed in pairs (36%r,
somc by thrce or four sardents together (Tablc

l).

Table 1. Number of students participating in
a project.

57%
36%
6%
r%

6r%
34%
s%
t%

s0%
t9%

8%
3%

A classification is rnade into clinical and
preclinical deparments, with a rest-group in
which you can find the depar&nents of medical
psychologr, medical philosophy, etc.

Clinical departments are favoured by the sbdgnts
(Table 2) with pediatrics at the top of the list.
The reason for this cannot be the scientific stan-
dard of tbeec deparfnents. Thc strontest
research groups are mostly found in thc
preclinics. It can be supposed that thc interest
of the students especially in this period of their
studies is focussed on participation in clinical
work. Perhaps this also has something to tell us

about their int€rest in science.

Table 2. Distribution of reports.

Clinical departments g%
Preclinical departments 24%

Ottrer 12%
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Tbe kind of projccts studcots work on (Tablc 3).
Fivc carcgories arc distinguished.

Table 3. Type of Rcsearch

Rescarch from literaurc is not part of tbe policy
of the Faculty, although in some departments
(philoeophy, H*ty) this form of rescarch is
ounmon.

In the second category all projccts arc brought
togethcr in which both healthy and ill people are

involved. Patients are only directly involved in
a small number of these projects, from which
data are obained by way of physical examination
or some other method. sometimes patients are
inrcrviewed, somctimes they are asked to fill in
a questionnaire. Data arc oftcn collected from
fellow-sudents.

Particularly in clinical departments students are
oftcn set on analysing patient reports over the last
years to gather data on effectiveness of a therapy
or on symptoms encountered by a certain
diagnoeis. This typc of work is mostly a kind
of inventarisation. In preclinical deparments
laboraory rescarch with or without animal ex-
periments is rather con:mon.

Some other interesing observations can be rnade

from these reports which often have es much to
tell us about the staff member in charge as about
the snrdent.

Firstly (Tablc 4), thc formulation of the problem.
ln some reports no questioa can be found, in
othcrs the question is doubtfrtl in my opinion.
In the last casc, the question cannot be stated as

a scientific one, but is more or less a bsk given
to the student to mlke an inventarisation of
something. This kind of qucstion is often

50%
40%
9%
r%

total clinics preclinics othcr

litcra-
hrre 20% 18% 16% 36%
pcople 30% 3r% 22% 39%
r€tro-
spectivc 29% 42% 6% 6%
labora-
toria ßfo rc% fi%
othcr 2% lgVo



encountered in reports from clinical departuents.
It can be presumed that part of this work is done
as a prestudy for tbe staff.

Table 4. Formulation of problem.

total clinics preclinics other

clear Y% 49% 65% 70%
doubttul 37% 40Vo 25% 30%
unclear 9% l0% l0%

Most reports are very well set-up (Table 5).
Students are very proud of their work and want
to use their reports as a reference for future
application.

Table 5.

A review of litcrature is not always given as it
should be according to the faculty standards.
This is especially omined in clinical deparUnents
with rerospective surdies (Table 6) .

Table 6

Literaurrel Scientific paper

totalll+nlgZ"A
clinics | 68%l Zgn
preclinicsl 90% | 49%
orherl9O%lnn

Some reports are written like a scientific paper,
as is often the case in preclinical departments.
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These are the points I have collected from the
reports" I haven't collected any data from
teachers and gnrdcne so far. It would be
interesting to know something about the support
given to the students by the staff-members and
about the time spent on the trainiqg by students
and staff. It is, however, well-known in the
Faculty that most students spend much more time
than the Z0 hours curricular time allocated to
the training by the curriculum commitee.

Some students obain results which can be
published in a scientific paper or pres€nted at a
conference. Some surdents obtain an
appoinEnent at the deparmcnt for further
research.

Conclusions

I would like to make the following conclusions
from the experience we have gathered:

- because of the participation of many teachers
who are not all well-equipped for scientific trai-
ning and who use different scientific methods,
there is a great variation in the way the training
is carried out.

- the training does not always meet faculty stan-
dards, especially in clinical deparhents.

- s$dents who are inrcrested in and capable of
research have the opportunity to come into the
picture.

- students who are less interest€d do not cost too
much time and at least learn how patient reports
should be formulated, to be of use in the
retrospective studies of others.

- the time period is too short and should be
lengthened to l0 weeks, to give the students the
time they really need to fullfil the task given.

I would like to finish by saying that a short
research training p€riod without many rules and
without very high standards can have a place in
the curriculum, especially in order to select stu-
deng who should get involved in funrre scientific
rescarch.

total clinics preclinics other

good 85%
doubtful 9%
good 5%

82%
rr%
7%

95% other
5%



Coüfticts are famitiar in medicine. It is not casy

to resolve thcm and hence tendencies to sweep

them under tbe carpct are understandable. In
spite of cxtensive specialisation in the human

sciences, such as sociology, psychology,

ergonomics and anthropology etc., where the li-
mits are rcached or where the sr,rbject touches on

legnl aryGcts, the doctor assumcs the role of the

expert, thc scientist or the judge. To 8n

increasiog extont, the doctor is required to
firnction as a biologist far into the field of
bebavkxral rescarch.

Thc doctor's Primary Ask is to give men and

women under physical, emotional and
psychosomatic stress the best possible belp and

advice in the circumstances (14). This ethic is
modified, if not actually perverted, when
scientific asp€ct8 of evaluating "functionality" arc
given priority.

There are areas of life which are also taboo fcri
thc doctor, arcas whose limiu are merely set by
the laws of moral ethics or by political and social
principles. Nevertheless, the doctor's outlook is
still dercrmined by the scientific view, i.e.
operationalization and measurement, and this has

becn the case at least since medicine came to
regard itsclf as bcing rooted in thc ns$rd
scienccs.

As L,olas wrote for a memorial symposium for
Prince Auersperg in 1989, the basic metaphor in
science, at least since Descartes, '...is that of the
machinc and clockwork. Thus nature is no
longer regardcd as a partner but as an object and

hence not as a total entity. The basic operations
in science, such as occur paradigmatically in
anatomy, are dissecting, taking apart and putting
together' (9). This applies to both deductivc and
inductive methods, i.e. generally binding
principles dercrmine from the outset which
phenomena exist and should exist in science and

which should not exist, a fact drawn attention to
by Kuhn in 19/3 (7).

The powcr of new paradigms üo take tbc place

of current ideas may result from the convergence
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of a wbolc serier of problems affecting different
areas of life and/or science in the sense of
similarities on the level of deficiencies in the
modcls. Tbe decisive force here is a kind of
suction.

The need ef thinking people to introduce the
holistic conept of totality in our various
disciplines, encouraged in the postwar years by
Vihor von Weizsäcker, who succecded in
reintroducing the subject and subjectiveiress in
medicine, is an attempt to counter the scientific
metaphor of the machine and clockwork (15).

The limits to what can be planned in this kind
of human biolory based on the division of
science also becomes apparent in the field of the
somewhat synthaic planning of the environment,
say, in the field of space travel. What is easier
to undcrstand is the problem of the world of
work, where since Taylor and Mayo human areas
of work are broken down and optimized in detail
in order to bc put together tgain synthetically
afterwards. Thc idea at the back of the
employer's head is to gain and retain_control of
the production process.

With increasing r*ionelizatioa this breaking
down of the reality of working life was bound to
lead to a loss of productivity. the idea of the
linitcd naurre of humryr effort was indissoluably
linked with the question of human justice (5).

Who is to judge what is reasonable? And if this
is a doctor, are we aware of the danger of
becoming tools of vest€d interests that are
opposed to the doctor's ethical obligations?

We would like to give an exanple from an area
of ophthalmology concerned with the eye and

road tnffic. This is a case where the above-
mentioned covert conflict of interesg can be

demonstrated. De Jong justifiably warns of the

drnger of naking additional dcmands on the
visual capacities of drivers, howevcr legitimate
they might be (2).

Smdads ad Borderline Vahs:
Basic Crieria ud Linittims in fu epraleal of

Fudioal Farmecrs frm üe ltilsdical Pdü of Vicw

Ellcn Kraus.Mackiw
Augenklinik der Ruprecht-Karls-Universität, Heidclbcrg

Horst Mayer Univereidtsklinik, Heidelberg



We must first remenber that cyclists, for
instance, need no driver's licence, and that car
drivers, who do need a licence, are allowed to
continue driving - st least in Germany - in spite
of impaired visud functions, as long as they do
not caus€ any accidents or until they decide of
their own free will to givc up driving.

There are no statistics so far on the number of
persons suffering from visual impairment who
nevertheless drive a car safely and without
noticeably pq)rer performance.

The difficulty in defining 'normal visual
capacity' lies in the fact that the subjective and
objective problems involved in the performance
of visual tasks rcsult from the dynanic
cooperation of the two ey€s and thc mental
processing of what is s€cn during our actions and
reactions as influenced by arousal, other mental
preoccupations, fatigue and emotions. Seeing
does not function automatically, rather it triggers
perception which, modified by the personal
mood, result in psycho-physical behaviour (4, 5,
l1). The findings are generally not taken into
account by the experts.

In the field of preventive medicine and
occupational medicine, it is difficult to draw the
dividing line between situations and performance
involving risk and those without risk. Examples
can be found in the fields of stress research and
human ecology, etc. (10).

I-et us take human ecology. In respect to our
subject it is the attempt to include ma$ers of
public interest, empirical methods and theories
and hence all sources of knowledge in largely
converging and more or less idealistic models,
thus providing both a political and scientific
framework of action. It is characterized by
dynamism and this means that in view of its
complexity, it is only with difficulty accessible
to scientific methods.

Where human ecology uses empirical methods,
it imperceptibly becomes subject to the limits of
systems theory with an inherent risk of a lack of
definition.

Nevertheless, human ecology at least as a result
of the rediscovery of time in a nonscientific
sense, truly provides elements of an emerging
change of paradigms in medicine. This provides
the doctor with the need to assess dynamisms urd
functions usually far outside medical aggregations
and even to b€ar responsibility to be responsively
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involved in optimiziag their integrations. Here
the doctor very quickly reaches the limits of his
or her, as it were, classical way of thinking,
sincc it is not a quastion of methods in a narrow
s€nse of the term, and since standards are
incredibly complcx in tbesc areas if it is possible
for them to coexist at all. Sfe nced only think
of new insights in the field of social biology,
which regards groups of people as cybernetic
entities and anriburcs individual characteristics to
them, whose regulatory conditions require un-
dersanding wben it is a question of apprehending
individual characteristics and persuing differential
rescarch.

The classical marginal values and standards in
human sciences are taken from sbtic models,
althoug! at least the statistical moments were
taken into account, albcit generally only in a
rudimentary fashion. Another difficulty is the
diffcrent aspects from which functionality can be
interpreted, both at the semantic level and at the
level of the risks involved (6).

Even if 16"se things could be madc scientifically
accessible, there is still the problcm of
managability. Classical medical doctor-patient
situations (and also teacher-student siurations) do
not p€rmit tbis (12). New modes qf thinking are
therefore necessary and the prerequisites for
thcm is that in their relationship with the patient
(student), doctors (medical teachers) also display
'compliance" both at the level of communication
and competence.

Let us take the example of stress research: ever
since it was discovered that stress can be
explained not only on the baisis of Cannon's
cmergency reaction (1) or Selye's General
Adaptation Syndrome (13), and ever since
insigbts and theories from the field of the
psychology of coping (8) as well as social
psycbology (3) beve explained what justifies the
gtobal term "stress-, a large part of what is
known as stress research has consisted of the
reftlta$on of other approaches.

In medical stress research the approach base on
the physiology of activation for a long time
guaranteed a certain degree of success. But with
the introduction of more exact insights in
psychoendocrinology and psychoimmunology if
not before, research has proven more difficult
than expected. The days when, for example,
work experiments were judged on how rnean
values of heart frequency or adrenalin excretion,
e.g., differed within particular periods of time



or from one group to another, are Psst, 8t lesst
at the recognized scientific level. The indiviünl,
normal rangc of fluctuation of evcn e riaglc pa-

rameter in so-called standard situations is too
large. In addition, we have had to learn tbat in
sinrations whcre tho demands of work rcach a
critical limit, one individual rcacts with a cbangc
of circulatory functions, another for crample,
with immunosuppressive mechanisms, where
another person dirylays a loss of motivation or
depressive symptoms.

Very often stress rescarch trrns out to be a
discourqging example of how helplees the

medical scieotist is in this gray area benrecn
hcalth and discasc.

It ie not surprising either tbat stress regcarch in
the past has frequently been accused of being
incxact by 'reductionists", especially since the
development of acceptable models taken from the
everyday world in most cas€s are a turning-away
from the classical experiment, partiorlarly the
animal experiment.

Those who are interested in this veritably
indissoluble hercrogenity of stress research and
i1s imFlications on the level of standards in the
field between health and diseage are
recornnended to read the book by Lolas and

Mayer (10).
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(Abstract)

Professional compet€nce in medicine rcquires
scientific $inking. Therefore, scientific thinking
must h an intcgratcd part in all sagcs of mcdical
education and should bc the ambition of rcachers
in all medical disciplines. Additionally, modical
education in the GDR allows sildents to take part
actively in special disciplinary or interdisciplinary
research programs yftfo i[6 eim; - to motivate
students for scientific thinking and problem
solving - to learn research methods and models,
handling of facts, logics and ethics and to apply
these methods and principles to their own
scicntific tasks.

The following courses and possibilities ar€
integrated in the curriculum: - possibility to
spend at least fCIrr weeks of the compulsory year
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of nursiqg practical training before the study of
mcdicinc in a basic discipline of one's own
choicc (up to l0 months for speciel inrcrested
südents) - a compulsory practical four-week
training period in e basic discipline of one's own
choicc in the sccond preclinical year
collaboration in ryecial südcnt research groupg
in mcdical disciplines ofone's own choice
participation in sciemific stud€nt metings (at the
faculry, national and international) and/or other
scientific meetings.

Every shldent at the end of his/ber sardies must
defend a thesis in order to rcceive a diploma
(first acad€mic degrec) rs a compulsory part of
thc medical s[rdics.

STI,'DENT'S RESEARCII IN MEDICAL EDUCAIIOhI
IN THE GENMAN DEMOCRATIC REPT'BLIC

J. Schmidt, Carl Gustav Carus Medical Academy, Dresdco, GDR
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WORKSHOP H:

W H(CTIANGE OF STT.JDENTS AND TEACIIERS
A WAY TO STIMI.JI-ATE SCIE}.ITIFIC THINKING

Chairman: Prof. Dr. D. Habeck, Mänster

Author: St. Drolshagen, Frankfurt a.M. (FRG)

Which experiences can be gained by means of international exchange of students and teachers? IVhat is

the meaning of the term 'scientific thinking' and last but not least: what has the one to do with the other?

The discussion in this workshop focused on these questions, proposed a model, reported a wide range

of different experiences in international exchange, named problems and suggested solutions.

Scientific Thinking

There was an intense disqrssion about this term
'scientific thinking' and its relationship to inter-
national exchange. At the end of the discussion

a simple (possibly simplifying) model was

constructed setting scientific thinking into the

context of rules and regulations of a scientific
community (Paul S. Kuhn; see: Tab. 1). Rulcs

and regulations refer to processes of
mslidetion and c.üaagB within and outside of a
certain scientific community national or interna-
tional. Within this context workshop members

came to terms to discuss Processes and problems
of international exchange.

International Exchange

Several examples were discussed refering to shl-

dents'exchango as well as to teachers'exchange.

Mr. Büttner form Erlangen (FRG) and his

colleagues tried to implement a "group on history

taking" (ger.: Anamnesegruppen) program in
Rennes, France, with both, French and German
studeng and reported details about the process
of the program's implementation to the
workshop.

At L€eds' medical school (UK) a tcachers'
exchange program was s€t up. Obstetricians and
gynecologists meet regularly on the basis of
workshops to exchange experiences and to
improve the teaching system.

There was a consensus that international
exchanges could allow insights into details of
foreign medical education systems, e.g. the
curriculum, teaching and learning methods such

as offering learning experiences to the shrdents

in selected areas of the health-care system. Such
organized learning experiences were reported
from Poland where students from the third year
on have the opportunity to work in low
developed rural districts of Poland - I program
for about 300 native and another 60 foreign sru-

dents. In Turkey quite a similar program exists
in the area of Primary Health Care. In TelAviv
an Exchange-Residency-Training program exists
with English speaking staff and patients, fully
compensating existing problems with Israel's
native language.

Further examples were discussed based on

numerous experiences of sardents who went
abroad. Discussion showed the extreme interest
of students to gather experiences in foreign
countries, experiences they couldn't make in the
fairly overcrowed health system in Germany.
Unfornrnately the interest of foreign students to

come to Germany seeltxi to be low. However the

Tab. I

Framework of the term 'Scientific Ttinking'

Science is a samplc of rules refcri4g to:

o Definition of problems
o Definition of methodology (e.g. data

gathering, data processing, performance
of results)

o Definition of the parameter: 'problem solved
(lege artis)

O Definition of communication rules
O Definition of controlling routines
o Definition of membership in the

'scientific community' (Paul S. Kuhn)



Karolinska Institurc in Stockholm (Swedcn) plans
to start a student exchange program with thc
FRC.

In the discussion aüention was drawn to the
process(es) of change a system, i.e. the system
of education, its development and even more to
the problems many sfirdents as well as teachers
are facing in makiag efforts concerning this
change.

The comparison of experiences in foreign
countries with those at home could (and should)
lead to the realization and evaluation of
devianoee (Lavalle) in diagnosis and therapy.
These deviances can obviously be observed best
in the area of Primary Health Care - a fact which
makes the work in this area very precious. The
process of comparing deviant experiences can
enhance reflections and possibly change in the
native country. In this wr!, the emitting
countries could profit by the exchange as well.

Tab. 2

lntemational Exchangc And Scicntific ffuinking
- A Modcl -

Native System Foreign System

If scientific thinking implies to 'iftink in a
critical, logical, systematic, and truthful manner
and therefore to use appropriate methods", as
Prof. Habeck put it in his introductory remarks
to the workshop and if we add a definition of the
tenn 'scientific thinking' derived from the
sociology of sciences as a 'sanple of rules or
standards, like defining scientific problems, the
methodology, 8od comrnunication rules-,
workshop members agreed that international
exchange can positively be a stimulus for
scientific thinking.

Problems ad zuggcsted solutions

The discussion focused on the following crucial
problems:
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Problems of communicating in a foreign
language, especially for students from
Turkey, h"q, Israel and other
non-EC-countries. Problems not only arise
when trying to understand the lectures and
textbooks but especially in the doctor-
patient-inrcraction which is stress€d
immsasply, if the every-day-language is not
adequately mastered by the sEdent.

Finansial problems of inrcrnational exchange
for board & lodging and insurance,
especially e.g. for students from Poland or
Czechoslovakia, shrdying in one of the
lYest-European countries.

Structural problems of the host-country stu-
dents face when they encount€r less than
motivated teachers, rigid bureaucracy or
restrictions in the number of foreign stu-
dents allowed to work in the host-country.

Further problems are caused, as ntany sor-
dents reported, by bureaucratic state

enmination boards in Germany. For many
courses, exams, and places no credit is
given - a fact that restrains snrdents from
going abroad and contradicts the political
objective of programs like the Erasmus-
Scheme and others advertised in so manv
political spceches.

The workshop discussed possible approaches to
solve these problems, not only to help the
majority of higbly motivated students to gain
precious learning experiences in foreign
countries, but to improve the transfer of
knowledge *6 shenge within the EC-states as

well as in non-EC-countries, especially those of
Eastern Europe.

The languageprobl€ms can be surely overcome
by having conversations with fellow snrdents.
However the universities could provide or at least
support language courses in collaboration with
their cwn language departments for those stu-
dents who lack confidence in their capability.

The financial problems could possibly be solved
by national or EC-funds. The Erasmus-Scheme
can be held up as an example which includes a
grant plus travelling and other expernes by the
EC.

The strucürrel problems seemed to be the most
difficult to solve. Their solution depends directly
on the international cooperation of the faculties.



This cooperation presupposes facultics' motiva-
tion and resources and implies regular ncstiqgs
of both students and professorc, lietcning
carcfully to each other, rcalizing thc cbrngcs and
the improvements of medical cducation foreign
faculties already tried to pcrform.
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So thc workshop-membcrs strongly rccommended
thc instiotionalizing of an AMEE standing
commitce or group on intcrnational exchange for
Bo,ldents ggtl tcachcrs in gll Europcan countries
including Bastern Europe.



This report will focus on the proceedings and
special problems we had in introducing Analnn-
esegruppen in Rennes, France. Anamnesegrup-
pen are so-called "peer groups in history-taking',
or groups provided from s$dents for students to
train in history-taking. In this history-taking, all
aspects such as biological, psychological and
social are integrated, as we learned from G.
Engel or R. Adler.

The announcement in Rennes for the first An-
amnesegruppe in France included a short comic
strip from the French carüoonist Binet It showed
a situation in a hospital room; a young assistant
introduces a patient by name to a professor who
is standing among a group of students.
However, the professor is only interested in the
patient's illness and asks for more data from the
assistant, and then teaches the students. The
patient is not involved and only dares to say a
shy 'hello'. Only when the professor asks the
patient to fart, which is noted with the exact
time, can he affirm the question. This cartoon
might be exaggerated, but it shows the intention
of the Anamnesegruppen: to speak with the pa-
tients and not about them.

How was it tbat tbe anatnncscgrupp€n, originelly
a German devolopmcot, came to Rcones in
France?

I would first like to illustrate the necessary
conditions for establishing Anamnesegruppen at
a new university. Anamnesegruppen are a young
development and, a new feature, they exist on
the initiative of snrdeng. Therefore it is not as
easy to establish Anamnesegruppen as it is with
other lectures held by a professor. I sae nro
possibilities for a start in a new town:

l) a member of an Anamnesegruppe transfers
universities and brings his/her own experience
along and establishes a new Anamnesegruppe.
2) someone hears of the groups and invitqs

tutors of Anamnesegruppen to give a presentation
at the university. The presentation may be the
catalyst for setting up new groups.
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Which onditions arc ncoessary for ooblishing
anrnocsegruppcnt

You need:
i) members for the groups
ii) tutors
iii) patients
iv) rooms
v) supervision for the nrbrs

In points iii), iv), and v), support of the students
by an instiürtion, usually the university, and
individual professors is also necessary. You thus
need both: the initiative of the shrdents and the
suppoft of professors and/or an institution for
long-term success.
In the case of a presentation by exrcrnal tutors,
there are additional conditions:

1) the time: surdents normally haven't got much
time besides their lectures for extra activitie.s;
2, the foreign language which one must speak
adequately; a new problem for us, and
3) finances for the trip, because students are not
usually partiolarly wealthy. These were the
basic conditions. Why did we choose Rennes?

For meny years there has been an exhange
program between the Univers$ of Erlangen and
the Universitö de Rennes, including an annual
exchange for medical shrdents. In the 1987/88
term, A. Freitag, a tutor from Erlangen, had
been in Rennes on an exchange. He noticed that
in France therc was no teaching program
comparable with the Anamnesegruppen, where
the patient is the focal point. His fellow French
snrdents were interested in becoming familiar
with this teaching program. And thus the idea
to introduce this teaching mettrod in Rennes arose
in cooperation with tutors from Erlangen.

Which pr€parations hrd to be Etde in Erlangen?

We fust had to find at least one more tutor and
additiond experienced group members who were
not only French-speaking, but who also had
enough time for the trip. We therefore asked all
the hrtors, and asked them in turn to look for
interested participants in their groups. We

Esablishi4g Anammegrrrypen Acrcs Linguisdc Borders

J. Büttner, T. Loew, A. Freitag. Universität
Sllangen-Nürnberg, Germany F. Donnars,

Universitö de Rennes, France



planned the tVbitsun week as a tentative date,

sincc it meant the end of the sununer term in
Rennes and holidays in Erlangen. At the end of
the winter term l9E?/88 wc had a group of rwo
tutors and eigbt additional members for thc trip.

Our inrcntion for the program was not only to
demonstrate the AnamnesegruPPen, but also to
integrate the French students as much as possible

rigbt from the bcginning. Vfe thereforc got in
contact with the French students on exchaqge in
Erlangen. They were spontaneously enthueiastic

about the idea of a prcsentation of the Anamn-
esegruppen in Rennce.

At a preparatory meeting we discusscd the way
we could introduce the Anamnesegruppen this
time. Normally in Germany the presentation is
done by working with a group of members from
the new town who are directed by experienced
tutors. But it is quite obvious that in Rennes the
nrtors would be confronted with an additional
problem: the foreign language. We thus decided
to have mixed French/German groups in
variation of the original model, so that the groups

would consist of trvo tutors, rwo German and
four French members. We expected that with
two additional German members the linguistic
problem would be minimized, and furthermore,
being experienced members, they would
stimulate the discussion and support thcn

mediation of the specific experience.

Meanwhile we had heard that during the Whitsun
week students in Rennes would have to study for
their examinations, so they would not have the
time for a new program such as the Anamnese-
gruppen. Another possible date for us was the
last week in April, which is the last week of our
holidays. The disadvantage of this date was that
some members of our group couldn't take part
in the trip. But although our group would be
smaller, we would still have enough members to
undertake the journey.

The above-mentioned conditions of a specific
date and knowledge of the foreign language had
been taken care of. But what about the finances?
In addition to some support provided by the stu-
dents' association, we were able to get financial
support from the university and the Bavarian
Ministry of Science. As support for a snrdent

enterprise, this was exceptional.

You remembcr the conditions iii) to v) for the
establishing of Anamnesegruppen. To get
official support, A. Freitag and F. Donnars, a
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French student in Erlangcn, got in contact with
the Dean of the Mdical Faculty and the profes-
sor for Medical Psychology. Bo& welcomed the
idea and promised thcir rupport.

l,ater on the sardents in Rcnnes were informed
about the planned presentation of Anamnese-
grupp€n with posrcrs, handbills and personal in-
formation, and were invited to a lecture with
basic information on Anamnesegruppen. This
lecture took place one week before our arrival.

After our arrival we m€t with thc eigbt French
students interested in Anarnnescgruppon. We got
to know one another and arranged the groups.
With this number of interested sardents two
groups could be established.

For the work with the groups we had expected
difficulties in trro ways: the language barrier
and difficulties based on the different teaching
systems in France and Germany. Regarding the
language, the German members weren't able to
take part in the discussion in the same

differentiated way as they would have done in
German, and they had to become accustomed to
the fasrcr way of alking. However, the French
participants were able to deal with these

difficulties and took pains not to overtax the
Germans. The content of the discussion was thus
not affected by the linguistic problems.

In terms of the different teaching systems, in
Germany the education is almost entirely
theoretical. This means that there are few
chances for students to have contact with pati
ents, and eyen more, that history-taking cannot
be learned and trained. Therefore German stu-

dents have nro main motives to take part in an

Anarnnesegruppe:
l) most of the time it is the only possibility to
train in history-taking
2) it is a possibility to come into contact with
medicine and its psychosocial element.
Training of history-taking is not a motive in
France. From the fourth year of their studies

on, the students are trained daily in sysrcmatic
history-taking.

When in their first rcactions the French students

told us that thcy already knew about history-
taking and couldn't see anything new in the An-
amnesegruppcn, we bccane quite sceptical. We
expee'ted that in the group ses$ion, the French
participants would perform a perfect somatized

history-taking, and that later on they would be



very sceptical about the ideas that the Germans
would bring into the discussion.

To have patients and rooms for the groups, Prof.
Bourdiniere, Professor for ORL, could be
captivated. He provided the possibility to have
the groups in his clinic, despite being sceptical
about the plan.

lbe noaings and furthsr developmens

At one meeting the inrcrview t- aeselding to
our expectations, at the other quite the contrary
happened. The interviewer thought that in an
Anamnesegruppe only psychological facts had to
be asked. He completely neglected the
symptom-oriented scheme of history-taking he
was used to.

In the final meeting with the participating stu-
dents after the sessions, most of them showed
interest in deepening their practical skills in the
Anamnesegruppen. They were interested in
taking part in a regular group in Rennes.

As requested by Professor Bourdiniere, wo
reported the results of the sessions to him. We
knew much more about the psychosocial situation
of the patients than he had expected. Obviously
convinced by that, he saw the possibility to
capture a lack of psychosocial education with the
Anamnesegruppen. He and the professor for
Medical Psychology offered their support for
regular groups in the future.

After this positive start in Rennes, both French
students on exchange in Erlangen took part in a
group at our University. In addition, F.
Donnars took part in a training session for An-
arnnesegruppen tutors. when they went back to
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France in 1988 again, former members of An-
annesegruppen were on exchange in Rennes.
So together with a German tutor, F. Donnars
could arrange a first regular Anamnesegruppe
during the past term, and further groups are
planned for the furure. There will also be
additional support for the groups by the exchange
of shrdents between pllangen and Rennes.

One problem at the moment is the lack of
supervision (point v), but we hope to solve this
problem in the future. Another problem is that
there are 661s sleminations in France than in
Germany. It seems to us that French students
therefore have much less time for activities
outside of their regular shrdies.

Thc experiment of exporting Anamnesegruppen
to France seems to have been successful, and
we expect that Anamnesegruppen in Rennes will
grow prosperous in the funrre and be an
enrichment to the curriculum.

Why did we choose this topic? At this
conference, people who are interested in the
medical curriculum have come together.
Medicine which integrates biological and
psychosocial aspects also needs teaching which
intcgrates these aspects. Anamnsegruppen can
build one brick in the wall. I hope that I could
bring your a$ention as teachers or students to this
teaching program. Although it is quite obvious
that it takes some efforts to introduce Anamn-
esegruppen to a new university, it is not too
difficult to have these groups at a new university.
Anamnesegruppen are in fact a shrdents' initia-
tive, but nevertheless they need the support of
teachers and the medical faculty, even if these
groups already exist in your town.



Nine years ago, the AMEE Conferencc was held
in Nijmegen. The thene of the conference was
"Asscssment of Competence in Undergraduate
Medical Education'. At this meeting I was
invited to give two papers - one dealing with the
definition of competence and one dealing with
the evaluation of competence (Newble, 1981;
Newble, 1981). It, therefore, s€emed logical to
review what I had to say at that time and see

what changes had occurred berween 1980 and
1989.

With regard to the definition of competence it is
disappointing to report that very little new infor-
mation has appeared over the last l0 years. In
their book 'Assessing Clinical Competcnoe',
Neufeld and Norman include a chapter reviewing
the metbods used to define competence. The
book was published in 1985 yet the most recent
reference they quoted relating to definition of
competence was published in l%l9 and many of
the most pertinent were written in the 1960's and
early 1970's. Perhaps one might conclude that
the problem had been solved and that we have a
valid definition of competence. However, this
was not the opinion reached by Neufeld &
Norman. They concluded that "116 single method
can adequately define the pre-requisite
knowledge, skills End attitudes required of a
competent physician" and that the methods used
in the past all had limitations derived from bias
or too narrow a focus.

The problem is, if we are going to approach the
assessment of competence in a way which has
any resemblance to the scientific metlod then
we must have a dotailed definition on which to
base the development of our test procedures and

against which we can judge their validity. The
definition will determine the objectives of the
asscssment. The definition will also of necessity
be complex and will be composed of a wide
range of anributes.
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One zuch definition, which in my vicw has not
yet been improved upon, at least as one
appropriate for undergraduate education, arose
from a major critical incident shrdy conducted
by the NBME in the United States in the 1960's
(Hubbard et al, 1965). This study produced a list
of nine competenoe categories (History; Physical
Examination; Tests & Procedures; Diagnostic
Acumen; Treatment; Judgement and Skill in
Implementing Care; Continuing Care;
Physician/Patient Relation; Responsibilities as a
Physician) each of which was broken down into
subcategories. For instanc€ if we took the
category Physician/Patient Relation there are
three sub-categories (Establishing rapport;
Relieving tensions; lmproving co-operation).
Once again each of thes€ was further divided to
provide descripive statements of the types of
behaviour by which each subcategory would be
recognised.

Assuming we have some definition of
competence available to us when we set about
designing our assessment, how are we going to
approach detailed definition of content and the
selection of rcst methods in a rational way?
Unforbnately, there is often not a clear and
logical link between these elements. Assessments
are ofteo relatcd morc directly to imperativcs
imposed by deparments, disciplines or external
agencies. Departments may, for example, lock
themselves into using certain metbods on the ba-
sis of tradition or expediency even though they
may be inappropriate. In order to overcome this
problem in our own university, Clinicd
Competence has now become a subject in its own
right.

The model on which the approach we have
adopted is based has been described elsewhere
(Newble, Elmslis & Baxter, 1f78). In essence,
we link the selection and development of test
methods througb clinical problems. For each
problem we produce a blueprint which identifies
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the content we wish to test. The blueprint starts
simply as a piece of paper listing the nine
competence categories mentioned previously. For
each of these subjects specialists are asked to list
those key items which students should know or
be able to do if they were to successfully deal
with that particular problem at the level of
competence expected of an intern.

So, for example, if we took the problem chest
pain and looked at category three, Tests &
Procedures, the key items would include aspects
of electrocardiography, chest radiology, cardiac
enzymes, coronary angiography and so on. Thus,
we are using the defined categories as a check-
list to ensure that the content on which we base

the examination covers the full range of
knowledge and skills over which we expect our
students to be compet€nt. It is on such a
structured approach that we will have to rely if
we are going to establish the content validity of
our assessment and it is not possible to
overemphasize the fundamental importance of
content validity if we wish to produce a good
test.

Perhaps I am overconplicating things so let me
try and develop a model which may simplify the
message and at the same time introduce a couple
of new concepto which need to be included in
any discussion on the definition of competence.
In recent years there has been a trend to restrict
the term competence to the capacity or ability of
the student or doctor to do something and
seperate it conceptually from 'performance" in
practice. At its most simple, we might view
competence as the mastery of both a body of re-
levant knowledge and a range of relevant skills
(which would include clinical, interpersonal and
technical skills). Knowledge and skills are, of
course, interrelated but ultimarcly only useful if
they are put to some pur?ose which we might
call clinical problem-solving. Finally, it is
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probably wisc to indicate in our model that
competence is only a prerequisite to perfonnance
in the real clinical world. Unfornrnately, we
know from sildies in the quality assurance area
that competence does not always correlate very
highly with performance in practice.

On the basis of such studies, we might argue
quite persuasively that clinical assessment should
only be based on measures of performance or
outcome of patient care rather than on measures
of competence. This is certainly a valid argument
in the postgraduate period where doctors have
direct responsibility for patient care. However,
such opportunities are limited in the
undergraduate period where we have no option
but to look predominantly at competence. This
is, perhaps, fornrnarc as measurirg the outcomes
of patient care is notoriously difficult.

However we decide to define competcnce, when
it comes to assessing it we must have some kind
of matrix which allows us to match the categories
of competence with the test methods available.
We must, as I have mentioned previously,
sample across the full range of problems with
which the snrdent must deal. To do this
effectively it is necessary for those responsible
for assessment to have an understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of the available test
methods. Some help is available in this regard.
The nvo best resources are Neufeld & Norman's
book and the report of the lst Cambridge
Conference which is entitled "Directions in
Clinical Assessment" (Wakeford, 1985). Table
I is taken from this report and gives a consensus
view on the relative merits of various test
methods for assessing the different components
of competence. Other useful resources are the
proceedings of the first two Oüawa Conferences
(Hart, Warden & Walton, 1985; Hart & Harden,
1987) and, in due course, those from the third
conference held recently in Groningen.
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TABLE I
Rooomnendrims m the us d cvlluatio mcüods to ms dmrinc of mpmrc

TABLE 2

Projected reliabilities at variors t€st lengths (estimat€d from poolod 1983-86 data). AU entries in the table are
generalizability coefficients (intraclass correlations) including inter-iten/station and interrater (for patient stations)
sources of measurernent error, but excluding item/station difficulty. Italicized enriee indicate the reliability at the test

length actually used in the 1985 and 1986 test administrations. Estimated variance components on which rcliability
calculations were based are available from the second author.

* Two ra39ß per patient station.
(Taken from Newble & Swanson, l9EE)

Test length
(hotus)

MCQ in
medicine

Short
answer

Patient
stations'

Sta,tic

stations
Clinical
testr

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
3.0
4.0
6.0
8.0
lterns/stations
per bour

o.62
0.76
0.83
0.87
0.91
0.93
0.95
0.96

75

0.42
0,59
o.6t
0.74
0.8r
0.85
0.90
o.92

M

0.3t
0.47
o.57
0.64
0.73
0.?E
0.84
0.87

l0

o.23
o.g
0.47
0.55
a.u
0.71
0.7E
0.83

l0

9.32
0.4E
0.sE
0.65
0.73
0.79
0.85
0.88
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To help us move from the rather theoretical
approach I have taken so far to a more practical
viewpoint, I want to discuss briefly some of the
work we have been doing at the University of
Adelaide over the last 10 years or so (Newble,
19E8). This is simply to provide I case study
which will illustrate some of the problems one
faces when trying to translate educational theory
into practice.

As I mentioned previously we administer a test
of clinical competsnc€ to all snrdents of the end
of the final year. This test is run jointly by the
Departments of Medicine, Surgery, Paediatrics
and Obstetrics & Gynaecology. It is composed
of trvo equal components of 90 minutes. One is
a test of relevant knowledge composed of sbort
answer questions. The other is a structured
clinical examination of 15 stations.

Over several years this examination has been
subject to a rigorous psychometric analysis by
my colleague David Swanson from the NBME in
Philadelphia (Newble & Swanson, 1988). As
with any critical evaluation the results were not
always as we had expected, nor were the
messages always the ones we wanted to hear.
However, this is tbe nahrre of research. Though
time precludes any detailed discussion of this
work let me highlight a few issues.

We were, of course, interested in providing
evidence for the reliability and validity of the
examination. I have given you some information
about our approach to content validity and I
could provide a little evidence on its construct
validity (Newble, Hoare & Elmslie, 1981).
However, I will restrict my remarks to the issue
of reliability.

In table 2, you can soe real (&INI.) and
projected reliabilities obtained or estimated from
pooled data collected over a 4 yeat period. The
estimates come from a statistical approach based
on generalisability theory. A clear understanding
of the importance of this information can best be
obtained by reading the paper from which it is
taken (Newble & Swanson, 1988). Nevertheless,
you can appreciate the very low reliabilities for
most components of the slaminatiea except for
the written components. The projected
reliabilities allow us to estimarc how much more
testing time would be required for each
subsection of the te$t to achieve satisfactory
reliability. The only comfort we can draw from
this study is that the reliability for the overall
clinical test is acceptable.
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We might now ask: What is the reason for the
low reliabilities of the clinical components of the
test? Traditionally, of course, the main concern
with clinical examinations has been with rater
reliability. However, in this stucured clinical
examination this does not appear to bc the major
factor. Avcrage inter-rarcr reliability works out
to be about 0.7. This is about the same as has
been found in a number of other studies using a
similar approach (van der Vleuten & Swanson,
l9E9).

The real problem emerges when we look at
interstation correlations. They are very low being
of the order of only 0.1. There is thus
considerably more variance in performance of
candidates betwccn stations than there is between
marks awarded by raters. This is not an inherent
problem with tbe Eshniquc we are using or an
Australian aberration but a problem which seems
to affect all methods used to assess clinical skills
and clinical problem solving.

Clearly there must be a common problem in all
these situations and this appears to be 'case
specificity". This simply means that the
performance of a candidate in one clinical situa-
tion is not a very good predictor of perfonnance
in another clinical sinration. Of course, this is
not surprising when we take into account recent
research into clinical problem solving. We now
know that the qualrty of problem-solving is
determined more by specific knowledge and
experience with each particular problem than it
is by any general problem-solving skill (Norman,
1988).

The difficulty we find ourselves in is tbat most
forms of clinical asscssment are based on a very
limit€d number of observations. [n the traditional
clinical examination used in many parts of the
world for assessing s$dents and postgraduates,
decisions may be made on the basis of
performance on one long case and a handful of
shor: eases. This is clearly an inadequate sample
of performance: the evidence is available to
prove it, yet such examinations are still widely
used. We have to face up to the uncomfortable
fact that to achieve a valid and reliable
assessment of competence we will have to sample
from a large number of clinical problems and

across the full range of competence categories.
We will also need to use a number of test
methods, selecting those which provide the most
valid measure of the component of competence
we are testing. The selection of methods will also



need to Ake into account efficiency as well as

efficacy given that we now know that rcsting time
is an important practical issue.

Thc implications of having to us€ 4-8 hours of
tcsting time !o achieve a reliable asscssment of
clinical comp€tence are mind boggling to many.
Forhrnately there are a few interesting ncw ideas
which migbt rBlieve some of the strain. For
example, if tbe number of raters is a limiting
factor, liule reliability is lost by uging one rater
instead of two whercas much is gained by an

increase in thc number of stations. Again, if the
main purpose of the asscssment is to make
pasc/fail decisions and the majority of the
candidates are expectcd to succeed, a

considerable saving in resources cottld be

achieved by sequential rcsting. Such an approach
envisages the use of a short, less reliable test to
quitc fairly screen out (ie pass) say 7Q% of the
candidarcs. A different or longer test would the,n

be used to rnake more accurate decisions on the
3O% of students closest to the pass/fail decision
point. The same students would eventually pass

but lcss resources would have becn rcquired.

Retrning to Nijmegen, I am somewhat
embarrasscd by the naivity of my prcsentation
nine years ago on the assessment of competenoe.
At this time we had very liale data on the new
approaches to assessrng competence which were
being advocated as the answer to the reliability
and validity problems posed by traditional
methods. The major achievement of the last few
years, in my view, has been a more critical
rnalysis of what we are doing. It has always bccn
difficult for me to understand why many of my
colleagues, who demand such a high standard of
the rcsts the,y use in their research laboraSories
or for decision making on their patients, do not
insist on the same quality of the tests usod to
make equally important decisions on their stu-
denb. Educational t€sts are often of a low stan-
dard but escape criticism.

I therefore, applaud the organisers of this
conference for choosing the theme 'Scientific
Thinking in Medical Education'. lVhile the main
concern seeurs to have been with the importance
of tcaching surdeots how to think scientifically,
e4ually important, in my view, is a nced to get
teachers to apply the process of scientific
ifuinking to the educational methods we use and
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paticularly to thc vital arsa of student
ass€s$ncnt.
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To propose how to cvaluatc scientific thinking
presupposes to know whrt hnd of scicncc future
physicians will need. It is safe to assume,

however, that different modes of scientific
thinking than the ones inocculated by today's
medical education will be required (if scientific
thinking is inocculated at all). Thus, before
engaging into the topic of evduation proper one
has to find some answers to the what-kind-of-
questions, which can be enlarged to the question
of what kind of scientists should bc enabled to
deal with what kind of hcalth priority. This will
lead to the more technical question as to wbat
kind of data should be collected !o evaluate
scientific thinking in medicine.

In an atüempt to reduce the complexity of the
what-kind-of-question, two essential kinds of
scientific problems and - in consequence - of
evaluation data will be described. Thesc two
kinds represent somehow an overstatement;
reality is much less black and white.

What kind of scientist

Medicine obviously needs practitioners,
practitioners of health care delivery and
practitioners of medical research. For both one
can envisage two modes of scientific comp€tcncc:

1. Practitioners able to reproduce the stories of
human sciences, researchers able to multiply
already accomplished or ongoing projects.

2. Inquisitive human science workers.

The first individual is in the possession of
knowledge which has been transferred to him or
her. This is in line with the sad tradition of a
majority of education&l systems. On the one
hand, practitioners are vocationally trained. On
the other hand, they have at their disposition
some textbooks, prescription books and the
dangerously overfilled storages of their
memories. They could be described as craftsmen
equiped with a scientific encyclopedia.

For 6ir kind of clinician, a paricm with cpigartric p.in @rirg tvo
boun after meab, relievcd by food or antrids, ir romcolp who needs

an endoscopic cxamindion of thc upper grtrointcstinal tracr, Undcr
oonsi&rdion of the findingr thcrc is a cüoicc or combination of
medical, dietetic or surgical trcatrncnu; it ir all in thc texüools. Or,
if this clinician fceds tlresc and sornc additional findingr into a wcll-
programmod comput€r, lrc or üe will craaly bc lold whn to do.
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This type of person will not only be found among
practitioners delivering health care but among
rescarch workers as well. In most instances,
what is loosely called research, is no more than
the application of stored knowledge.

Drug trials may serve as an exrmple. There are
excellent textbooks - one might call them
prescription books - describing exactly how to
organize, apply and evaluate the double blind
study design. Or, a research worker's
predccessors in the sane institution have
probably done the same thing ..., all of it can
be reproduced.

Thomas Kuhn (1) has called this 'normal
sciencc'. Normal here also means being satisfied
with non-obstrusive, confonnist knowledge, in
keeping with the rules and regulations of the
established research communities.

The second individual, the inquisitive worker, is
much more difficult to describe. It is not implied
that this type of research worker will reinvent the
scienccs. To quote the educator Paolo Freire (2),
this type of person has "rewriüen" what he or
she has read. Such e penion will then have the
rcndency to sce the object of his or her scientific
interest in a wider context than the one
traditionally established in a given discipline or
spcciality.

Ar a clinican onfrootod with thc rrnrc paient suffering ftom
cpigüic pain, rhc or he migbt bc primrrily inrcrestod in the

Fnooality ard the rianion of thc peient, in his very subjeaive
ooocrot rnd pcrspocrivcs, his way of lifc and his reason to sccl hclp
hcrc md rx)w ..., lhüilgh rhir rond pcrson might have exaaly the

rarm tnowhdge abdrt üc n6olo6t, p*hophpiology, minsgcrnent
nd pqncir of pcatb uhcr.

The problem to bc solved for the first individud
is a physiclogical/biochemical/morphological
disnrbance: Autonomous nervous imbalance,
endogenous production of gastrin, secretion of
hydrochloric acid aad of pepsin, breakdown of
the mucosal resistance, ulceration. In the second

case one deals with an unknown person in an

unknown sinration, a psychosocialneuroendocri-
nological constellation connected with the
before-mentioned physio-chemical peculiarities,
which can be considered as the tip of the iceberg.
One hundred years ago, the first view must have
presented much more of a scientific aspect than

Hw b Evrlue Sciouific ltinting in ltidical Eütcri<n

Prof. H. G. Pauli (Switzerland)



it docs today. By the accumulation of scicntific
knowledgc, a problem to be solvcd has becomc
a task to be accomplished.

An analogous rescarch sinration is concerncd
with unknown and unexplained siuntions. The
way to sct up the research proccss is not
de.scribcd in any prescription book.

Therc was no inrcntion to denigrate thc first
standsrdizcd siuntion in any way. Everybody has

to deal with such sinrations during most of onCs
professional activity. However, it shonld bc
stresscd here that this does not involve scientific
thinking. Thus, scientific thinking cannot bc
evaluated.

Thc difference between the two siotations
somehow coincides with Erich Fromm's
carcgories of having and being. The Wcsrcrn
society is overconcerned with consuming and
possessing and knowledge makes no exception.
Consurning knowledge in order to own it is the
biggest obstacle preventing the development of
scientific thinking. Another difference could be

scen in the fact that reproductive scientific work
tends to be analytic or reductionist: It originates
as a given phenomenon or sinration which then
is dissected according to a known procedure.
Imaginative and inquisitive scientific work more
often deals with a context, which covers more
than the primarily perceived problem sioation.

Scientists and practitioners able to reproducc or
to multiply will be comfortable with one or
several out of the list of the subjects which make
up a traditional medical curriculum. This list
ranges from biochemistry, anatomy and
physiology over some forty ircms to cardiology,
orthopedics, psychiatry and the like. It is
obviously impossible to asain competence in one
or any number of these subjects in the course of
basic education. For this reason the support of
scientific creativity has been replaccd by the
provision of stories out of these numerous
scientific subjects. At thc level of evaluation one
is then left to scarch in the sordents' memorics
for some fragmenrc of these stories. It becomes
evident that the question 'what kind of sciencr?'
must be preceded by the question 'ecience for
what kind of health priority?"
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Herlth prioritier

Maintaining health in the face of

- war
- maldistribution of rcsources
- diesintegration of families
- stress at work/unmployment
- environmen&al thrcats

- polution of air, water and
- soil traffic

- addiction, consumerism

Restoring/improving heslth in

- old age
- prenatal/adolescent disordcrs
- mental/social disorders
- degenerative dieorders

- cardiovascular
- musculosceletal

- (tropical) infectious disorders
- acute organ failure and injuries

Fiq. I

In trying to look into the funrre of the medical
profession, one should put 'maintaining health"
in the first position and 'restoring and improving
hcalth' in the sccond. By listing the major situa-
tions connected with health and with the major
disorders of health characteristics for this society
one specifies the field for which students have to
be prepared, in this casc concerning the scicntific
levcl. The question, whether and to what extent
a mcdical sürdent bea to be cngaged in molecular
biolog5t or psychoanalysis, depends on the
priorities encountcred in today's circumstances
of hcalth and healtü disorders (Fie. 1). If there
is no such requirement, one should happily drop
these subjects from any medical curricular
make-up. One should break with the misfortunate
tradition to define educational goals on the basis
of subjects. Subjects are artificial constructs
emerging more from thc evolution of the health
professions than from thc panorama of health and
hedth disorders.



On the basis of these preconditions one finally
arrives at the technical questions of evaluation:

What kind of cvaluation dan to collect

The choice of categories of data is quite limited:

- scores of multiple-choice rcsts
- scores of essays and interviews
- observation and analysis of clinical and

scientific work

Still, a world of difference separates the two ex-
tremes: clean numerical figures at the bP,
descriptive and qualitative statements at the
bottom. The benefit of objectivity or assumed

objectivity shines on the one side and the gbost

of subjectivity lurks on the other. However, one
obviously cannot get through the clean objective
way in the case of scientific thinking; it is too
complex a process to b€ reduced to multiple
choices. One should not overlook the trivial fact
that the evaluation of scientific thiqking can only
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take place if scientific thinking is included in the
process of learning. Unfortunately, this doesn't
usually take place. It takes place during the
interaction in problem-based tutorials, in which
scientific instruments are needed to get at
solutions, i.e. when problems are put in a

sufficiently wide context to imply the use of
scientific methods.

Sincc the introduction of thc McMaster
University MDprogramme in Hamilton, Canada,
such sessions have become components of an

increasing number of undergraduate medical
curricula. It is obvious that informal and highly
relevant evaluation is going on in these tutorials.
An education consisting of I representative
sample of problems to be solved could cover all
the essential scientific domains needed in practice
and research. However such informal evaluation
does not necessarily cover the need for the
legitimization and the documentation of the
competences attained.

A comprehcnsive evaluation of medical clinicel oompctca@ Timc scheöile

1. Collection of data by candidate
- interview
- physical examination
- requesting investigations ....

candidate

45 min.

observers

45 min.

and review of additional information 2 hrs.

2. Orientation/Information of patient by candidate l0 min. l0 min.

3. Presentation of case by candidate to the observers 15 min. 15 min.

4. Consultation of experts by candidate 10 min. 10 min.

5. Questioning of candidate by observers l0 min. 10 min.

6. Self-assessment of performance by candidate 10 min. 10 min.

7. Preliminary assessment of clinical pe.rformance

by observers and information of candidate (15 min.) 15 min.

8. Formulation of questions concerning
scientific aspects of case 10 min. l0 min.

9. Preparation of scientific essay (homework) 2-5 days (.....)

10. Presenation of scientific essay and of theses.

Assessment SMACT (Scientific Method and Critical
Thinking)

45 min. 45 min.

I l. Evaluation and decision (15 nin.) 15 min.

Total:
5hrs.*ndays
of praparatory work

3 hrs. 5 min. f
preparatory work

Fig.2



For this reason, a model evaluative procedure is
presentcd in Fig. 2, which migbt allow to
somewhat formalizc the observation of scicntific
thinking and rcasoning in the context of an
overall asscssment of clinical competence. Ele-
mcnts of such a model have been tcstcd undcr
sevcral circumstances (3). It consists of the
observation of all phases of clinical work (points
l-7), followed by the elaboration and the
work-up of a scientific aspect of this case.

Considerable time and effort will have to be
invested in such a proccdure. However, it night
be worthwhile to consider this type of a$essment
at the experurc of much of the evrluation
procedures emphasizing recall of factual
knowledge which traditionally accompany
rredical curricula. Moreover, it should b€
emphasized again that even such a complcx but
formal scning is second choice, a concession in
order to legitimize formal decisions for promo-
tion and licensure by distinct procedures which
can be standardized to a certain extent. Thc main
effort should go into making the learning process
and its results more transparent and inlo
integrating it with scientific thinking on the one
hand and professional services on the other.
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In summary onc can conclude that scientific
thinking has to bc evaluated in the broad context
of problem solving, which goes beyond the
confines of disciplinary and reductionist scientific
tradition. Those responsible for it have therefore
to transgress the limie of their own more or less
specialized subject. In addition, this type of
evaluation involves time consuming engagement
and observation. If this effort is not made, one
will never know whcther and how scientific
thinking is tnking place in those who are
prepared for the medical profession, which in
part is e scientific one.
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Evaluation of tte Rcasons for Sick Lcevc Giveu to Shrdcnts u Q\lurova Univcrsity

Erkogak, 8.U., Tuncer, I., Alponslan, N.

Qlrkurova University, Faculty of Medicine, Adlna - Turkey

The medical problems of the university ctudents in Turkey are handled at the medico-social centers of
each university. The administrative comminee of the faculties evaluate the scriousness of students'
health problems according to the sick leave given by the university hospitals and the authorized
commissions.

In this study, the sick leave given to the shrdents of the three faculties of the Qukurova University
(namely the faculties of medicine, agriorlnrre and administrative sciences) have becn analysed. The
purpose here was to evaluate the rnain health problems with respect to faculties which the studeng
attend. Comparisons between faculties have bcen made especially with reference to the students of the
faculty of medicine. The main parameters taken into consideration were thc rate of health disorders per

faculty, the diagnosis arrd the duration of the sick leave.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The ratio of shrdents of the Faculty of Agricul-
ture who take sick leaves is significantly higher
than those of the other two faculties (p < 0.01)

Tablc 2. Total and Average Number of Days of
Sick L,eave with Respect to Faculties

The shrdents of the Faculty of Agriculture appear
to take louger sick leaves than those of the other
nvo faculties.

The study is a retrospective one made utilizing
the sick leaves taken by the students of three
faculties of the Qukurova University between the
academic years of 1985 and 1989. The faculties
are those of medicine (first four years),

agriculture and adminisuative sciences. The sick
leaves were analysed with respect to faculties,
sex and class of students and the deparments the
sick leave is taken from.

RESULTS

Table 1. Number of Sick Leaves betwecn 1985
and 1989

!fo. of
Sick

leaves

Total
no. of
days

{verage no.
of days per
sick leave

Mode

Medicine
Agriculure
Admini-
strative
Sciences

43
u3

3l

551

7953

5s6

12.8
32.7

r7.9 5 days

7 days
5 days

Total 3t7 9060 28.6 5 days

No. of
Sick leaves %

Total No.
Sudens

Medicine
Agriculture
Administrative
Sciences

43
u3

3t

l4
76

l0

6601
7ffi

@50

Total 3r7 100 203rr



Male
n%

Femalc
n%

Total

Medicine
Agriculnre
Administrative
Scienccs

33 77
t72 7l

20 65

l0 23
7r 29

11 35

43
u3

31

Toal 225 7r 92 29 3t7

Tablc 3. Sex Distribution of the Sudents With
Rcspect to Facultics A$endod

X2=1.15, p>0.05

No significant difference in sex ratios within
faculties(p>0.05).

Table 4. Treatment type With Reepect

to Faculties

X2=0.85, p>0.05

No significant difference within faeulties ir
treament types leading to sick leaves (p > 0.05).

Tablc 5. Distribution Vfith Respect to f]e-
parünent Leading to Sick Lravcs

Medical snrdcnts resort to sick leave from non-

surgical departrrents morc frequcntly tbrn from
others(p<0.01 ).
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Trblc 6. Sick l.caves from the Psychiatry De-
partment With Respect to Faculties.

X2=22.12, p<0.001

Number of sick leavcs from the psychiatry
department are significantly higher for medical
srudents(P<0.001 ).

Trble 7. Distribution of Sick lraves from the
Psychiatry Dsparünent with Respect
to Year of Education.

lst
year

Znd
year

3rd
year

4th
year

Total

Medicine
Agriculture
.A,dministrative
Sciences

I
7

12
r3

2

6
10

2

I
7

3

20
37

7

Toal 8 27 l8 1t &
X2=3.27, p>0.05

The distribution of sick leaves from the
psychiatry deparlnent does not show any
significant features with respect to the year of
eduoation. However, when a comparison was
made within the faculties, snldents of 2nd and
3rd year medicine trke more sick leaves from the
psychiatry deparment compared with the other
classes of this faculty (X2 = 16.4, p < 0.001).

CONCLUSIONS

1. Medical sürdents resort to sick leave from
non-surgical deparments more frequently than
from others.

2. The numbcr of sick leaves from the psychiatry
department is sigdficantly higher for medical
shldents.

3. The ratio of surdcnts who takc sick leave per
faculty is the highcst for the faculty of
qgriculure.

Psychiatry
n%

Others
n%

Total

Medicine
Agriculure
Administrative
Sciences

20 47
37 15

723

23 53
26 85

u77

43
?/13

3l

Total 6420 253 E0 317

Hospialized
n%

Out Paticnt
n%

Toal

Medicine
Agriculture
Administrative
Sciences

13 30
5924.

929 22 7l

30 70
184 76

43
u3

3l

Total 81 26 236 74 3r7

Surgical
depts.

n%

Non-
Surgical
depts.
n%

Emer-
gency
deps.
n%

Total

Medicine
Agriculture
Admini-
strative
Sciences

10 23

126 4l

t8 39

32 75
r00 52

t2 58 3I

t2
t77

43
u3

3l

Total 154 49 tu 45 196 3r7

X2=18.31, p(0.01



4. The students of the faculty of ryriculore trke
longer sick leaves.

5. Sex distribution and troahent type do not
differ with respcct to faculties anendcd.

6. When the analysis of the distribution of sick
leaves from the psychiatry deparrnent is made
within the classes of the faculty of medicine,
it can be seen that the 2nd and 3rd year stu-
dents are subject to sick lcave of this type
more frequently thtn lst and 4th year snr-
dents. This finding rnry bc due to tbc intcn-
sive educational progran in the premedical
period and/or to the overloaded theoretical
curriculum in the 2nd and 3rd years of the
faculty of medicinc. This, we believe,
emphasizes the importance of thc psychiatric
test for the students selection and psychiatric
counselling in medical schools.
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(Absaact)

The volume of medical knowledge and the level
of expcrtisc nccessary for effective solving of
mcdical problems have bcen growing
dramatically in recent years, and it is evidcnt tbat
tbis trend will not only continue but evcn

accelerate in the funrre. The effectiveness of
tenching darcases and in ordcr to maintrin it
(avoidiag at the same time excessive

spccialization), reorganisation of the components

of the undergraduate curiculum and postgra&ato
stndics, inboduction of new disciplines, and

aking into account morc and more ddails does

not sufficc; thcse measures may eveir make thc
siuration worsc. Thc solution should be sought in
perfecting the mcthods of teaching and learning,
and - probably most important - in providing
(whenever it is possible) the student with a strong

background of general knowledge and versatilc

thinking. Thc goal of the development and

perfecting of the process of medical education

should consist in rcaching and assisting learning
of broad concepts, general laws, basic structures
and process€s, correct procodures of reasonii:g

and effective methods of practical problem
solving; the detailed knowledge and its practical
application should follow as a natural extension
and broadening of a general basis or basic
domains, the number of which may be restricted.
Despirc thc fact that ttre realisation of the above
posErlates docs not necessitate any essential
restrucarring of the curriculum but rather the

shifting of emphasis from details to generalities,
the prascnt state of advancement of mcdical
knowledge could allow it only partially. The
growth of empirical aspects of atnost cvery
medical discipline should be accompanied by a
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parallcl progress in gencral mcthodology and

undersanding which is a necessary condition for
the above-stipulatcd change of perspcctive in
teaching.

This paper presents thc results of a snrdy of basic
logical problems of medicine which are
especially relcvant from the educational point of
yiew, as well as suggcstions concerning their use

in rcaching. The rescarch in this field is
conductcd in our Centcr and is partly related to
the usc of compulers as tools assisting medical
teaching and decision making. It is centred on
the following problems: a) medical concepts:
their denotation and connotation, 8nd strucore
of laws and fragmcnts of knowledge; b) main
procedures of reasoning: infereuce, verification
of hypotheses, explanation, proving; c)

description of the basic physiological and

pathological processes (e.g. regulation, disease):

its logical structure; d) general aspccts of the
basic medical actions (e.g. diagnosis, therapy);
e) logical principle.s of medieal decision making.
The implications of thc abovc s$dies for the
contcnts and organisation of medical textbooks,
lecturcs, scminars, self-learning, etc. as well as

for the use of tcaching-aiding devices (e.g.

computcrs) are briefly indicated. The use in
oducation of the rcsults of the logical analysis of
medical knowledge and action is discussed also

from the point of vicw of thc relation of this
approach to the main types of medical curricula,
e.g. discipline-bascd and problem-oriented ones.

fire relcvancc for mcdicd education of logical
versus heuristic approaches is considered.

Rmrü o tb l4gicd Struchue of Mdical Knowldgp
s Rd&d to Itlodical Teaching

Jan Doroszewsti, Mcdical Ccntrc of Postgraduatc Education,
Wtreaw, Polrnd
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Rctrospcctive Analysis of Thirtecn Years of Admission
Intcrviery Dür at Beo Gurion University Modicrl School

M. Friedman; R. Carmi, A. Keynan
Center for Mcdical Education, Beer Sheva, Israel

(Abstract)

Semi-structured admission interviews have been
employed at the Ben Gurion University Medical
School (BGUMS) since its establishment in ln4.

The sum of nvo independent interview ratings
serves as the dominant criterion tool of sclection
once an aptinrde test and minimum matriculation
iequirements are met. This is a report of
retrospective analysis of data from thirtoen years
of this admission process. Data of 612 admitred
students and 110 interviewers were analysed.

The predictive validity and discriminative Power
of the interview ratings as to academic
performancc and global ratings during the
various stages of the undergraduatc studies was
assessed. The results do not indicate that
correlation exists between these parameters.

The admission interview is also nonpredictive of
students failing academically or dropping out of
school. Similarly, matriculation grades and

aptiilde tests were nonpredictive of

Ttc Influeoc of Erporurc to Ctinical Knowlodge
in thc Buic Clinical Science Subjecb

Ren6 Krebs, Institut für Ausbildungs- und Examensforschung (IAE),
University of Bern, Switzerland

(Abstract)

Basic clinical science subjects are traditionally year colleagues who wrote it immediately after
examined after the third- y9T course of the Swiss taking the required coursos. This shows the po-
medical curriculum' sodents who *l- {: sitive-impact of the exposure to clinical problems
examination at the end of the fourth year, in ---': 

--
which they were involved in practical,';i*J on the acquisition of knowledge in the basic

work, cteÄrly performed beü€i than their third- clinical courses.

undergraduale performance (of the selected stu-
denrc). Only l0% of individual interviewer
ratings demonstrated medium to high positive
correlations to shrdents' achievements.
Reliability between two interviews showed
fluctuations of the correlation coefficients without
a consistent trend with a median of 0.23.

Agreement between two interviewers in the first
interview was significantly lower than that of the
second. (mean r = 0.33; SD : 0.32 and mean
r = 4.8; SD = 64 respectively.)

Although there is a general satisfaction from
BGU graduates and the interview method is

considered to play a role in the overall outcome,
the findings of our analysis cannot substantiate
evidence for the value granted to this method
which is time-consuming and costly. Refinement
by bener selection and training of interviewers
as well as reconsideration of the admission policy
in general is suggested.



(Abstract)

Since the reform of lfil0, medical education in
West-German universities takes a minimum of six
yea$. In educational statistics, there is no
certain information about giving up rates. There
are only estimates and research on that rate
published by the German institute for organizing
the nation-wide examinations (MCQ) for all
medical students (Mainzer Institut für medizi-
nische und pharmazeutische Prüfungsfragen).
Thosc rarcs include only students who failed the
same examination three times.

(Abstract)

Scientific thinking development during medical
education calls for the elaboration of the theory
of medical learning. Two main aspects are: a)
the mental processes being developed during this
period and b) the structure of knowledge which
is used for learning. It is dealt with the second
aspect only as related to medical epistemology -
the theory of medical knowledge. The
psychology of human learning in medicine has
been very thin on ideas about what happens to
scientific thinking during the whole period of
medical learning.
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Other forms of giving up the medical course are
not taken into consideration. In the form of fwo
longitr,rdinal studies we have registered the
duration of medical education as well as the rate
of German students who gave up their medical
studies at the Free University of Berlin.

Our sample includes all age groups berween 1973
and 1975, and 1976 to 1980. We have tried to
reconstruct the course of any single student (of
course anonymously). We can give some facts
and figures concerning the special conditions of
success and failure.

We have constructed two medical concepts:
respiration and diabercs, and corresponding to
this structure, the nvo MCQ tests. It has been

shown that strucnrring knowledge in the form of
a 'concept' helps both the acquisition of
cognitive skills and its retention in the long-tenn
memory.

It is concluded that the concept approach in
medical learning is a step forward in the un-
derstanding of what happens during all periods
of medical education.

Giving Up Ru of Modicül Sldeots in Wcst€crmeny

Ebcrhard Göb€l (Dr. rer. pol.), Udo Schagen (Dr. med.),
Institut für Geschichrc dcr Medizin, Freie Universität,

Bcrlin, FRG

Cmcept Learning in Itlodicine

Prof. Wieslaw Tysarowski, Medical Academy, Warsaw, Poland
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StrreS/ for frcrlty wide introürctio of cmErer
aidd instnrctio in mdical odrrcdiü

Th.J. t€n Cate', J. Heijlman", J.D. Donnison', P.R.A. Wijngaard"

Universiteit van Amsterdam, Dept. of Development and Research of Medical Education
NPOG/COMMON, Amsrcrdam, The Netherlands;
Vrije Universiteit, Dept. of Medical Education, Amsterdan, The Netherlands.

Summary

The rapid technical development of CAI techniqucs and software are not parallelled by usage in everyday
medical education. Reasons for this lag benvecn possibilities and practical implementation are not only
a lack of facilities, but more importantly, a lack of acquaintance and experience with CAI among faculty
members. Furthermore, a substantial financial initial stimulus is a prerequisite for the adequate

introduction of CAI. A model will be presented of faculty wide policy for the introduction of CAI,
which has currently been implementcd as a joint venture in both medical schools in Amsterdam. This
four year project, started in 1988, will be described. The project aims at a rapid introduction of CAI
in educational programs of all clinical and preclinical deparments as well as'at the increase of knowledge
of CAI techniques among faculty members.

1. Increasing possibilitics of CAI

The technical and educational possibilities
of computer assisted instntction in
medicine are rapidly growing. Available
hardware and software facilities are
constantly extending. A recent overview
by Claydon and Wilson (1988) of computer
assisted learning methods in medical
education mentions the availability of four
program types which can assist student
learning:

A. Instructional progrlms

These consist of drill and practice
programs and tutorial prograrns.

B. Relevatory programs

Relevatory programs invite students to
discover the characteristics of a static
simulation of reality (such as simulation
programs).

C. Conjecrural programs

These programs invite students to
manipulate a simulation of reality (such as

biomedical models).

D. E nancipotory pmgroms

These prograru have been added to the
list, although stricdy speaking, this is not
computer assisted introduction.
Emancipatory software can rather tJe

regarded as a tool: text processing,
statistical analysis, databases, spreadsheets,

etc.

Recent technical developmenrc have extended the
possibiiities of these programs, such as visual
facilities, the development of authoring systems

to faciliarc the production of courseware, the

increasing memory power of the hardware, etc.
Despite the definite advantages and revolutionary
possibilities of CAI, this educational innovation
has not yet substantially been introduced into
everyday medical education. A recent British
survey by Florey (1988) reveals that in 20

medical schools which returned the survey
questionnaire, the number of programmes used

per school varied from I to 23; more than 80%



were locally written. The majority were
dcveloped by preclinical staff. Only 3 schools
had a fulltime CAl-assistant. A Dtrtch national
survey published in 1988 (De Jong, Pilot and
Van Andel, 1988) lists 63 progran$ used in
medical schools and other health care schools.
Although we believe that these figures may be
an underestimation of the number of programs
currently available in medical education, the
factual usage of many of these programs as a
regular part of the curriculum seerns to be even
far less than these figures suggest. What might
be the causes for such a slow pcnetration of CAI
in medical schools? lYe believe the following
factors contribute to this (cf. Bremer, 19t6):

i) Budg€trry limits:
To incorporate programs in the curriculum,
a school must have enough hardware
facilities. These are often not available
in a satisfactory number.

ii) Poor aoquaintance of tcac,hers with CAI:
Teachers who are not acquainted with CAI
techniques and programs in their ficld
of speciality will not use them in
their courses.

iii) Lack of timc to cxplore CAI poßsibilitics
and develop progams:
Even interested saff members do not have
the time to explore the possibilities
of CAI in their field, let alone to
develop programs.

iv) l,ack of schoolcd pcrsouncl:
Few schools have professionals in computer
assisted medical education to assist
departments in acquiring coursewarc.

v) Resistance to changes in the curriculum:
A serious introduction of CAI (ie. not on
a voluntary basis) requires a change in
the curriculum.

vi) Hesiation to us€ CAI prqgrams tüat hevc
becn developed clseryhcre:
For some reason teachers oftcn sccm vcry
critical about programs that were made
by others, even by colleagues in the
same specialty. Translation of programs
that are developed abroad is rare.

vii) lack of a central straqf for tbc
incorpor*ion of CAI:
Without a central policy, the introduction
of CAI depcnds on individual computer
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frcaks among staff members, which leads
to inefficient use of diverse hardware,
authoring systems, resulting in duplication
of effort, development of already existing
programs, etc.

2. Strate5l errlrlsyed by the Modical Sclools
in Amstcrdam

For a number of years, the medical schools
of both universities in Amsterdam have,
independently, been allocating some central
staff personnel to assist departments in
their efforts in the field of CAI. However,
in both schools this marginal investment
did not seem to result in sufficient
involvement of the faculty in CAI.
Therefore in 1988 a joint venture benvecn
both medical schools was designed to
execute a large, four-year project with the
following cbaracteristics :

A. Aim of thc four-year proj€ct:
4.1. Acquaintance of staff members of all

deparunents of both medical schools with
some form of CAI in their own field.

4.2. ln every departnrent a number of
operational medical CAI programs
should be available.

A.3. Minimum basic knowledge in all
deparhnents required for independent
further development of CAI programs.

4.4. A substantial contribution of CAI in
both curricula.

B. Ways in which üc rim is to be rcachod:

8.1. Temporary increase of the number of CAI
personnel is realized.

8.2. Each deparUnent executes at least one
CAI development project within the
four-year period.

B.3. Each department receives during for at
least one half-year one half-time equi
valent of extra CAI assistance.

8.4. Within each department at least one
staff member devotes time to CAI
development.

8.5. Development is done primarily by
producing oourseware with an
advanced authoring system.

8.6. If posible, programs are developed in
a joint venture with the parallel
departnent of the other medical school
in Amsterdam.

8.7. All CAI programs developed within the



project are frecly available to the
other rnedical school in Amstcrdam

8.8. Short, practical oourses and instruction
are given about authoring languages, etc.

B.9. Hardware facilities are gradually extended
as programs are implemented in thc
curriculum.
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C. Sours of CAI pcrsonDcl in fulltinc
cquivelcnts:

The plans were submittcd to both university
boards, which generously supported the initiative
by offering the requestcd extra temporary
pcrsonnel. In the following table the available
humanpower is sumrnarized.

3. rnpression of the rc$lts of thc project
halfuay ürough

The next table shows a condensed impression of
the results of the project to date (September
1989). The available space for this paper does
not allow a detailed description of the programs.
Separate reports of the individual projects will
be published elsewhere.

D. Distribution of CAI personncl:

The allocation of available personnel has been

divided: (a) the core of CAI (staf| personnel in
both schools consists of medical CAI experts,

and technical and administrative personnel a
pool, (b) of CAI personnel consists in both

schools of temporary medical CAI experts or
staff members of (pre)clinical departments,

compensated for CAI development work. The
next picture shows a visual representation of the
project organisation. As can be soen, at least
part of the pool personnel works within the
departrnents. This may be even realized by
appointing departnrent staff within the CAI
group. This is done to realize the goal of
increasing the department expertis€ of CAI.

F-1 deoranent

m cN Pol pr,rroltnel

ffi CN core 6an Personnel

Universiteit van
Amsterdam

Vrije Universircit

1987
1988
1989
1990
1991*
1992*

faculty
resources

university
fund

faculty
resources

university
fund total

2
2
3

3
3
3

2.9
3.0

(3.0)
(3:o)

t
1

I
I
I
3

2.9
3.0

(3.0)
(3.0)

3.0
8.8

10.0
10.0
10.0
6.0

*) not yet gueranteed.
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neperocntc with opcredonel C.AI prqgrrns in boü Modicrl Schmls
in An*rdlm

U: U. v. Amsterdam
V= Vrije Univers.
Deprrtmeuns (25)

1986

UV

t987

UV
1988

UV
1989

UV

1990
(planned)

UV
Anaesthesiology
Anatomy
Biochcmistry
Cardiology
Cell Biology
Dermatology
ENT
Pharmacology
Physics
Physiology
General Practice
Genetics
Health Sciences
Internal Medicine
Microbiology
Neurology
Obstet/Gynecolory
Ophthalmology
Pathology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Psychology
Radiology
Social Medicine
Surgery

+
+

:l
-+

;:
+
+
+

:*-

++
;;

:*_

-+

-;

;;
+

++
+
+
+
++
++
++

++
-+
++
++
++
-+
++

--

+f

No. of depts. that have
operational CAl-programs

U:4
V:0

5
4

7
8

t2
11

l5
15

No. of depts. with CAl-programs
in neither school

2l l7 t2 10 8
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(Abstract)

In Dutch medical education recently so-called
systematic skills training programs have bccn
implemented. These courses are inroductory
and additional to the combination of working and
learning in the clerkships. From evaluation sfit-
dies it has been proved that the more traditional
learning processes in the clinical sening often
must be qualified as 'accidenal' and of the 'trial
and error' type. From the educational point of
view, the acquisition of skills has to be more
systemstic and step-by-step. It needs carefully
designed and controlled cducational settings,
which mostly cannot be achieved in the current
health care setting.

(Abstract)

One of the key issues in dental education is the
availability of high quality images, sequences of
images, and films of specific procedures. When
educating ex cathedra there are in general
acceptable solutions to problems related to this
issue, although the rapidly increasing use of mo-
dern interactive media technology will augment
and facilitate the availability of image-based
educational materials as well as their practical
use in this form of education.

Two main problems have, however, been
observed: the difficulty of delivering an audio'
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Since the early 1980s, such systematic skills
training courses have been introduced to all
Dtrtch undergraduate medical curricula, as well
as to the vocational training of medical
practitioners. The conference presentation will
deal with: - an overview of the educational
advantages of the sytematic training of clinical
skills - a comparison between the main features
of such courses betrveen all Dutch medical

Systemdic Training of Clinical Slilts in üe l.Ieüerlands

A.J.J.A. Scherpbier, J.C.M. Mctz, Dept. of Surgery, University Hospial,
Groningeü, The Netherlands

faculties
cooperation

a
in

description of the national
the further development of

Tte Urc of Interdive Multimodia Techolory in üe Educaim
and Cocinuing Educcim of Dentists

I.V. Wagner, Stomatology Section, Medical Academy, Dresden, GDR
W. Schneider, University Datacenter, Uppsala, Sweden

methods of instruction and assessment.

visual documentation of the courses and the
increasing need of individualized education.

It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate the
innovative character of advanced interactive
multimedia technology in the education and

continuing education of dentists. A computer
assited continuing education program is
prescnted, covering topics such as the process
of satisfactory biological adaptation (stomatitis
prothetica) as well as differential diagnosis and

therapeutical procedures in cases of stomatitis
prothetica.



(Abstract)

A teaching-oriented multimedia information sy-
stem STUDIENMODELL PHYSIOLOGIE
utilizing advanced technology has been
dcveloped, based on Personal Computers (PS 2/
MS DOS) connected to audio/video (disk, tape)
and digital (WORM) stores, and interconnected
by network (Token-Ring). The system provides
a multimedia database, capable of text analyeis,
for storage of all kinds of data (alphanumerical,
video pictures and films, images digitizcd via
scanner, recordings of analogue signals,
prograrns for data acquisition and simulation),
and user-friendly software for input, editing,
retrieval and communication. An authoring
software permits the compiling of any such ma-
terial (including modules from othcr authoring
systems linked to sMP) into structures of mcnus,
and combining these with free database access.

This concept is expected to open new ways for
audio-visual (AV) and computcr assigted
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instruction (CAD by a): incorporation of all types
of data, with dircct transfer from the scientific
to the teaching level, b) full integration of AU
and CAI into personal teaching througb the
possibility to compose teachware locally and

individually for lecture demonstrations, practical
and self-instruction, c) free access of students to
data and program bascs for individual lcarning
with information systems, d) transferability of the
system concept to othcr medical and non-medical
ficlds of education.

Ref.: W. Wiemer et al.: Studienmodell
Physiologie (SMP) - Multimedia Database Infor-
mation and Communication System for the
Teaching of Medicine. In: International Sympo-
sium of Medical Informatics and Education, R.

Salamon, D. Protti, J. Moehr (eds.), University
of Victoria, 8.C., Canada, 1989, 477480.

Sadtonmodcll nryn*Oqgic (Sl|P) - Muhinoüa Marc hfamdion
and Cmnrmfolio Sym for tb Terching of filodkire

W. Wiemer, J. Heuscr, D. Kaack, I. Lau, J. Millard and M. Schmidtmann,
Universitäeklinilum, Esecn, FRG
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3. HEALTII POLICY AND MEDICAL EDUCATION

Chairs: Prof. M. Crercia Baöero (Spain); Pro'f. A. Oriol-Bcch (Spain)

Ffodd practie in modical oducdim:
An experkre frm orkey

Dr. Gazanfer Aksakoglu
Dokuz Eylül University

Faculty of Medicine lzmir, Tlrrkey

(Abstrect)

The Narlidere Research and Education District
is a joint project of the Ministry of Health and
the Dokuz Eylül University. With its one urban,
one semi-urban and one rural health sentre, tasks
of all Primary Health Care (PHC) are covered.
Interns of the Faculty of Mcdicinc,
approximarcly 200 of them each ycar, visit the
District and work with the Medical Officer (MO)
under the supervision of the staff members of the
Deparbnent of Public Health. The duration of
the studies is two months.

Interns are educated in two main tasks of PHC.
Curative medicine at the primary level is
practised by examining and prescribing the pati-
ents under the close control of the MO.

(Abstract)

Traditional medical education has had until
recently no connection with real health needs and
is mainly hospital and equipment-oriented.
Educational prograrnmes tend to separate
specialized medicine and population-based
medicine. This has resulted in a multiplication
of disciplines which has lost sight of the vast
scale of health problems.

Medical schools often fail to focus on the needs

of society, caused by a lack of concern for the
problems of the individual and the community.
Health care today places an increasing emphasis

Preventive medicine is taught by the observation
and the practice of duties of the non-physician
personnel during their field and home visits.

Besides getting involved in the daily routine of
the health centre, thc interns have to: a)
complcrc and present a form on tbe dcmographic
sinration and health conditions of the health
centre area, b) administer and present an

epidemiological survey as a group study and c)
follow up and present a critical family with
specific social and physical ill-health.

At the end of their two-month stay, 92% of the
interns assert that they have improved their skills
and that they feel more confident.

on all dercrminants of health, and doctors will
require an improved understanding of the
population's needs. Educating heatth
professionals today therefore has to be in
response to community health needs. This
includes strategies for scientifically determining
health needs (epidemiology), which are important
for strategies and actions of future health
workers. They have to me€t the changing needs

of society not only in relation to medical, social
and economic considerations, but also in the

context of continuing rapid advances in medical
science.

Educatio and üe Health of Popnldims:
How Do We Inmv& Trditioal Mdical Eürc*im?

Prof. Dr. J.M. Greep, University Hospital of Maastricht,
Ihe Netherlands
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Ite Imporme of Edncstim in Forcnsic ltiledkine
fq liodical Sudcnts in Turk€y

I. T\rncer, S. Salacin, E.U. Erkocak,

Qukurova Univcrsity Faculty of Medicine, Adana, Turkey

(Abstract)

The education programs in forensic mcdicine and
their problems have been discussed in various It hts bccn obscrved that practical training in
aspects in the world' In Turkcy, [{t:g forensic scicnce using thc opporarnitics of o"practitionershaveresponsibilitiesforpreliminary ;^_:;
iegrt rcports on örime victims 

-*d bg.l forensic scicnce organisation departments has a

autopsiee. Because of these, education 
-in great value to medicnl practitioners during their

forensic medicine has special importaücc for internships.
medical students in our country.
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4. TEACTIING AITID LEARNING ASPBCIS

Ctairmen: Prof. N.-H. Areskog (Suteden); Prof. D. Taner Cnrrtey)

Rer Teaching h Saial lttedicire Eörcdio

Th.J. ten Cat€', J.F. Wendte",

i Department of Dovelopment and Research in Medical Education NPOG,
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

** Institutc for Socid Medicine,
University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract

A description will bc giveu of l smdl, ps goup tcrching Gfucationd ncüod. In this m€thod, südcots
are given responsibility in prescoting nbject mrttor to oücr sürdsrts, end in lcading a gr<xp disassiolt.
The method wrs introduced to respond to e nqativc evahtation of the exi*ing crxtrse. Accordiag to
an evduation, the new method mct with mong both süüdcnts and tcechcrs. Some

thoorcicel issrct on tüc pecr tcachiag mcthod will also bc disoussod.

1. Introduction
Now lct's rnalysc vhat's gonc wrong hcre.
Whrt rcally soems to bc tapgcning is trst üc
more exrers/ thc tcachcr spends in the dida.tical
stnrcü[€ of öc session, thc less eoorry üe sül-
dcots invest in sndyiag.

TEACHER'S I SrUpeI,mS' I
EFFORTS TO TEACH t + EFFORTS TO LEARN I

? I

Figure 1:

It secms as if students get spoiled when the
pre,sentation of the material is didactically
p€rfcct. The ironic result is that the teacher, who
ends up spending so much time perfecting the
course, has never before mastered the course
contcnt so well. But his/her aim was to get the
südcots to master the subject.

What you really want is for the shdents to start
doing what the teacher is currently doing. And
what the teacher does is, in itself, not important,
as long as it encourages the students to study.

The tcacher should therefore not be an excellent
speaker or writer, but an excellent -"tt"ger of
snrdent learning. She/he should get the students

to work. Compare the teacher with a business

Have you ever had the experienoe tüat after your
efforts in carefully pr€plri4g a scries qf ßtmll
group dbcussions, s$d€ots don't scem to bc
inrcrested? And are yor left with a puzzled End
uncomforteble fcliag that yott did somcthing
wrong, but yotr're not sur€ whef?

Thc following year you pr€püc your lessons

even better: you look for intq€sing cramplcs
to illustrate your rubject Erüer, yor wrirc a
oomdling qyllabus, y<xr even invitc cxpcrts to
illuminatc highlight$ of your Etin topic. Y€t
many shrdents just don't get excitcd. You then
give them detaifed reading assigrrnents for thc
next session to stimulate dceper discüssioos. You
find, though, that it doem't hclp; somc have
indeed r€ad th€ mltcrial but meny bevc not.
They are adults so you don't want to scnd them
away, but you feel in$ead that to gct üc
discnssion toint, $ome explanation of tbc sbjoct
matlcr is needod. During your monologue tüc
lazy südcn[s stsre et you and the virtro$ sül-
de,nts get bored and decidc by thcmselves ürt
there is no need to preparc for thc leseonr any
more. You thus eod up gly'rng lecares, oot un-
dcrstandi4g why srudenfs thcsc days socm so
unintcrcsted in cvcrything, illd hopc üat ned
year's group wiü bc more likc thc way süld€ü
used to be.



nunager. The manager doesn't gct the employecs
to work by doing the work for them, but by
getting them motivatcd to do the work.

2. Pwr Teding

Problems as described above were faccd in a
third year course of Social Medicinc at thc
University of Amst€rdam. Thc coursc had thc
following characteristics:

* 4 sessions of 2.5 hours each. Topics:
- Health law and medical ethics
- Occupational medicine
- Social security
- Intramural patient care

+ 10 hours of (planned) individual study
* compulsory attendance, no exanination
* in total l8 groups and 14 teachers involved

Both students and teachers werc generally
dissatisfied with the cours,e. The main complaints
were:

STUDENTS:

* quality of the session depends heavily
on the particular teacher

* discussions do not get started
* subject matter seems to be a repitition

of prior topics
students wish to be able to change groups
to have the 'best' teacher

TEACHERS:

r students do not prepare the reading marcrial
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* students are not motivatcd by the
subject matter

* shrdents do not become actively involved
in the disctssions.

It wag decided to radically change the structure
of the course. Characteristics of the new course
Nre as follows:

r studcnts bcar the major rcsponsibility for
the sessions, teachers coach students in
explaining subject nattcr to their peers

r minimal knowledge transfer by teachers
I learning goals üo be reached without

examination
t learning goals only generally formulated.

To achieve these characteristics a peer teaching
format was chosen. Students themselves were
given responsibility to dig into the subject matter
and to present the highlights of each of the four
main topics to the other students. The following
s€t-up was chosen:

t 18 groups of 12 students each
* four sessions of 2.5 hours
i each group divided into four peer

teacher teams
r each tearn responsiblc for one session
* each rcam assigned one of 14 teachers
I each session consists of:

- presentation by the peer teacher team
- discussion, guided by the peer

teacher team
- (feedback/reflection from teacher)

Visually, the following format was achieved:



The peer teacher teans were not provided with
a comprehensive reading source. Instcad, all
students were given.a study guide containing the
following:

I a general outline of the course
and a description of the tasks
for the peer teacher teams

* tips for preparing a scssion and
leading a discussion per session:
- title of the topic
- introduction of the topic (1 page)

minimum list of items that should be
discussed during the session (1 page)

- list of relevant references

The assigned teacher was to bc available in the
preparation period for the session. At least once
(two weeks before the presenation), preparations
were to be discussed with the teacher.
If a team wished to address a topic different from
the ones suggested in the study guide, conscnt
of the assigned teacher was necessary and was
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given as long as the presented topic would fit in
the main theme of the session.
During the prescntation the teachers were present
as 'expert listeners"; they were asked to give
feedback at the end of the session.
The teacher's tasks can be

ummarized as follows:
I preparing the study guide
* coaching peer teacher teams

as much as necessary
r during the session: listening to the

presentation and discussion
* ai the end of the session:

giving a reflection on the topic

3. Evduation

After the first implementation, a detailed
questionnaire was sent to all the students and

involved teachers. The results were generally
positive (Ten Cate & Wendte, 1988). There is

unfortunately not enougb space to show all the

Session 1, Group 1, Team I
Health Law and Ethics

Session 2, Group l, Team 2
Occupational Medicine

Session 3, Group 1, Team 3

Social Security
Scssion 4, Group l, Team 4
Intramural Patient Care

Figure 2
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results, but a general overview can bc soen in thc following diagram:

90*
80t
70*
60*
50t
40t
30t
20t
10t

-mE20t
30t
40t
sot

I = students (N-161)

I - teachers (N-14)

A: have snrdents learnt more or less about Health Care,
compared with teacher-led education?

B: do you consider this educational method pleasant or unpleasant?
C: have students been adequately stimulated to study by this metbod?
D: do you think more education should be carried out this way?

4. Discnssion

This contribution has so far mainly focussed on
the practical implementation of a peer teaching
format. More fundamental questions may be
raised, however.

i) lVhy is peer teaching especially bcneficial to
those students who teach others?

Educational research has learnt that teaching
others is a powerfirl learning tool. This might
be due both to the psychology of shrdying the
material (with the intention to explain orally the
topics to others, instead of producing it on an

examination). The theorctical notion behind this
is that the relative freedom the students have ia
setting their own learning goals (ie. the process

of deciding which topics are important cnougb to
explain to others) is beneficial to learning.
Another explanation bears to the rehearsal of thc
material aloud during the presentation of the
group session.

t posLtlve opLnLons

t negatlve opinl-ons

ii) Isn't being taught by a pecr less effective than
being taught by a teacher?

One might suppose that students who listen to the
peer rcacher presentation and engage in the
discussion ul non-poer teachers might not benefit
from replacing the real teacher by students.
However, randomly controlled experimental
research that has boen done in this field indicates
that studeng learn no less from a well-prepared
p€er student than from a teacher.

iii) Who bears rerponsibility for the course in a
peer teaching forrnat?

As long ss poer tcaching is part of the regular
curriculum, the teaching staff should have and

keep full responsibility for thc course. This
should bc realized by carefully formulating the
framcwork of educational goals within which the
poer tcaching must take place and by the
nonitoring of what students are doing. Although

Figure 3.



much freedom can be given to snrdents, thc final
responsibility should never be given to the stu-
dents.

iv) Is peer teaching a solution to budgetary cuts?

Budgetary cuts should never be thc prirnary mo-
tive of any educational innovation. Peer teaching
does not mean that the regular teaching load is
shifted to the students. The teaching load is,
however, changed from the preparing and

executing of a rnonologue to carefully
formulating learning goals, composing a list of
literature sources, organizing the coursc and
guiding students. These activities may not take
less time for the teacher than simply leaching.
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(Abstract)

Experts have better diagnostic judgment than
medical students bccause of a grcater erposuro
to patient problems. This exposure starts with
patient demonstrations in the undergraduate
curriculum. What is the effect of one particular
patient demonstration on the diagnostic judgment
of undergraduate students?

A patient was demonstrated to the randomly
selected half of a group of third year medical
students. Two weeks later the complete grouP
took two written tests. The first script was based

on the demonstrated patient, the second script
was derived from a patient with sirnilar
complaints but a different diagnosis. For both
scripts the students had to express their subjective
probabilities of eight listed diagnosqs on a 7-point
scale.

(Abstract)

In medicine the inspection is an imporant skill.
Among physicians, this statemant will not lead
to heated debate. Therefore, it soenns strange
that in basic medical education this skill should
not be specially trained. An explanation could
be that inspection is not so difficult, or, in other
words, that physicians are rather good at
observing patients.

Some research points to the contrary. Cassileth
and co-workers asked physicians to idcntifr
coloured slides of cutaneous lesions. Their
performance in recognizing suspiciotrs or pro-
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Analysis of variance showed that students who
attended the demonstration in both cas,es gave a

higher probability !o the diagnosis that belonged
to the demonstratcd patient than the students who
did not affend. In the first case they came closer
to the score of a panel of experts, in the second

casc they did not. Similar results were obtained
from a second experiment based on a patient with
a completely different diagnosis.

It can b€ concluded that improvement of
diagnostic judgment of the demonstrated case was
not obtained for a non-demonstrated case. This
conclusion is consistent with the concept of
content specificity of expertise, but raises
questions about the number and nature of patients

that students have to be exposed to in medical
education.

blem lesions was very poor. The resuls of this
study support our view that in inspection skills
training is necessary. In such a prograrnme snt-
dents should not bc stimulated to play the game
of 'spot dingnosis". To avoid this dangerous
game, students must learn to gather data by
observation in the same way as in history or
physical examinations. One might regard this
type of training as a kind of consultation through
slides. For several years we have tested this
programme in our Introduction to Clinical
Medicine courso. In the presentation a session

will be simulated.

Changes of nhgndic Jrdgpetr After a Pdient Dcmüstrüio:
Boü Improv€ment ud Impeirnent

H.J.M. van Rossum, W. Bcnder, E. Brist, A.E. Meinders, Dept. of Internal
Medicine, Leiden Univcrsity, The Netherlands

Training üe Chrir.sl Eye Thrqgh Slidcs

AJJA. Scherpbier, HW. van Lunsen, MH. Ijspeert-Gerards, D. Soeters,
W. Bcnder, Dept. of Surgery, University Hospital,

Groningen, The Netherlands



(Abstract)

Clinical attachment of medical students to District
General Hospitals (DGHs) can present problems
for the integration into the didactic lecture course
held at the Medical College. We have studied
whether the use of videoed or audio conferenced
lectures delivered directly to the DGH can
provide the same information accrual as by
didactic lechrres.

One year prior to the commenoement of the
present study, one third of the first clinical year
lectures were videoed. The following year, the
lecture course was dividcd into three sections. In
section one, s$dents received their didactic
lectures in the Medical College. Section two
(voideoed lectures) and section three (audio

(Abstract)

The content and design of an undergraduatc
course in a particular discipline naturally varies
widely between a nation's medical schools,
although the strategic aims of the teaching will
usually be laid down by a national regulatory
board.

Although academics, as clinical researchers,
frequently meet to discuss mutual problems and

to hear original scientific data, those sarn€
academics as teachers rarely, if ever, meet to
discuss mutual problems and to hear original
educational data.

In an effort to promote, in education, the same
intellectual rigour that academics must display in
science, three national workshops have now been

held in the UK in 1986-1988 on the subject of
art and science of undergraduate OB-Gyn course
design and management. The meetings were held
in workshop format and were attended by a re-
presentative from over 9A% of the medical
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conferences) were provided to the DGHs. The
patlern was repeated every three weeks.

At tbe end of the course, students took an MCQ
examination, identical to the previous year. It
contained stem questions related to specific items
covered in the threc sections. Overall there was
no change in the scores achieved.

This study has identified specific problems in the
use of distance learning techniques. The
dissemination of information may not be suircd
to all fonns of disance communication, and
careful choice of subject and lecturer is
paramount.

schools of the UK and Ireland. Representation
was limited to one delegate per medical school
at the Professorial or Senior L,ecturer level. In
addition to the clinical staff, expert delegates

were invited from the fields of educational
psychology, the basic science disciplines and

computer assisted learning. The meeting
addressed the issues of: place of OB-Gyn within
the curriculum; identification of core data; liason
with neonatal paediatrics; liason with basic
science disciplines; policing of course content
and examination practice.

The workshops have now been anended by 50%
of atl OB-Gyn staff in the UK and are firmly
established. The practical problems of setting
up and operating such a meeting will be

discussed logether with the educational

advantages of such inter-university meetings with
respect to the dissemination of innovatory
practice, and the renewal of enthusiasm among
academic teachers.

Distane If,äming for l\todical Sndem Teacling

H.L. Young, D.J.T. Webster, T.M. Haycs, R.J. Marshall, R. Hall,
University of Wales College of Medicine, Cardiff, Wales, U.K.

Development of a Ndimal Wortshop m Udergrafue
Teaching in Obstetrics and Gynruolog/ (OB4YN)

David W. Purdie, Dept. of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
University of Leeds, England



Tbe educational system at the Medical Faculty
of the University of Bergen is a traditional one,
dividcd into a pre-clinical shrdy period of 2.5
years and a clinical period of 3.5 years. About
80 snrdents pass the final examinations every
year. The exam system is on the wholc a
conventional one, relying on a combination of
oral examinations in clinical bedside settings, and

on written papers answering essay questions
within a limited number of hours and unassisted

by any kind of reference literahrre.

This study was undertaken to provide insight into
the kind of influence on medical students'
learning strategies that could be deduced or
expected from the taxonomic level of thc exam
questions at the written test" $nrdents read and

try to solve questions presented at previous
exarns during the final revision of th::ii
knowledge. Our basic presupposition is that
these qucstions constitute forceful directives for
the students' way of learning, especially since
they have not be€n given any other written
statements about study aims and objectives.
Besides judging the taxonomy we have also
looked into the contents and the format of the
questions and, finally, have tried to form an
opinion on relevance.

Our material is the collection of forty scts of
exam questions in internal medicine, given in a
twenty year period from 1962-1981. Each sct
consists of four to six different questions. Some
questions have been repeated in identical fashion
at intervals, but altogether there are about 180

different qu€stions.

We applied the taxonomy introduced by Bloom
(Table 1), stating six levels of competenc€, each
higher level in the hierarchy presupposing
mastery of the lower. There werc some

difficulties in determining taxonomic levels in a
number of questions, partly becausc of low
precision or vague formulations, but also bocause

of ambivalence. This means prcsenting a pro-
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blem in a way leading up to one of the higher
taxonomic levels, but then locking it to be
answered on the lowest levels by specific
demands of factual knowledge. In a general
wry, the two lower levels could, in our
judgment, be merged together. The third level,
application, would mostly be somewhat
indeterminate, more or less like an appendix to
the second level.

The evaluation of the students' work is a joint
task by one of their teachers and a general
practitioner not belonging to the faculty staff.
In our experience, students' answers in exam
questions are rewarded with higher marks if they
endeavour to reach a higher taxonomic level than
that of the questions themselves. At least this
holds true in the three lower levels. Students
might evcn feel they have to choose betrreen the
lowest level and one of the higher in their
0nswers, according to their interpretation of the
text. According to the gencral assumption that
clcvcr students should give a display of an
admirable wealth of factual knowledge, they
safeguard themselves by recounting textbook
presentations or stating theoretical principles at
length, even if this is obviously outside the scopc
indicated by the question.

The results of our investigation are shown in
Tables 2 - 5. firey may be summarized as

follows:

5. EYALUATION METIIODS

Ctairmn: Prof. D.I. Ncwlte (tustralia); hof. H. Pauli (Switzerland)

Taxmony of Essay Qncstions in Internal Mdicinc
at the Filal Examinatime of Modical Strdies

Sigurd H. Seim and Carl. W. Janssen.
A survey from the Medical Faculty of the University of Bergen, Nonray.

Table l.

TAXONOMY (a.m. BLOOM)

l. Knowledge
2. Comprehension
3. Application
4. Analysis
5. Synthesis
6. Evaluation



There is a total dominance of questions at the
lowest taxonomic levels, the third level often
being difficult to judge (Table 2). There are no
questions on a highcr level than the fourth
analysis.

Grouping the questions somewhat arbitrarily,
according to format, we find the great majority
in the group of free essay questions, the 'on'
questions as one might well call them (Table 3).
Far fewer can be classified as belonging to one
of the other four groups, which constitute
different kinds of specified and limited essay

presentations.

Table 3.

Some examples of group questions might
demonstrate more precisely the kind of questions
classified in the groups (Table 4). One pertinent
comment would be to ask when students were
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tauglrt how to proceed to clariS medical pro-
blems in general practice, an experience not
included in the curriculum.

The subject matter of the questions is shown (as

far as main categories are concerned) in Table
5. Going into still further detail, we found it
remarkable that questions regarding rheumatic
conditions were represented by only one to two
perccnt of the total. Even more remarkable was

the total absence of questions concerning vascular

disease of the brain and of questions about
bronchial asthma, lung fibrosis and cancer.
Further, questions with regard to prognostic
evaluations were virtually absent. Diseases of
the urogenital system represented ten percent of
the toal.

Table 2.

OBSERVATION DATA
Taxonomic Period Period
Level 1%2-71 l97l-81

Nr. in Level 1 E9 (95.8%) 76 (E5.4%l
Nr. in l*vel2 ? ?

Nr. in L,evel 3 ? 2

Nr. in l-evel 4 4 (4.2%) 1l (12.3%)
Nr. in kvel 4 0 0
Nr. in Level 6 0 0

Table 4.

EXAMPLES OF GROUP QUESTIONS

Group I On treatment of...
On causes, symptoms and
signs of...

on contraindications of...
Give an account of...

Finding glycosuria in
A ... an old, overweight
person, detail/discuss further
steps of iavestigation

How should you proceed to
clarify... in general practice?

Group [I

Group III

Group IV Give an example of a diet for...
.. Describe the blood smear of...

Group V State the approximate calorie
content of... Interpret the
clinical value of the X-test
How do you carry out
the X-tcst?

TYPES of EXAM QUESTIONS
Grouped According to
Format and Content

Group I
Group II
Group III
Group IV
Group V

Free Essay
How to Proceed / Solve
Normative / Conditional
Exemplify / Describe
Record, Present, Interpret



Table 5.

Diseases

of heart/per. circ.

of blood

of lungs

of G.I. tract,
liver pancreas

of endocrine system

DISEASE CATEGORIES
covERED BY QUESTTONS

Percentage of Questions

Period kriod
1962-7r tnz-Er

22j%

13.5%

8.0%

18.0%

r0.0%

19.5%

tt.o%

6.5%

ro.0%

13.0%

Defining the high relevance of the questions as
limitcd to those concerned with ttrc ability to
diagnose and treat acute lifc-threatcning
conditions, and conditions entailing the risk of
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scrious and lasting he&lth injury, we could
dcmonstrate such relevancc in a total of 22 of
ll0 questions belonging to group I (see Tables
3 and 4), all being in thc nro lower taxonomic
levels, and in six questions belonging to group
tr. These could bc assigncd to the fourth level
of the taxonomic scale.

Conclusion

We should not bc misinterpreted as considering
it not legitimate to test factual knowledge. This
is clearly necessary, and important. Our criticism
pcrtains to the vcqy grcat dominance of questions
about factual knowledge, and we are concerned
about the influence on students' learning strate-
gres. We consider thc written essay format
sppropriate to test factual knowledge of data and
principles and of problem-solving ability in
matters of high relevance as outlined above.
Questions of lesser relevance should be answered
with access to handbooks and/or tables. The
subject matter of exam questions should be
balanced and representative. Study aims and
objeaivcc should be statcd separately from thc
wriüen exam terts, which must have an obvious
and close relationship to the former.



(Abstract)

The Objective Structured Clinical Examination
(OSCE) offers a framework for the assessment

of clinical competence. The validity and

reliability of this examination is enhanced

though not guarantecd - by the use of direct
observation, detailed checklists and standardized
patients.

In poorly controlled examinations, the student's

score may be threatened by characteristics of the
patient or the examiner. Moreover, the
examinee may bring factors into play other than

his/her performance. A well-known phenomenon

in this respect is the primacy effect, which refers
to the dominating influence of a first impression
over following impressions. The primacy effect
was investigated in the following way:

(Abstract)

We will report on the evaluation of a cross-
section study of a medical teaching program by
l2l students in the 2nd clinical term at the
University of Erlangen in 1988.

$/e asked the students to evaluate the existing
medical curriculum and to speciff where they
thought they had obtained their theoretical and
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We had at our disposal videotaped performances
of 2l students obtaining a history from a

standardized patient. These performances had

been assessed independently by seven teachers,
with the help of a checklist. Out of these tapes,
another video was constructed, containing only
the opening phrases of the examinees. All frag-
ments were cut before the examinee addressed

the problem of the patient. This collection of
initial behaviour of the examinees was shown to
a group of students, standardized patients and

teachers (N = 43). They were asked to predict
for each examinee the quality of the
performance.

The rank order correlation with the scores of the
seven teachers was 0.43. In other words, tJre

predictions turned out to be prophecies.

practical knowledge, and to communicate their
wishes regarding these points. We were
specifically interested in the evaluation of the

local psychiatric and psychosomatic lechrres and

in the question of how far former participants of
Anamnesegruppen and non-participants differed
in their evaluations.

What do Examirers Assess: Ferformane or Behaviour?

R.J. Hiemstra, W. Bender, BOOG, Faculty of Medicine,
Groningen, The Netherlands

Snrdents Evaluate Psychisic and Ps'ychosomatic Lecüres

C. Rieger, J. Büttner, T. Loew, M. Merklein, P. Joraschky,
Psychiatric Clinic, University of Erlangen



6. PSYCHOIJOGICAL ASPECTS, MOIITVATIOIII AI{D
PERSONAL DEVEI.OPMEI{T IN MEDICAL ETX'CATION

Chairmen: Prof. H. vu dcn Bucccho (RG); hof. H. Wdton $/FIrdE, LrK)

Pemonrlity naUopmo, Scbdific Trdni4t
and üc Sdcaion of Fuurro Doctors

Dr. J.J. Baneke Dept. of Clinical Psychology Univcrsity of Amsterdam The Ncthcrlands

(Abdrrct)

In an empirical study on achievement in medical
education, scores on personality questionnaires,
inrclligence tests, and other individual
characteristics of two groups of shrdcnts were
assembled as potential predictors of success in
medical training.

(Abstract)

It is unfortunately often the case in medicine
today that the doctor is only interested in the
patient's illness and not in the patient as a per-
son. His or her needs are ignored and evcn
regarded as an inconvenience.

Medical training is little concerned with fostcring
the ability to confront and entcr into a
relationship with the patient. The idea of
working as part of a team is also neglected. The
student is left to his or her own devices. This
state of affairs gave rise to the creation of the
Anamnese gruppen (history taking groups).
They present a forum for the student$ to have
contact with patient-centred medicine.
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In a parallel research program on stress in
rnedical education, first and fourth year südents,
and male and female students were compared.
The rczults of both projects will be discussed in
relation to personality development, scientific
traini4g and the seleetion of future doctors.

Each participant of the group holds an interview
with a patient and tries to develop a positive
relationship with him/her. Later the students

discuss the interview in the group. The patient
with his/her illness, rather than just the illness
itsclf bccomes the main subject.

This ro-called biographicd history-taking is not
psrt of the curriculum in German medical
schools. Therefore, these self-help peer groups

are for many students the only oppornrnity to
learn the practical aspects of this concept.

History TaLiqg Grorys: Focussiag m tüe Persm

J. Büttner, A. Grünsteudcl, P. Joraschky, C. Koch, T. Loew, M. Merklein,
C. Rieger; Psychiatric University Clinic, Erlangen, FRG
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Shortomings of Mdical Educrion Which m
Apflicdio of a $cfo:ne of Sciace Can Reveal

Eberhard Göpcl (Dr.med.), University of Bielefeld, FRG

(Abstract)

The 'clinical approach' which has become the
basis of medical education since the 19th century,
has been a major step forward toward a scientific
foundation of medical practice.

The reduction and limitation of medical education
and practice to this approach, however, is
insufficient and appropriate. Given the general
aim of medical practice to promote and support
human life processes in critical sihrations, it can

be shown that the cognition theory of the clinical
approach only covers a very limited perspective
of relevant processes.

Since mdicine has failed so far - in contrast to
other sciences - to reflect on is theoretical
knowledge base and paradigrnatical model,

(Abstract)

The purpose of this survey is to "diagnos€' the
aims and methods of clinical teaching and
learning in the clinical years at the Sackler
School of Medicine of Tel Aviv University.
Questionnaires were distributed among senior
clinical teachers (deparünent heads) and to junior
staff members (tutors) in 90 affiliated wards in
various medical disciplines (mostly the major
ones: internal medicine, surgery, gynaecology,
paediatrics and psychiatry). The wards were
chosen at random from the list published in
Hebrew in the Sackler School annual bulletin.
The results of the survey, after statistical

systematically it rcnds to become a scholastic
endeavour and a closed belief system with
medical education on the basis of multiple choice
questions as the initiation rite. Medical education

which is not grounded in a systematic reflection
of its cognition base, is despite its claims,
unscientific and scholastic. It tends to loose the

human dimension and reduces itself to applied
veterinary medicine. As can be shown, the

inclusion of other scientific models such as a
culturological, a phenomenological or a systems

approach would have a far-reaching impact on
the organisation of medical education.

The question is posed why medical education
deals so unscientifically with its scientific base.

evaluation, showed no differences regarding the

topic between the senior teachers' grouP and the
junior teachers' group. The teachers in general

agree that general guidelines for the clinical
years at the Sackler School of Medicine should

b€ laid down. Thesc are necessary because of
the location of many affiliated wards in different
parts of metropolitan Tcl Aviv, a factor leading

to a lack of unified standards. The teachers, in
responding to the questionnaire, have provided

the basis for overall clinical educational
guidelines.

Clinical Terching st the Srctler School
of Medicioe end a Propciti@ for Guidelines

Y.S. Sandhaus, M. Friedman, M. Ravid, M. Prywes, Israel



(Abstract)

A short report on the activity of the Smith Kline
Foundation (World Health Organization
Collaborating Centre in Health Manpowcr
Devclopmen$, started in 19/9 in thc field of
undergraduatc medical education will be
prssented.

(Abstract)

Specific training of future GPs startcd in Franee
only four years ago. It is a pregraduate course,
carried out during the seventh and eighth years
of medical studies. It includes a hospial
residency, vocational training periods in generd
practice settings and theoretical rcaching.

The 1500 GPs entrusted with the lrcer in meny
decentralizod centers were selected ütrong
volunteers, mainly according to their CME
activitics. Most of them, however, had nevsr
taught before. The 'National Union of French
CMO Associations" (UNAFORMEC) therefore
implemented a national educational program in
order to train them in active pedagogy and to

.9E -

The report will explain how the trainers for
medical teachers of 28 mcdical faculties were
recruitcd, the method employcd, üe problems
connected with tutor training and the contents of
the educational process. A tcntativ€
cost/effectiveness analysis of thc whole project
will be made.

help them think over their own practice and to
work out useful contents for theoretical teaching.

From the beginning of this program in 1986 up
to 19E8, 712 rcgistrations wcre listd concerning
405 GPs and 450 are cxpected this year. The
19E9 program includcs l0 three-day national
scssions in Riom, ncar Clermont- Ferrand.
Contcnts, pcdagogical methods and material
conditions are described. Tbesc figures don't
include eleven decentralized regional sessions

meant for [rtors acccpting trainecs for instruction
periods in their surgcrics; theese scssions will
start in Seprcmber 1989.

7. THEACIIER TRAINING

Cteirs: hof. M. Erifru (Sutcdon); PFof. B. Kasu Cfrl*ey)

A Ten Yc Erpcrinc in lilodfual Bhrcrkn

Vittorio Ghcüi, Fondazionc Sniü Klinc, Milan, Italy

Training GPS in Tcachi4g Südeß

Pierre Klotz, M.D. and Andrö Cholal, M.D., UNAFORMEC,
Paris, Frsnce



I am pleased to express the opinions and
reactions of the students to this year's
conference. My comments will be brief, direct
and to the point.

1. Bearing in mind the fact that AMEE aims to
promote innovations and new methods in
teaching, the students feel that the format of this
year's conference was inappropriate. The
lectures were too long and the time given for
discussion too short. We feel that shorter lectures
with discussions in small groups of 8 or 10

people would be a more constructive way of
dealing with the topics presented.

2. Many people have spoken about different
methods of learning, for example, problem-based
learning. But in spite of this, we feel there has
been little explanation and no argument about a
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theoretical basis which underlines these methods.
Furthermore it seems strange to simply talk about
something without allowing everyone to
participate in such an activity. We cannot lecture
about experiential learning without iaviling our
audience to experience it. We are in a much
better position to pose relevant questions and

discuss the effectiveness of a method after direct,
hands-on experience.

3. A general question emerged among many stu-
dents: is the AMEE conference a place to meet
each other every year and have a nice time
together, or is it a place to challenge people's
assumptions to make them really think about
things and disscuss them critically? We students
intend to practise what we preach and we would
like to begin our dicussion of these points
immediatly.

SESSION V:

TOGETHER, WHITII THE ry. A}.INUAL MEETING OF THE
CHINESE-GERMAN/GM SOCIETIES OF MEDICINE

Chairmen: Prof. F.H. Kemper (FRG); Prof. A. Oriol-Bosch (Spain);
Prof. Qiu FA-zu (PR China)

I. REFOR,T FROM THE STUDENTS' MEETING

Darek Gawronski (3rd year medical shtdent, Warsaw, Poland)



1. Tbc Dwelopmcot of Highcr Modicd
Education from l9tll9tt

Thc People's Republic of China is a developing
country, and its higher medical education is
developing, too. .A,t the time of the founding of
ncw China 'r 1949, there were only 38 higher
medical and pharmaceutical schools nationwide
with 15,000 undergraduatcs. In thc 38 years
thereafter, Chinese people took a tor$ous and
arduous course in their progress, especially with
the calamity of the so-called "Cultural Revolu-
tion', which lasted l0 year$. However, great
progress has still been attained. Since 1978, the
policies of rcform and opening to the outsidc

Nowadays, a fairly comprehensive medical
education system has been set up consisting of
primary, secondary and higher medical
education, postgraduate education as well as

continuing education. It greatly contributes to
the supplying of diverse health manpower of
various specialties for the health service.

tr. Higber Medical Education Rcform Sincc 19ü6

On the basis of cxtensive invcstigations and stu-
dies compiled with successive scientific
verifications since 1986, the reform in higher
medical education has been mainly carried out in
the following respects:

l. Reforms of the Levels of Higher Mdicd
Education
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world have been pursued by the state, and great
attention has bcen given to mcdical cducation,
including higher medical education. By 1987,
there were lY higher medical and
pharrnceutical collcges and universities
(including 11 medical faculties in certain
univcrsities) with up to 182,000 undergraduates.
As corryared with thosc documented in 1949, the
number of medical schools and undergraduates
has increased by 3.5 and 12 times respectively.
From 1949 to 19E7 the medical graduates totalled
618,000. Of course, as far as the need for
medical service is conccrned, with a huge
population of over one billion in our country,
there remains a great gap to b€ filled.

The schooling period of higher medical education
has been reformed from the original 5 types of
3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 years, and transformed and
standardized to the present 3 types of 3, 5, and
7 years. The schooling period of graduate
medical education remains unchanged. The
threc-year schooling cducation belongs to higher
professional training, and no academic degree is
awarded after graduation. The five-year
schooling education denotes regular
undergraduate training, and a bachelor degree of
medicine is granted if the student passes the
gnduate examination. Thosc who complete the
scven-year training period are granted a master's
degree of medicine. The temitory of our country
is so wide, and the levels of economic
development so diverse, that the graduates are

2. MBDICAL EDUCATTON IN CHINA

Tb hesd Stüls d Higber lttedical Ertrcatftn in Chinr

Li Zbeng-Zhi, Zhejiang Medical Universiry,
Peoples Republic of China

Universities or Colleges Undergraduatcs Graduates

t%9
rn8
1987

38
98

134'
'1incl. 18 with

3-year schooling)

15,000
113,000
192,000'

'(n"ith 34,000 undergrads.
of 3-year schooling)

'i:,*

Figure 1. The Development of Higher Medical Education.
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& Resident Training

Cont. Ed.,
Med. Service Research

3-year-
schooling

Regular

Nil

3 years

Bachelor
degree
conferred

5 years

Masters
degree

3 years

Doctor
degree

3 years

7 years Masters degree

Figure 2. The Levels of Higher Medical Education in China.

appointed to various posts to meet the demands of medical service at different levels.

2. Revision of the Specialty Catalogue and
Regulations for Establishing a New Specialty

After the revision, the former 50 specialties were
summed into categories and 57 varieties,
including l0 varieties for trial implementation.
Hence, this will make the professional spectrum
more rational. The newly-established specialty
should be approved and recognized by the state
through due forrnalities.

3. Resumption of the Academic Degree-
Granting System

In the last 10 years, a great concern has been
shown regarding the training of high-level health
personnel. Ever since 1982, following the
resumption of the academic degree-granting sy-
stem, 202 Doctors of Medicine and 9787 Masters
of Medicine were awarded. The postgraduate
students totalled over 10,000 in 1987. Nowadays
there are 82 higher medical and pharmaceutical
schools and 32 research institutes offering master
degree programmes in 92 specialties, and
doctoral degree programmes in 68 specialties.

In the meantime, the international academic
exchanges with other countries all over the world
have been expanded and enhanced, and quite a
large number of medical students have been
dispatched abroad for further study. They have
numbered about 5000 in the last l0 years. They
have been studying in 25 countries, including the
Federal Republic of Germany. Most of them
have completed their studies and have returned,
and have become the mainstay of various
disciplines.
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4. Expansion of the Training Scala and
Enrolment of Undergraduates

It is conducted by increasing and stabilizing the
annual enrolment of undergraduate students to
7% of the sum total of nationwide new student
admission to colleges and universities.
Particularly the expansion of the three-year
schooling higher medical education cannot be
overemphasized. These graduates will mainly
be assigned to positions in the grassroots health
service and rural areas to alleviate the urgent
need for primary health care thereabouts.

5. Teaching Reform

Along with the changing prevalent patterns of
diseases and death and the emergence of new
ideas of health, the medical model is
transforming from traditional bio-medical ones
toward the current bio-psycho-social medical
model. A new spectrum of elective courses
mainly in the humanities and social sciences has
been undertaken by a number of medical colleges
and universities, e.g. psychologt, socid
medicine, mcdical Gthics, health cconomics,
hca!& care administration, etc. These courses
are just in their initial stages and remain to be
enhanced and intensified.

As for the pedagogical reform, the conventional
method of class lecturing, mainly imparting
knowledge, has been challenged, and the stress
has been placed on fostering students' capabilities
of independent thinking and working in
association with selfölearning. Total and weekly
lecture-teaching hours have been cut down so as

to encourage early contact with clinical practice.



Certain universities are experimenting with a

problem-based curriculum and small PQer
discussion as their main teaching nrcthod with
promising results.

6. Continuing Medical Education

Postgraduate education was formerly achieved
by entering short-term training courses offered
by university hospitals or other major city hospi-

tals. This enabled the training of competent
professional workers in the absence of
appropriate training and good organisation. It
goes without saying that there is no integrated
system. Presently, postgraduate medical
ducation conducted as in-service training and

closely joined with continuing medical education,
which is characterized by up-dating professional
knowledge, is being undertaken at certain
universities. The work just starts from training
house officers, and it is anticipated that after 3 -
5 years of full-time clinical training and aüending
relevant courses, they will be well-qualified
clinicians.
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7. Administration of Medical Education

The departments concerned with the state strictly
adherc to the reform guidelines, i.e. presecuting

strategic planning and guidance, combined with
tactical flexibility and the gradual expansion of
the autonomy of universities in running
themselves. At the same time there is the
reservation of the functions in authoritatively
evaluating and approving facilities, capability and

quality of teaching. In this way, the medical
schools all over the country will fully display
their own superiority and uniqueness and will be

invigoratcd therefrom.

The aim of reform and development in higher
medical education lies in the establishment of a

future educational system which will provide a
comprehensive range of specialties and medical
education of distinct levels, reasonable in
structure and appropriate in scale, and which will
actively accomodate the needs of China's
socialist construction and meet the on-going
demands of the national health care undertaking.



Meine sehr verehrrcn Damen und Herren, ich bin
sehr dankbar für die Gclegenheit hcute zu lhncn
sprechen zu dürfen und einen Beitrag zum Ver-
gleich des Medizinsardiums in China und dcr
Bundesrepublik zu leisten.

Anders als in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland
sind die Universitärcn in China untereinander
sehr verschieden. So gibt es beispielsweise Me-
dizinische Hochschulen, die sich sowohl in Hin-
sicht auf das Ausbildungsziel, die Lehrpläne, dic
Ansprüche als auch die Studiendauern und den
akadcmischen Abschlußgrad untcrschciden.

Meine eigenen Erfahrungen beschr?inken sich auf
meine Studien-Erfahrungen an der Pekingcr Uni-
versität und am Peking Union Medical College,
PUMC.

Wie vielen von Ihnen bekannt ist, konnte man
während der Kulturrevolution in China nicht sül-
dieren. Nach Abschluß dieser Zeit durftcn die
Abiturienten der 10 letzten Jahrgänge, die nach
dem Abschluß ihrer Schulzeit slangels Sndien-
möglichkeiten bereits jahrelang als Arbeiter, Be-
amte oder Bauern gearbeitet hatten, im Jahre
1978 erstnals gemeinsam mit den Abiturienrcn
dieses Jahrganges eine gemeinsame Aufrrahme-
prüfung ablegen. Da die Auftrahmekapazitäten
freilich nicht auf 10 zusätzliche Jatrrgänge ein-
gerichtet waren, war es sehr schwer einen Stu-
dienplatz zu erhalten. So nahmen beispielsweise
im Jahre 1980 in Shanghai 200.000 Kandidaten
an der Aufnahmeprüfung teil. In dieser Anzahl
waren vor allem noch Abiurienten aus der Zeit
vor der Kulturrevolution enthalten, gemeinsam
mit enva einem Drittel der kürzlichen Schulab'
gänge. Von den insgesamt 200.000 Prüfungsteil-
nehmern wurden nur etwa l0 % von
verschiedenen Univemitärcn aufgenommen.

Um sich auf dic Prüfung voranbereiten, bcnötigt
man fast I Jahr. Die Prüfung wurde zu meiner
7*it in 6 Fächern durchgeführt. Heute mögen es
noch mehr sein. In jedem Fach kann man als
H<ichstleistung 100 Punkte erzielen. Für das Be-
stehen muß man mindestens 60 Punkte erreichen.
Für die Aufnahme an der Universität ist dann das
Gesamtergebnis ma8geblich. Bevor nrsn zttr
Prüfung ging, mußte man eine Liste mit insge-
samt 10 Universitäten anfertigen, an denen man
vorzugsweise zu studieren wünschte. Zum Bei-
spiel Universität X, Fach A; Universität Y, Fach
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A oder B, etc.. Nun konnte man freilich nicht
vorhcrsehcn, ob man bei dcr Prüfung gut genug
scin würdc, um von einer der gewünschten Uni-
versitäten mit der gewünschten Fachrichtung
aufgenommen zu werden. Die einzelnen Univer-
sitäten setzen verschiedene Anforderungen an das

Prüfungsergebnis. Und auch die einzelnen Fa-
kultätcn ein und derselben Universität s€tzen un-
terschiedliche Untergrenzen fest. Ist man für die
an erster Srclle genannrc Universität nicht gut
genug, wird man an die nächste Universität ver-
wiesen. Wenn man für keine der 10 genannten
Universitäten gut genug ist, so hat man mögli-
cherweise noch eine Chanc€, von einer Univer-
sität angeschrieben zu werden, die man selbst
nicht in der Liste genannt hatte.

Dr in China jeder Intellekhrelle (dieses Wort
dient in China allgemein zur Bezeichnung von
Hochschulabsolventen, die in einer staatlichen
Arbeitseinheit beschäftigt werden) etwa gleichviel
oder gleichwenig verdient, ist das Einkommen so

gut wie unabhäingig von der zuktinftigen Berufs-
wahl. Das Einkommen spielt daher flir die Ent-
scheidung, was man studieren möchte, kaum eine
Rolle. Eher sind hier die eigenen Interessen, das

erreichbare soziale Ansehen und auch ein gewis-
ser Ehrgeiz sowie Ansprüche an die Universität
und die Fachrichtung, sowie die späteren Ar-
beitsmöglichkeiten von Bedeunrng.

Ganz allgemein werden in China die sogenannten

Schwerpunlt-Universitäten und die Nicht-
Schwerpunlt-Universitäten unterschieden. Die
Schwerpunkt-Universitäten sind im allgemeinen
sowohl vom akademischen Niveau, als auch von
den finanziellen Ausstattungen besser und stellen
höhere Ansprüche. Alle Hochschulen sind staat-

lich. Da die Hochschulen jedoch untereinander
so verschieden sind, ist es kaum möglich, wäh-
rend des Studiums die Universität zu wechseln.

So sind auch die Abschlüsse der Universitäten
von verschiedenem Wert. Die Informationen über
die einzelnen Universitäten kann man vor den
Aufoahmeprüfungen den Zeitungen oder auch
spezifischen Informationsblättern entnehmen. Da
man seinen späteren Arbeitsplatz nicht selbst
aussuchen kann, spielt der Gesichtspunkt, welche
Möglichkeiten eine Universität in dieser Hinsicht
bietet, eine wichtige Rolle bei der Auswahl der
Universität, bei der man studieren möchte.

Medizinshdium: Vc,qglcich zwischod der Voltsrepülil Ctina und der BRD

&nd. mcd. Lia Qingqhln (PR China)



Die Schwerpunlc-Universitäten neümcn Sü-
denten aus allen Teilen Chinas auf, während die
Nicht-Schwerpunh-Universitiiten in der Regel
nur Kandidsten aus der Stadt, in dcr sie licgen,
zulassen. Die Absolventen einer Nicht-
Schwerpunkt-Universität könncn spärcr auch in
dieser Stadt arbeitcn, weil diesc Univcrsität dic
Aufgabe hat, für ihre Stadt Fachkräfte ausizu-

bilden. Die Absolvcntcn einer Schwerpunlt-
Universität werden später auch an cinem
anderem Ort arbciten können. Normalerweiso
wird man jedoch wieder dort hingeschiclt, woher
man kam.

Vor der Zulassung zu der Univcrsitätsaufnabnc-
präfung muß man sich einer medizinischen
Untersuchung unterziehen. Manche Fächer darf
man nicht shrdieren, wenn man bchindert ist.
Zum Bcispiel darf ein Farbenblinder nicht Medi-
zin, Biologic, Chemie und Ahnüches snrdieren.
Da es für so viele Kandidaten aber nur cine be-
grenzte Anzahl von Studienplätzen gibt, wird
rnüI, wenn man älter ist als 35 Jahre, nicht mehr
zu den Prüfungen zugelassen. Man kann an den

Universitätsaufnahmeprüfungen dreimal teilneh-
men. Sfeibliche Kandidaten werden bei dcr
Auftshme nicht benachteiligt. Ob sie vorgezogen
werden, weiß ich nicht zu sagen. Eine gewissc
Rolle könncn bei der Entscheidung über die
Aufnahme zusätzliche Fähigkeiten und Hobbics
spielen, die rnan bcreirc auf dem Antrag angiir;,
und die dann zum Tragen kommen, wenn die
Kandidaten in anderer Hinsicht gleich sind.
Hierzu zählen zum Beispiel die Flihigkeit, ein
Musikinstrument zv spielen, herausrqgende
sportliche Leizungen, Dienst als Klassensprecher,
Auszeichnungcn bci Wettbewerben in einzelnen
Schulfächern usw.. Auch die politische Einstel-
lung kann in Betracht gezogen werden, d.h. ob
man Mitglied der KP oder des kommunistischen
Jugendverbandes ist. Berücksichtigt werden alle
Angehörigen ethnischer Minderheiten. In China
gibt es mehr als 50 verschiedene ethnische Völ-
ker. Die Han-Chinesen stellen *xa 94% der
Gesamtbevölkerung.

Die medizinischen Hochschulen sind zumeist
selbständige Fachhochschulen. Sie sind nicht -
wie in Deutschland üblich - als Fakultätcn ciner
Universität angeschlossen. Ganz im Gcgenteil:
Mcdizinischc Hochschul€n könncn sclbst wieder
eigene Fakultäten haben. Unter dea Medizi-
nischen Hochschulen sind dic Unterrchicdc seür
gro0. So kann die Studicndaucr jc nach Hoch-
schule zwischen 5 und E Jahren vrriicrcn. Dar
Ziel der medizinischen Ausbildung i* obcnfalls
von Hochschulc zu Hochschulc verecbieden, hier
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nehr klinisch oricntiert, dort mehr Grundlagen-
Wisscnschaft, hier mehr westliche Schubnedizin,
dort mehr chinesisch-trrditioncll, hier mehr wis-
scnschaftlich, dort mehr medizinisch. Daher
kennt man in China keine einheitlichen
Saatscxamina als Sardicnabschluß.

Ich rnöchrc nun etwas näher auf die Hochschule
cingehen, auf dcr ich selbet Medizin studiert
bebe. Das ist drs Peking Union Medical College,
d8s PUMC. Das PUMC wurde Anfang des
Jahrhunderts durch die Rockefellersiftung ge-
grtindet. Der Name Union wies seinerzeit darauf
hin, da8 alle europäschen und amerikanischen
Gescllschaften, die damtls in China medizinisch
tätig waren, ihre Kröfte vereinten und über das
land verstreut einigc schr gute mcdizinische
Ausbildungsstätten gründden.

Bis Anfang der 50'er Jahre karnen alle Profes-
soren der PUMC aus den USA. Der Studienab'
schluß war mit eincm arncrikanischen Abschluß
identisch. Dic Unrcrrichtssprachc war Englisch.
Die heutigen Professoren sind zumeist ehemalige
SUrdcnten des PUMC. Die meisten haben auch
einige Jahre an einer Universität oder an einem
Medical Centre in den USA verbracht, mit denen
das PUMC noch Austauschprogramme hat, z.B.
Harvard Medical School, John Hopkins
University, Univcrsity of California, San
Franzisco und Los Angelar. Gastprofessoren ka-
men übcrwiegend eus den USA und auch aus
Japan und Australicn. Filr dic Studenten gibt es

dic Möglichkeit eines einjlihrigen Austauschauf-
enthalrcs in den USA. Das Peking Union
Medical College ist auch gleichzeitig die Chine-
sische Akademie für Medizin. Diescr gehören
zahlreiche Krankenhäuser und Institute auch in
anderen Städüen üt, sowie Forschungsstützpunkte
in mehreren Provinzen. Die meisten
$chwcrpunlt-Universitötcn werden allcin von
dem Erziehungsministerium finanziell geragen.
Das PUMC dagegcn wird auch von dem Mini-
sterium für Gesundheit untcrsttitzt und bildet eine
Ausnahmc untcr den Modizinischcn Hochschu-
len, da cs die einzige Medizinische Hochschule
iet, dcren khrplan 8 Jrhre umfa&.

Das gesamrc Studium ist in drei Teile unterteilt
und für jeden diescr Teile ist cin Abschlußzeug-
nis crforderlich. Es sind dics 5 Semester vor-
mdizinisches Südium, 4-5 Semester

vorklinischc Medizin (also Grundlagen der Me-
dizin genannt und G7 Scmeser klinische Medi-
zin). Wie auch rn jcdcr rndcren Universität in
Ctine shrdiert man am PUMC 6 Tage pro Woche
und 2l-23 lYochcn pro Sernesar. In den letzten



1-2 Wochen jedes Semesters gibt es kaum noch
Unterricht und man bereitet sich auf die Seme-
sterabschlußprüfungen vor. Die Ferien umfassen
ca. 3 Wochen im Winter, einschießlich des chi-
nesischen Frühlingsfestes (das ist das chinesische
Neue Jahr) bis Ende Februar und etwa 6 Wochen
im Sommer bis etwa Mitte August. In den Ferien
werden Praltika absolviert, so zum Beispiel we'
chenlange Zoologie-Exkursionen, dann militä-
risches Training oder Epidemiologische Praktika
auf dem Lande. Im Praltischen Jahr, das ist das
8. Studienjahr, hat man keine Ferien mehr. Alle
Studenten besiuen normalerweise in der Bevöl-
kerung ein sehr hohes Ansehen. Jeder Student
oder Snrdentin besitzt neben dem Studentenaus-
weis auch ein Abzeichen der jeweiligen Univer-
sität, auf dem auf weißem Hintergrund der Name
dcr Universität in Rot aufgetragen ist. Es ist si-
cher so, daß die Studenten mit ihrem Universi-
tätszeichen in der Öffentlichkeit besser behandelt
werden. Der Studentenausweis ist ein rotes
Heftchen mit einem Lichtbild, sowie persönlichen
Angaben über Herkunft und Geburt und dem
Immatrikulationsstempel der Universität für jedcs
Semester.

Jedes Jahr nimmt das PUMC 30 Studenten auf.
Die vormedizinischen Semester absolvieren die
Studenten an der Peking University, einer der
besten Universitiiten Chinas. Die zukünftigen
Medizinstudenten sollen während dieser Teit den
Kontakt mit den Studenten anderer Faktultäten,
insbesondere aus den sozialwissenschaftlichen
und den sprachlichen Fächern pflegen, um auf
diese Weise Erfahrungen und Grundkenntnisse
auszutauschen. Die vormedizinischen Semester
umfassen außer den naturwissenschaftlichen
Grundlagen auch noch folgende Fächer: Höhere
Mathematik, vergleichende Anatomie und Labor
und Physik, analytische Chemie, quantitative
analytische Chemie, physikalische Chemie,
Computersprache und auch Allgemeines und me-
dizinisches Englisch. Weiterhin politische
Okonomie, d.h. die Lehre von Marx, sowie mi-
litärisches Training und Theorie, Rechtswissen-
schaft und Geschichte der chinesischen
Revolution.

Die vormedizinischen Studenten wohnen ebenso
wie die Studenten anderer Fakultäten auf dem
Fakultätsgelände. Das Wohnen ist kostcnlos.
Dafür wohnt man zu 6 - 8 Studenten auf einem
Timmer. An beiden Seiten des Zimmers stehen
24 Etagenbetten. Ein Zimmer ist 2 ll2 Betten-
längen lang und erwa 3 Bettenbreiten breit. Das
sind etrva 20 m2.In der Mitte des Zimmers ste-
hen zwei Tische, irgendwo ist noch Platz für
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Regale, sowie für die Koffer der Studenten mit
der Kleidung und der Wäsche. Es gibt keinen
Schrank. Die meist von Hand gewaschene Wä-
sche wird ofoirals im Zimmer aufgehängt. Das
Zimmer ist oft nur zum Schlafen geeignet. Man
lernt in der Bibliothek und in den
Seminarräumen, die bis ca. 23 Uhr geöffnet
sind. Während meiner Studienzeit von 1980 - 83
gab es in der Peking Universität 6 oder 7 Mensen
für die Studenten, außerdem eine Mensa für
ausläindische Studenten und Wissenschaftler, in
der besseres Essen ausgegeben wurde, sowie 1

oder 2 Mensen für das Personal. Jede Mensa hat
ungefähr 10 Schalter, vor denen man fast immer
in langen Schlangen ansteht.

Zum [.eben als Student benötigt man im Monat
enva 30 DM, hauptsächlich für das Essen. Wir
haben jedes Semester etwa l0 DM für die Bücher
bezahlt, die wir von der Universität bekamen.
Das Studium selbst ist gebührenfrei. Das Geld
zum Leben erhält ein Student entweder von den
Eltern oder aber über ein damals von den Studi-
enleistungen unabhängiges Teilstipendium, wenn
das durchschnittliche Familieneinkommen, d.h.
Gesamtsumme der Einkommen aller Familien-
mitglieder geteilt durch die Anzahl der Fami-
lienmitglieder, zu gering ist. In den letzen Jahren
sind auch Möglichkeiten entstanden, sich über
Teilzeitarbeit ein wenig hinzuzuverdienen. Wenn
man als Student in den Ferien nach Hause reist,
kann man eine Heimfahrtermäßigung erhalten;
nach Normaltarif von Peking nach Shanghai mit
dem schnellsten Zug 27 DM. Für Studenten
kostete diese 1500 km und 19 h lange Fahrt un-
gefähr 20 DM. Wenn ein Student aus privaten
Gründen über das Land reisen möchte, erhält er
keine Ermäßigung.

Tagesablauf an der Peking Universität: Urn 7
Uhr morgens wird jeder auf dem Universitätsge-
lände durch tiberall angescilossene Lautsprecher
geweckt, es sei denn, man ist bereits früher auf-
gestanden, um Sport zu treiben. Der erste Gang
fiihrt in die S/aschräume und dann geht es in die
Mensa, die ebenso um 7 Uhr öffnet. Zum Früh-
stück gibt es sehr schmackhafte Gerichte,
dampfnudelartiges chinesisches Brot, Reisbrei
mit Gemüse, verschiedenartig zubereitete Eier
und panierte Teigwaren, aber keinen Kaffee und
kein Buttcrbrot mit Marmelade.

Die Vorlesungen fangen pünktlich um 8 Uhr an
und man muß sich ein wenig beeilen, um einen
Platz in den ersten Reihen des Hörsaals zu be-
kommen oder auch für einige Kommilitonen
freizuhalten. Zwar benutzen die Professoren ein



Mikrofon, abcr es ist doch bess,er, vofnc an sit-
zen, weil der Hörsaal immer voll ist. Dic An-
wesenheit ist Pflicht und deswegen kommen auch
alle Studenrcn. Für die Anwesenheitskontrolle
ist einer aus der Klasse veranrwortlich. Einc
Klasse ist eine Studentengruppe aus einer Fach-

richung desselben Jahrganges. Die 30 PUMC
Studcnten des vormedizinischen Studieqganges

an der Peking Universität bilden in jedem Jahr-
gang einc Klasse und sind neben andcren Klaescn
in der Biologischen Fakulät eingeglicdcrt.

Um 10 Uhr gibt es eine Pause von 30 Minurcn
und man hat Zeit, zu der nächsten Vorlcsung zu
gehen. Obwohl die Hörsäle alle auf dcm Uni-
vcrsitätsgelände sind, liegen sie doch manchmal

kilometerweit voneinander entfernt und cs ist si-
chcr nützlich, ein Fatrrrad zu besitzcn. Zur Ab-
wechslung kann man auch an über das Radio,
das über das gesamte Universitätsgeländc zu h&
ren ist, ausgesendete IlGymnastik teilnchmen, dic
zu dcrselben Zeit auch in Fabriken, Büros und
andcrcnorts befolgt werden kann. Die Miaags-
pause beginnt um 12.30 Uhr. Die Mensen sind
sofort voll und man holt sich das eigene Geschirr
aus den Regalen in der Eßhalle und stellt sich an

einer Schlange an. Wenn mehrere Studentcn sich
verabreden, können sie auch an verschiedenen
Schalrcrn anstehen und sich dann ein Mittagessen
aus verschiedenen Gerichten teilen. Anschlie-
ßend hat man Gelegenheit, sich bis 14 Uhr aus-

zuruhen.

Danach finden dann weitere Vorlcsungen,
meistens aber Kurse oder Laborpraltika stltt.
Die Bibliotheken sind Montags bis Samstage von
8 - 17.30 und von 19 -22 Uhr geöffnet. Sonnags
entfallen die Vormittags<iffnungszeiten. Am
Nachmittag wird schon wieder fiir die kommende
Woche gearbeitet. Wenn man nach dem Unter-
richt vor dem Abendessen noch Zeit hat, kann
man Sport treiben. Auf dem Universitätsgeländc
stehen Sportanlagen zur Verfügung: Bälle,
Schlittschuhe und viele andere Sportgeräte kann
man gegen Vorlage des Studentenausweises ko-
stenlos ausleihen. Man kann diese Zeit auch
nutzen um einzukaufen, denn für Schreibmatc-
rial, lVaschminel, Toilettenpapier etc. ist man
selbst zuständig. Die mäinnlichen Studenten kau-
fen sich auch gerne noch Schnellnudeln, die sie

sich am Spätabend nach dem Lernen noch als

zusätzliche Mahlzeit ohne große Kochkenntnissc
zubereiten können.

Das Abendessen bcginnt um 18 Uhr und epielt
sich fast genauso ab wie das Mittagessen, auch

am Abend gibt es wie am Mittag cin warmes
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Esscn, jedoch nicht dascclb€. Ab 19 Uhr kann
man in der Bibliothok lernen, wenn man das

Glück hatte, in cinem dcr ksesäle einen Platz
aL finden. Sonst mu8 nun in einen der
Seminarräume gehen. Die Studentenvereinigung
organisiert auch zahlreiche Freizeiweransal-
tung€n in den Abendshrnden. Darunter Filmvor-
flihrungen in der Universität oder im Sommer auf
dem Sportplatz, sowie Vorträge von Fachleuten,
dic zumeist von außerhalb der Universität einge-
laden werden. Zusätzlich kann man sich auch

ciner Hobbygruppc anschlicßen, um für das Stu-
dcntenorchester odcr Thearcraufführungen,
Chordarbieurngen odcr Baditionclle chinesischc
Ihmpftilnste zu äbcn. Manchc Studentcn betrei-
bcn einc,n Campussender oder geben eine Stu-

dentenzeitung heraus. Die Pekinguniversität
besiat auf ihrem Gelärde auch einen sehr

schönen Park mit einem See, einer Insol und die
Sodenten gehen dort sehr gerne spazieren.

Die offizielle Ruhezcit beginnt um 23 Uhr. Zu
diesem Zeitpunkt wird in allen Zimmern der
Strom abgeschaltet. Alle Aktivitäten wie
Musizieren, Kartenspielen sind einzustellen und
die Studenten müssen sich schlafen legen. Nach
dem Übertritt an das Peking University Medical
Collegc (PUMC) beginnt das Studium der ei-
gentlichen medizinischen Fächer.

Der Unterricht wird vorwiegend auf Englisch
abgehalten. Das soll sich vorteilhaft auf einen
späteren internationalc,n Austausch auswirken.
Aber man muß auch die chinesische Fachsprache
lernen. Daher hat man an dcr PUMC viel we-
niger Zeit als an dcr Peking Universität. Es gibt
sehr viele unbekannte Begriffe und Termini, die
man Wort für Wort in einem Lexikon nach-

schlagen und dann notieren muß. Ich erinnere
mich noch recht gut an den ersten Abend an der
PUMC, als wir das offizielle Lehrbuch aus den

USA von der Universität bekamen. Wir ver-
suchten den l-ehrstoff des vorherigen Tages ganz

auf Englisch zv lesen, doch neben den

Fachtcrmini war uns auch selbst das Englisch
echwcr verstilndlich. Viele von uns haben bis

Mitrcrnacht nur zwei odcr drei Seiten geschafft;
später brauchten wir dafiir viel weniger Z*it. Die
Studenrcn habcn dann freiwillig l-erngruppen ge-

bildet, in denen sie zusarnmen lernten und die
neuen Fachtermini austauschten. Auch die Pro-
fessoren halfen den Studenten, indem sie die
wichtigstcn Tabellcn und Bilder, die sie im Un-
tcrricht als Dias yorführten, als Heftchen dntcken
ließen und verteilten. Auf diese Weise sollten
sich dic Studenten während der Vorlesungen auf
den Inhalt konzentrieren und nicht zuviel Auf-



merksamkeit dadurch verlieren, daß sie sich
dauernd englische Wörtcr notierten.

Das PUMC liegt mitten in der Stadt und besitzt
dahcr keinen Campus. Es gibt weniger Snrdenten
als Professoren und Chefiirzte. Der Unterricht
findet in einem Seminarraum statt, wo jeder
seinen Platz hat. Die Professoren kennen jeden
Studenten persönlich. Man sagt uns, das PUMC
nehme deswegen so wenig Studenten auf, weil
die Ausbildung hier so teuer sei. Jeder erhält
kostenlos Original-Lehrbücher aus den USA. Dcr
Anatomie steht für jeweils 4 Shrdenrcn eine Lei-
che zur Verfügung, an der mnn jederzeit lernen
kann, nicht nur während des Unterrichs. In der
Histologie bekanen wir ein Stereomikroskop ge-
liehen und alle Präparate durfte man für sich
behalrcn und jcderzeit benutzen. In der
Physiologie und Pharmakologie gibt es labor-
praktika mit Tierversuchen. Jeweils 2 Studenten
bilden eine Arbeitsgruppe und haben die not-
wendigen Geräte für sich allein. Auch das
sodentische Lcben unrcrscheidet sich von dem
an der Peking Universität. Man hat sehr viel
mehr Mitspracherecht bei der Organisation z.B
der Wahlfiicher und der Freizeiwergnügungen.
Auch die Unterbringung ist üsser. So gibt es
beispielsweise auf dem Flur jeweils ein Telefon,
was in China noch keineswegs selbswerständlich
ist. Selbst an der Peking Universität hat ein
Wohnheim fiir Hunderte oder gelegentlich mehr
als 1000 Studenten nur ein einziges Telefon. Das
PUMC besitzt zudem die größte Medizinische
Bibliothek Chinas. Diese Tatsache, sowie Vor-
trägc von ausllindischen Arzten und Wissen-
schaftlern, bietet Studenten die Möglichkeit mehr
aufzunehmen, als rlas eigentliche Medizinstudium
ihnen bietet.

Das Ziel des PUMC besteht darin, Mediziner
auszubilden, die zugleich Wissenschaftler sind.
Der Tagesablauf an der PUMC ähnelt dem an
der Peking Universität. Allerdings ist die Zahl
der Unterrichtsstunden größer. Montags bis
Freitags hat man von 8-12 und von 14-18 Uhr,
Samstags bis etwa 16 Uhr Vorlesungen und
Laborpraktika. Auller den rein medizinischen
Fächcrn muß man noch Fachenglisch, Alltags-
englisch, Naurdialettik (Marxismus) und Philo-
cophie, hier vor allem traditionelle Chinesichc
Philosophie studieren.

Das eigentliche Irrnen beginnt erst nach dem
Abendessen um 19 Uhr. Man kann in der Bi-
bliothek, in einem Seminarraum oder in einem
Raum fiir Fachpraktika arbeiten, wo unter an-
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derem auch viele dicke Fachbücher zum Nach-
schlagen erhältlich sind. Auch die Präparate sind
zu dieser Teit zugänglich. Zur Abwechslung gibt
es auch einen Zeitungs- oder Zeischriftenraum,
sowie ein Fernsehzimmer. Der Strom wird nicht
mehr zentral abgeschaltet und man hat ein wenig
mehr Spielraum. Am Samstag Abend wird oft
gesungen und gehnzt und zu den großen Fest-
tagen, z.B. Nationalfeiertag oder Silvester kom-
men auch die Professoren manchmal in größerer
Anzatrl als die Snrdenten und der Universitäts-
prösident. Der Sonntag ist der einzige Ruhetag
und die Studenten organisieren an dicsem Teg
gelegeotlich gemeinsame Ausflüge.

Wenn die Pathologie und die Pharmakologie aF
geschlossen sind, muß man vor Beendigung der
vorklinischen Semester eine intensive For-
schungsarbeit durchführen. Dies nimmt erwa 20
Wochen, umgerechnet 520 Stunden in Anspruch.
Beginnend mit dem vorklinischen Semester wer-
den Präfungen zumeist in Englisch abgehalten.
Reine Multiple Choice Prüfungen gibt es nicht.
Die schriftliche Prüfung besteht in der Regel aus
verschiedenen Fragen, auf die man manchmal
mit regelrechten Aufsätzen antworten muß. Die
gesamte Prüfung für ein Fach mit Ausnahme der
Philosophie besteht fast immer eus einem
schriftlichen und einem praktischen Teil. Beide
Teile müssen bestanden werden. Die Note ergibt
sich aus beiden Teilnoten. Vor den Abschluß-
prüfungen der einzelnen Fächer werden kleinere
schriftliche und praktische Prüfungen abgehalten,
deren Ergebnisse in der Gesamtnote berücksich-
tigt werden. Während der klinischcn Semester
findet das Snrdium fast ausschlieSlich im
Krankenhaus statt. Die insgesamt 30 Studenten
je eines Jahrganges werden in 5 bis 6 Gruppen
aufgeteilt. Jeder Snrdent hat einen für ihn zu-
stilndigen Ausbilder auf der Station, das mag ein
Facharzt oder sogar ein Chefarzt sein. Die Hälfte
der Tait nehmen praltische Übungen am Pati-
enten unter der Aufsicht der zuständigen Arzte
in Anspruch. An Wahlfiichern, die zwischen
18-36 Stunden zu belegen sind, gibt es zum Bei-
spiel Chinesische Literatur und Informationsver-
arbeitung, Sozialmedizin, Biophysik sowie
biomedizinisches Engineering. Das 8. und letzte
Studicnjahr, also das Praltische Jahr besteht
darin, die S$denten unter der Lcinrng überge'
ordneter Arzte dirett an den diagnostischen und
therapeutischen Aufgaben zrr beteiligen. Das
Praltische Jahr dauert 5l Wochen und die Ab-
schtußprüfungen nehmen eine Woche in An-
spruch. Verlangt wird außerdem eine
Abschlußarbeit.
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It hac bccn olr custom ia the AMEB ncctings
to have fairly daailod reports of our workshops,
I think one of our tnost important rctiviticg of
AMEE meetings have indeed boen fu workshops

whcre pcople have got to know each othcr rnd
to work on oommon prölems. The difficulty is

b try to do a rcsum6 of an industriors workshop
in a short pcriod and we are dclightcd to know

that Prof. Habeck is going 3o publistt reports

from thc workshops.

We thougüt that it would be valuablc, howcYcr,

for everybody to hear what activities were going

on in the parallel workshops and wc are going

!o ask thc reporters from each of thc workshops

to give just a brief rcport with somc two or three

3. nEFOnnB Fßq wonKsiHoPs

hroügfun

K. M. Prry (UK)

Summrry of Wo*shops

K. M. Parry (UK)

kcy points ürat welt discutEcd in thc workshops

on Wcdnesday aftcrnoon and Thursday morning.

Could I ask each of ttre rcPorteß to co,mc to tbe

pladorm and give iust t short introduction and

then wc will op€tt thc poine to gcneral

disclrssion. I may say that I wrs grcatly
impresscd having a three-page typcd report from
one of the workshops, which I think is most

impressive with modern technologSr. I wonder if
Dr. Wilm would like to introduce this one as an

cxample of a very succinct and clear rcport of a
workshop and open our discussion by prcscnting

your feport.

For the reporß se *ssioa II

Onc of the things I am not going to do ic to
surrunarize eight workshops. I think we will form
our own judgements when the rcPorts lrc
reccived. The English word 'scicn@', rnd
sometimcs we have been asked what it mcatls,
comes from "scienticia', which is knowlcdgc.
But I do not think anyone construes science as

mere knowledge. It is knowledge wbich is hrrd-
won and in which we have much more
confidence than in opinions and in hcar-say bc-
liefs.

I think the workshops showcd that thcy werc
tackelling how to organize knowledge, and we

are going much deeper than the conventional

ryecialties which we have in our profession. We

wcre reminded y$terdsy that scientific truth has

m cubstansive goal. Tlrcre is direction only.

And tbcrc is no finrl conclusive ccrtainty beyond

tbc rercb of criticism. The snrdenc and the

toachers in thc workshops showod us rs a

profescion that we necd to come to tprms with

chanpa in profcssional pnctice penty because

of thc information crplosion rnd the way it is

handlod. I think a functional context for an

ordered curriculum geared to educational needs

ig what we should soe rtl an objective of our

Conferencc, and I think we should be grateful to

tüe workshops for scRing us in that direction.



We now have some timc for a generd
discussion, and you are all welcome to
participate. Things you might like to comment
on are perhaps the usefulness of this Conference
and the theme of this Conference. Are you
satisfied with scientific thinking as it is? Do you
think it is important? Do you think it should be
developed, give,n more emphasis?

You can also pcrhaps comment on the study
groups from yesterday afternoon. In addition to
the workshops that we had on Thursday

Prof. Areskog, (Swoden)

I would like to comtnent upon the arrangcment
of the snldy groups and also make a proposal for
next year, when the innovative curricula will be
highlighted in Budapest. In regard also to what
the students criticisod here earlier on, I think
firstly that these reports, mostly from students,
ind€ed show that this meeting has not only been
a social one. They have worked hard on these
different topics and they have made exellent re-
ports and excellcnt summaries. I think it is a big
mistake to think that the AMEE meetings are
only the plenary sessions. Since I first took part
in the last years of the seventies, the students
have criticised the plenary sessions almost every
year, becausc of the lecnrrcs and the themes. So
the AMEE meetings are definircly not the
plenary sessions. There is a lot of work done in
other fields besides the nice social things.

N.N.

I attended that group and had a very nice
dicussion, but I would like to make a general
remark having acend€d quite a number of AMEE
meetings in the past. There seems to be a

tendency in all of us when we meet to compare
in a descriptive way the programs that we run in
all our countries. lVe always use quite a lot of
time !o describe to each other what our systems
are like. Now in a way you can say that this is
wastes alot of time, because all of us can
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Efternoon, there were a numbcr of study groups,
all of them bascd on the so-called standing
groups of AMEE. This means that ccrtain parts
of medical cducation are thought of as being of
special importance and have gathered deep
knowledge and therefore have to specialize. You
may like to discuss whcther such standing groups
are useful and should be continued, or whether
you think thcy are overdoing the whole thing.
You may then discuss and comment on anything
you like. The floor is open.

Rcgarding thc study groups we had yesterday,
there was one group on 'Teaching and Learning"
with excellent papeß, where nnny of the
participants said this should have been in the
plenary session because of its general interest.
After the coffee6break we arranged it that those
snldents who were not used to problem-based
learning were able to feel and become acquainted
with that type of environment. Perhaps it could
be arranged next year that some of the study
groups are run in the tutorial way with small
groups, where the rules and the procedures of the
tutorial are followed. The s$dents and also the
teachers could thus be exposed to that type of
learning and that type of education. This is then
a proposal for next year.

I must say that we trid it in our group and we
found it to be successful. We had very good
input, both from students and from teachers.

hopefully read and Gutenberg lived 500 years
ago. We could thus perhaps use our time more
wisely than by just describing in a very simple
way what is going on.

On the other hand, however, and this makes me
slightly ambivalent, I think all these very simple
descriptions serve as eye-openers to us. We
rarely do our homework at home, we start to
work on the program as we approach each other

4. PLENARY DISd.ISSTON

Chairs: Prof. M. Garcia Barbero (Spein); Prof. G. Süöm (Sweden)



in the Conference, and I think that thc dcscriptivc
analysis of a program helps pcople to understand
and to listen to each other, to make us undcrstand
what our colleagues are like. It dso helps to
overcome languagc, social and cultral barriers.
So I personally cannot change my mind from the
first feeling that this wastes time to still thinking
that short descriptions could be helpful. But on

the ottrer hand I think that we use far too much
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time just describing Et a vcry basic lcvel what is
going on and that we should try instcad to usc

more of our time to conoentrate on cxtracting the
information from that background data. What is
relevant, what is imporant? Why have the sy-

stemc developed as tlrey have? What can we
learn by comparing the systems, instead of just

dcscribing the way they are?

I would like to comment on a general

development. For those of you who are not
familiar with AMEE-meetings, I would like to
mention ttrat we started in Prague with a Prc-
Conference about research in medical education

in order to introduce more research papert in the
field of medical education. What we have seen

here now, I think, shows a very big step forward
in this development and this is included too that
this part of the AMEE Conference is a very
imporant part of the Conference. For example,

thc first group in which I look part, "Research

Prof. Tysrrowski (Poland):

Prof. Garcia Brrbero (Spain)

in Medical Education", had three topics and six
prcsentations of definirc research on medical
education. All of us who are involved in medical
education know the difficulties of research in
medical education. But this is leading to the si-
üation that medical education should be bascd
more and more on objective and scientific facts.
So this was combined with the main theme
"scientific thinking', and it shows that there has

been very big progress in thc whole development
of the AMEE approach, which is finally a

professional research association.

The nnme of our workshop was 'The New
European Health Policy', not 'Health Policy and

Medical Education', which can be a completely
different topic. It was more about how medical
education should be to get to I general objective
of a European health policy. lVe tried to define
the new task. All of you you know what the new
European health policy means. All the Europcan

countries have signed, and we are obligcd to get

there by the year 2000. So we have to move
from a caring system and basically firstly hospital
treaunent to a more community-orienated
profession.

SIe made a few points regarding what we

thought would be those tasks. One of tbem was

managerial and leadership training for future

doctors. In the end, if you try to be in charge

of a community, you may necd some mmaterial
skills. Business schools know very well how o
do this. And if the medical schools do not know

how to do that they might get professors from
other schools to help them, and it is the srmc

with lcadership. There arc some people who nrc

not born real lcaders, bts can be in charge of
other people if then arc trained.

Another thing that is lacking in medical schools

are the communication skills. There is a rcndency

for students to learn all the knowledge in the

books by heart without really knowing how to
frrndamentally cornmunicate with the rest of the
community, with other professions or with pati-
ents. So you need to have communication skills
to do teamwork and to go into the community to
practisc health education or primery care with a
better understanding of what is going on.

The same happened with thc psycho-social skills,
knowledge of how the comrnunity works, &d
sociology of the community, and not all the

countries have the same social background. So

you have to be awans of thcsc aspects if you

wrnt to bc effective in a specific comrnunity and

change habits for a healthier way of life.

Anothcr important point was that we should int-
€rcst the students in the cost of hcalth care. lVith



the increasc of very expensive technology, there
is a tendency to get all kinds of tests, sometimes
very expensive ones, for all sorts of patients.
Instead of thinking about what the patiens might
have and trying to orientate it, we send them to
have a scan or all kinds of laboratory tests,
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without really thinking about the cost of that
diagnosis or treatnent system.
We thought that all of those are new tasks and
new abilities which our südents should acquire
in order to be more competent doctors for the
type of health promotion that we are trying to
achieve.

Are we not really asking too much from medical
students? Are we not aiming at the superperson,
trying to get a sort of perfect person? I
personally think that is not so, pressure for the
physician or the graduate to be a superperson
does not really come from the educator or the
educational area, but a lot of pressure arises from
the society in general: from the patient, from the
health organisations, the funding organisations
and the other health workers. So there is really
pressure for reorganising the work and the
function of a physician, not coming theorctically
from the education, but from the society in ge-
neral.

Regarding the question of undergraduate
education, it is not necessary to acquire completc
skills and competence for full performance of
those functions, but it seems that the aim should

Prof. Menue (WHO/EURO)

Darek Gawrowsky, (Poland)

be to emphasize attitudes more than anything else
in key points if we talk about supporting
education, and any health policy.

Getting better knowledge and attinrdes of getting
knowledge in the community and not only of the
patient, the families, üd environment is not
emphasized. Attitudes which are assessing self-
assessment or accepting assistance from outside
as to their own performance as practicioners.
Also atitudes to working with other members of
the team who have problems. Problems are not
only in the area of only one health worker.

And all these in four roles, which were described
very well by Prof. Pauli yesterday in his
presentation for promoting and restoring health,
which I think was a correct balance of functions.

I would like to make a remark regarding
pressures on doctors. Society or expectations of
patients that a doctor is a person capable to
support himself psychologically, socially and to
treat his disease. I think it is dishonest and a fault
of doctors that we accept this pressure. I think
it would make the contact with a patient more
honest if we would admit that we are imperfect

too that we cannot m4ngage fully their problems.
So in a way we would improve our image more
realistically that we cannot sometimes handle all
the problems of patients. I think it is a good

starting point to admit that we are not omnipotent
and it is a mistake to expcct doctors or medical
studcnts to be so.
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5. CI,]OSING CEREMONY

Prof. Dr. G. Ström (Sweden):

Let me start by saying that the annual confcrencc
of AMEE l9E9 is over now, that it has becn rn
organisational success and whether the content
and the participation has been positive, a success
is for all of you to decide on your own. But I
would like to formulate the gratitude of the
AMEE Executive Commitee Advisory Board and
all the members. Our German hosts have been
very generous in organizing the meeting and

informing us all. The students wer€ admined
free of charge, and you have organizod for us

social events of great quellty and a low price. I
hope you will not go bankrupt because of this,
but it is important to have a good social
background and it is irnportant for us all to meet,
to become friends, to exchange expericnces, give
advice, get impulses for ourselves and to start
collaboration bclrecn countrics. So it is not only
the formal progrsm, but it is also the informal
part which is of importance as well. So a warm
thank you, and will you all .ioin me in applause
for our German hosts.

AMEE Conference in Münster, and I thank you

especially for too cooperation in preparing this
Confcrence, Gunnar.

Prof. Dr. Habeck, Münster, FRG:

Mr. President, dear Gunnar, Thank you very
much. Now I thank you all for your attendance
and I wish also to thank all our co-workers for
their organisational and logistical support of this

Prof. Dr. G. Ström:

Warm thanks to Dietrich Habeck and Fritz
Kemper and their co-workers. The AMBE
meeting is over!
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FOSTER

TEN STATEMENTS ON TIIE MOTTVATION OF MEDICAL TEACHERS TO TEACH

C. Schormair,l; U. Swietlik,2 U. Hofmann,3; S. Wilm,a; L. Wiue,s

1. Motivating medical teachers to teach and
students to study is an interdependent process.
The setting in which medical education takes
olace in the FRG is reearded as a secondarv
factor.

Both teachers and students complain about a lack
of interest in teaching respectively shrdying,
anonymity due to large numbers of medical stu-
dents and restrictive regulations. On the other
hand, final year students for example,
(PJ-Studenten), although assigned to a clinical
ward for several months, are seldom comp€tently
supervised and trained. The numerical
proportion of clinical teachers and students has
not substantially declined because the growing
number of students has been partially
compensated by the enlargement of existing
departments and the founding of new instinrtes.

Discussion on reforms in medical education in
the FRG should focus on the interaction between
medical teachers and their students.

2. Due to the process of selection and
socialisation in the career of becoming a
university lecturer. those personalities are
favoured who show little motivation to tcach.

Large university hospitals and medical faculties
are characterized by a complex and peculiar or-
ganisation and communication strucnlre and
highly specialised, technologically-oriented
medical care. Only a selection of graduates
accept the challenge, and not all of them are able
to withstand the various demands as well as the
competitive and research-oriented climate. These
processes serve as effective selection and
socialisation mechanisms which favour
personalities with poor commirnent to medical
education. Furthermore, successful performance
in research is the most important factor in a
career. Capable investigators are not necessarily
talented instructors.

Professors and assisants interested and qualified
in educational matters should be particularly
engaged, promoted and given oppornrnities for
further development.

3. The efforts of medical teachers to teach are
not adequately rewarded.

The career of qualifying as a university lecturer
only depends on research. Engagement and time
allocation to student affairs and education are
obstacles in persuing this career. Incentives for
assistants and professors for their commitment to
education matters, such as financial rewards or
personal satisfaction for teaching efforts being
appreciated by shrdents and colleagues, do not
exist at all.

Experience in teaching and didactical-pedagogical
training should be a prerequisite for qualifying
as a university lecturer as well as for one's
appoin[nent to a professorship. Further and
differentiarcd incentives should be created in or-
der to motivate professors and assistants to teach
students (eg. Teacher of the Year, student
ratings, remuneration).

4. Little didactic competence decreases the
teacbers' motivation to teach.

Teachers prefer to apply traditional methods of
instruction, i.e., the same ones that they were
instructed with. Lectures and practical courses
are held in an inflexible and uniform way.
Consequently, there is not much student
participation and the students appear
unmotivated. Furthermore, teachers do not get
sufficient feedback to realize how their teaching
competence has improved.

Professional teacher training should be made
available. Institutes for training medical teachers
should be established. Physicians involved in
me<iical education should be exempted from their
routine and duties and encouraged to participate
actively in teacher training.

5. Teacher training and learning, processes lack
adequate feedback.

The major examinations are organized and

conducted by a State Examining Board, thus
depriving teachers of direct control of their stu-
dents' progress. Tests during courses are rarely
undertaken or do not focus on relevant items or



practical skills. The prevailing teaching methods
(lectures, short practical learning periods) do not

allow personal interacton and thus an informal
assessment of learning Progress. Furthermore,
teachers do not seek broad student feedback

regarding the quality of instruction and subject

matter. Professional evaluation of tcaching and

learning processes does not exist.

A higher authority for conducting eraminetions
should be delegated to medical faculties. Tests

should be regularly performed and thc tcsting
methods adapted to the subject matter to be tested

(e.g. technical skills, knowledge, problem
solving skills such as objectively struchrred
clinical examination, quizzes). Personal and

longtcrm contact between teachers and thcir stu-

dents should be favoured. Snrdents should be

encouraged to criticize teaching sessions. A
professional, independent evaluation of teaching

and learning processes by "institutes for didactic
in medicine' should be promoted.

6. Mass education and specialisation at medical
faculties prevent personal relations. The current
educational system causes alienation.

Close personal contact between teacher and sttt-

dent is regarded as a prerequisite for mutual

communication and learning from models.

Education is characterized by overcrowded
lecture theaters, a large number of different
classes in clinical and theoretical disciplines and
practical courses, as well as frequent rotations
within a medical discipline. For the teacher, the
generation period of students consists of one or
two semesters. In the current educational sy-

stem, the teacher's task is confined to adding a
single, identical "piece of knowledge' - often
without any context to clinical practice - for each
student. He/she is unable to see the snrdents'
development for which he/she is responsible.

The students should be assigned to a teacher as

long and closely as possible during the courses.
The number of courses and the frequent rotations
should be minimized. In addition, a 'mentor
system' could be established to relieve the

anonymous atmosphere at university hospitals.

Medical faculties should bc made smaller.

7. The medical curriculum has been split up into
countless. badly arranged compulsory and

optional courses.

Preclinical and clinical studies and the practical
year (PJ) are strictly separated. Likewise, the
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different disciplines (e.g. internal medicine,
neurology), subdisciplines (e.9. hematology,
nephrology, cardiology) and theoretical subjects
(e.g. pharmacology, pathology, statistics) are

taught without any coordination. This reflects
the increasing disintegration of the faculty into
disciplines and subdisciplines.

Thc design of the mcdical curriculurn has to aim
et thc horizonal arrd vertical integration of
subjects. The "microsyslem t€aching' could

contfihrte to prcvont thc 'macrosystem frculty"
from further falling epart.

8. Teachers at medical faculties in the FRG are
heavily loaded with patient care. research and

administration tasks. Their efforts in medical
education are thereby impaired,

Teachers are restrained from their commitment
to teach by an enonnous and steadily growing
amount of bureaucracy in patient management,

zuch as scheduling and organizing clinical
appointments and investigations, corresponding
with insurance companies and the hospital admi-
nistration, serving on faculty commissions and

bodies, or preparing medical opinions. In addi-
tion, inefficient organizational structures and the
division of labour and outmoded communication
sy$tems are time-consuming and stressful. Enga-
gement in research is furthermore the most

important factor in one's care€r.

Medical teachers should be actively relieved by
a more efficient organisation and distribution in
the division of work (e.g. assisted by ward
secretaries, computers). The unity of teaching,

research and patient care was a central idea in
Humboldt's concept of a university. It ought not
to be abandonned. But a more flexible handling
according to the interests and time budget of
teachers should be achieved (e.g. by periodical
exemption from onc of these tasks, or being
engaged in all fields but putting emphasis on one

field according to preference and interests).

9. Federal regulations for licensing physicians
(Approbationsordnun$) impede a more flexible.
innovative organisation of subject matters and

application of teaching methods.

Not the faculty, but fcderal law determines
matters such as compulsory courses, the structure
of the curriculum, the regulations for conducting
examinations (including testing methods and

cont€nts). Despite these conditions, a large
latitude remains to be fulfilled.



Faculties and their teaching staff should be
encouraged to fully utilize thc existing latitude
and liberty which the current laws and
regulations allow. In a medium-range
perspective, laws and regulations allowing and
promoting educational experiments shorld be
formulated and enacted.

10. Despite disadvantageous conditioas. medical
education in thc FRG could be substantially
improved by paying more attention to the
competence and commitrnent of medical tcachers.

As stated above, medical education in the FRG
is restricted by law, influenced by the high
numbcrs of students and the compctitive,
anonymous situation at medical faculties where
sildents are educated. But the personality,
commitment and qualification of teachcrs are
crucial points in tbe educational proaess.

The discussion of reforms in medicd education
in the FRG should focus on the question of how
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the motivation and commitment of medical
teachers can be promoted.

t Ktinit und Poliklinik für Nanrologie,
WW-University of Münster,
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4400 Mänster, FRG.

z Ocpt. for Geriatric Medicinö,
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Ruhr Universität, Bochum.

3 Internd Dept., Stadtkrankenhaus Hanau,
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Krankenhaus, Hamburg-Rissen.
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Turkey

FRG
GB
GB

FRG
Portugal
Huogaty

FR.G
FRG

Poland
Spain

Poland
Italy

FRG
Netherlands

FRG
Norway

CSFR
CSFR

Greece
Norway

FRG
FRG

Netherlands
Norway

FRG
FRG

Norway
Netherlands

FRG
CSFR

FRG
Norway

CSFR
France

FRG
CSFR
CSFR

Belgium
FRG

Poland
FRG
FRG

Turkey
FRG
FRG

France
FRG

Hungary
FRG

CSFR
FRG

Switzerland
CSFR

Poland
CSFR

Netherlands
FRG

Ireland
Sweden
Sweden

FRG
N.-Ireland

Sweden
FRG

CSFR
Poland
CSFR

Göpel, Eberhard
Greep, Jacobus Marinus
Habeck, Detrich
Halgunset, Jostein
Hamplova, Marie
Hanzlikova, Marta
Haralambides, Vassos A.
Harlem, Ole K.
Hartmann, Joachim
Heimpel, H.
Hejknann, Jan

Hellmond, J. Stud.
Hesse, Eberhard
Hesselius, Inge
Hestmo, May Tove Stud.
Hiemstra, Rob J.

Hinrichsen, Klaus
Hoch. I.
Horstmann, Heinz
Horven, Ivar
Ilranacova. Eriska
d'Ivernois, J.F.
Jahn, Sabine Stud.
Jarnousek, Vaclav
Jaskova, Blanka
Jonckheer, Marc H.G.
Jork, Klaus
Kaliszuk-Makles, Tatiana
Kampmann, Italf Stud.

Kemper, Fritz H.
Kenanoglu, Abdullah
Kleinheinrich, Thomas
Kliesch, Sabine Snrd.
Klotz, Pierre
Koepp, Reinhard
Kornya, Laszlo Stud.
Korte, Elke
Kotousova, Marta
Kraus-Mackiw
Krebs, Ren6
Krejcikova, Jana
Kullig, Endrezej
Kyasova, Miroslava
Lammers, W.
Laugwitz, Karl Ludwig
Lavelle, Sean

Lindquist, E.
Lindroth, H. Stud.
Lohölter, R.
Love, A.H.G.
Lundberg, Eva
Lütke-Glanemann Stud.
Lux, Davoslav
Makarewicz, Wieslav
Malonskova, Hana



Marjankova, Jana

Maurer. Michael
Menu, Jean Paul
Minderhoud, J.M.
Mirecka, Jadwiga
Möhlenkamp, Stefan

Moll, Johannes
Moraes Sarmento, Carloo
Mykleburst, Reidar
Newble, David I.
Nilsson, Nils-Haken
Oeynhausen, Isabell Regine
Oriol-Bosch, Alberto
Parry, Kenneth M.
Pauli, Hannes G.
Pessrova, Hana
Pokrajac, Niksa
Popowski
Pruisen
Purdie, David W.
Radova, Jirina
Ravens, Ursula
Razin, Shmuel
Rekova, Marula
Rieger, Cristine Stud.
Riuer, Catherine Stud.
Rodics, A.
Rodrigues, Paulo Stud.
R<issner, Stefan
Rüger, Christian
Rybkova, Hana
Sanchez-Ibarrola, Alfonso
Sandhaus, Yoram
Schaepmann, Eugenie
Schagen, Udo
Scherphier, Albert
Schimmelpfennig
Schmidt, Joachim
Schnabel, Kai Stud.
Schoenheinz, R.J.
Schormair, Cbristoph
Seim, Sigurd H.
Sestakova, Marie
Seys, B.
Sikorski, Radzislaw
Slezackova, Frantiska
Smilde
Sosnicka, Rozita Sod.

CSFR
FRG

Denmark
Nethcrlands

Poland
FRG

Netherlands
Portugal
Nonway

South Australia
Sweden

FRG
Spain

GB
Switzerland

CSFR
Yougclavia

Poland

GB
CSFR
FRG

Israel
CSFR

FRG
Switzerland

l{rrngarl
Portugal
Sweden

FRG
CSFR
Spain
Israel

Netberlands
FRG

Netherlands
FRG
GDR
FRG
FRG
FRG

Norway
CSFR

Belgrum
Poland
CSFR

-'t17 -

FRG
FRG
FRG

CSFR
CSFR

Sweden
CSFR

Sweden
FRG

Poland
Poland
Turkey
Poland
Turkey

Netherlands
Norway

CSFR
Sweden

FRG
Turkey
Poland
Poland
CSFR
FRG

Netherlands
Netherlands
Netherlands

Denmark
Spain
FRG

Denmark
Ireland

GB
Poland

FRG
GB

Poland
FRG

UdSSR

FRG
Poland

FRG
FRG

CSFR
FRG

Yougoclavia
Netberlands

Speckmann, Erwin-Jocef
Stein, Andreas Snrd.
Steinmann
Strakova, Miroslava
Steitova, Miroelava
Stnöm, Gunnar
Suchanova. Simona Stud.
Sundström, Björn
Swietlick, Ulrike Stud.
Szczurowicz, Andrzej
Szram, Srcfan
Taner, Dogan
Targonska, Bozena Stud.
Telatar, Münir
ten Cate, TMorus J.
Thorn, Frederic Stud.
Tiefenbacb, Petr
Tirnelin, Mayaella
Toellner. Richard
Tuncer, Ilhan
Tysarowski, Wieslaw
Ujec, Mieczystaw
Urbova, Hana
v.d. Bussche, R.
van Vliet
van de Weg, Natasja
van Rossum, Hermann
Vang, Joh.
Vazquez, Jaime
Vollmann, J. Snd.
Vuori, Hannu
Waddington, John L.
Walon, Henry
Wasyluk, Janusz
lVeber, Markus Stud.
Webster, David
Wegrzyn, Zbigniew
Wiln, Stefan
Zagonk i, J.
Zaklaris
7-akrewicz, Andreas Strd.
Zalewski, Tadeuz
Zidek, Walter
Ziegler, Joachim
Zima, Tomas Stnd.
Zimrnermann, Eberhard
Zimolo, Anton
Zoethout, Hermien
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BUCHBESPRECTII.]NG

Prof. Dr. W. Wiutmli
Itrsftü ftr Andmie, UniversiE Münser:

Herbert Lippert: Anatomie am Lebenden. Ein
Ubungsprograürm für Medizinstudenten.
Springer Verlag: Berlin, Heidelberg, New York,
London, Paris, Tokyo, Hong Kong 1989. 384
Seiten, 219 Abbildungen, 19 Tabellen. Preis
DM 28.-

Das vorliegende Lehrbuch ist aus langiähriger
Erfahnrng mit 'Übungen zur Anatomie am te-
benden', durchgeführt im Rahmen des
Anatomieunterrichts in der Vorklinik an der Me-
dizinischen Hochschule Hannover, enstanden. Es
behandelt nicht nur die Oberflächenanatomie des
menschlichen Körpers, sondern will dem Stu-
denten auch die klinischen Untersuchungsmetho-
den im Sinne einer Propädeutik der allgemeinen
Krankenuntersuchung nahebringen. Damit vär-
knüpft der Autor in beispielhafter Weise vorkli-
nische und klinische Unterrichtsinhalte, ein
erklärtes Ziel studienreformerischer Bestrebung.

Der lnhalt ist nach Körperregionen gegliedert
und ermöglicht dadurch eine thematische Anleh-
nung an den Präparierkurs. Der Autor fiihrt den
Leser in einer anschaulichen, überaus
detailreichen und exaktcn Beschreibung in die
klassischen Untcrsuchungsmethoden ein und
macht dabei eindrucksvoll deutlich, wie unver-
zichtbar diese'einfachen diagnostischen Verfah-
ren" sind. Neben Inspektion und Palpation
gehören Perkussion und Auskulation genauso
zum Übungsprogranm wic die Funktionsprü-
fung. I*tztrre erstreclt sich auch auf orthopä-
dische und neurologische
Untersuchungsmethoden oder bis zur Anleinrng
ftir opthalmologische oder audiologische Unter-
suchungslechniken (Augen-, Ohrenspiegelung).
Damit greift das Buch norwendigerweise über die
Grenzen der anatomischen Betrachtungsweise
hinaus, behandelt die zum Verständois notwen-
digen physiologischen Sachverhalte und gibt an-
schauliche und einprägsame Hinweise auf
krankhafte Veränderungen.

Prof. Lippert hat vor ca. 10 Jahren 'Übungcn
zur Anatomie am [.ebenden' in vorklinischen

Unterricht initiiert und ecither mit Erfolg durch-
gefiihrt. Da ftr diesc mittlerweile auch an an-
deren Universitäten eingefiihrten Veranstaltungen
bislqng nur Skripten zur Verfiigung stehen, ist
das Erscheinen des vorliegenden Buches eine
große Hilfe für Lehrende wie auch Snrdierende.
Es is so geschrieben, dqß jeder Snrdent mit ana-
tomischem Basiswissen den Untersuchungsgang
weitesgehend selbständig durchführen kann und
dabei ein reiches Hinrcrgrundwissen vermittelt
bekommt, welches ihm kein anderes gängiges
Buch der klinissfuga Untersuchungsmethoden zu
bieten vemrag.

Fär die L€scr, die wenig Zeit erübrigen können,
wäre es allerdings hilfreich, wenn bei einer
Uberarbeitung die Passagen, die für eine
Krankenuntersuchung von besonderer Bedantung
sind, optisch hervorgehoben würden und wenn
an einer Stelle das gesamte Untersuchungsproto-
koll einer allgemeinen Krankenuntersuchung dar-
gqstellt würde.

Das Buch erscheint aus meiner Sicht zu einem
außerordentlich günstigen Zeipunlt: Ausgelöst
durch die 'siebte Verordnung zur Anderung der
Approbationsordnung für Arzte' ist die Diskus-
sion über eine Umgesalnrng des vorklinischen
Unterrichts und vor allem die Einführung von
Seminaren, die von Vorklinikern und Klinikern
gemeinsam gestaltet werden sollen, in vollem
Gange. Hier bieta es sich an, die 'Anatomie am
Lcbenden' als Propädeutik der physikalischen
Krankeiruntersuchung generell in dcn Unter-
richtsplan aufzunebnen und durch Patientenvor-
stellungen zu ergänzen. Dem Anliegen einer
engen Veöindung klinischer und vorklinischer
Unterrichtsinhalte wäre damit in idealer Weise
Rechnung getragen. Das Buch von Lippert gäbe
ftr ein solches Vorhaben gutc Hilfestellung.

Insgesamt handelt es sich um ein außerge-
wflhnlisfuss, mit sehr viel Einfühlungsvermögen
geschriebenes Buch, aus dem Lehrende wie Ler-
nende io yslklinik und Klinik Gewinn ziehen
können.
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Ttrc Annual conference of the Associcion for Medical Educ*ion ln Europa (AMEE) together

with thc Association of Medical Deans in Europa (AltdDE) wtll take plae from Scmflember 3-6,

1990 in Budapcst. For further informatiolt contactl

Prof. I, Forgdcs, Rector of Postgraduafe Mdical Schaol

P.O. Box ltZ
H 1389 Budapest (HungarY)

Phone: (t6l) 1409-147
Telexp 22-6595, Fax: (51) 1498-3/4














